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INTRODUCTION 

If this thesis attains its objective, it is well the objective changed 

after preparatory work was begun. To begin with, it was to report a study of 

farm news in the metropolitan or city press with an analysis. 

Investigation showed that William B. Ward
1

 had done a creditable job of 

analyzing and criticizing farm news in the United States newspapers in 

partial fulfillment of requirements for an advanced degree at the University 

of Wisconsin in the 1940's. 

That farmers subscribe to city daily newspapers and read them as avidly 

as their urban cousins was shown as early as 1919 and 1920 in research done 

by the United States Department of Agriculture and the University of 

Nebraska.
2 

After studying Mr. Ward's thesis and results of other studies already 

completed, it was decided to include in this thesis information to be used to 

teach "reporting and interpreting farm news in a metropolitan newspaper" in a 

course at Kansas State College called The Farm Page. 

To accomplish this aim, the thesis must contain information gleaned (and 

dug) from source materials on legislation, economics, politics and other 

aspects of American life which vitally concern farmers and persons interested 

in rural life. 

1Ward, William B., "Source Survey of Agricultural News in the Daily 
Press." Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin, 1941. 

2

The University of Nebraska study of 1,338 farm homes in 1920 found 
"almost exactly as many subscribers to daily newspapers as there were farm 
homes." A year earlier the United States Department of Agriculture, in an 
extensive farm-to-farm survey, found seventy-five per cent of the farmers 
were subscribers to daily newspapers. 
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That alone might have made a good course—-in theory at least—for the 

agricultural journalism graduate called upon to edit farm news in a daily-

newspaper. The writer felt, however, that the theory should be tempered with 

the judgment of actual working newspapermen now reporting farm news . To get 

this judgment, a questionnaire was sent to farm editors of two hundred eighty 

daily newspapers and seventy farm editors of radio stations. 

Newspaper farm editors in each of the forty-eight states received the 

questionnaire. Only radio farm editors in the Midwest were questioned. 

The first part of the thesis will report what the writer thinks is back-

ground information needed by the farm editor; the latter part, the results of 

the questionnaire. 
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ETHICS IN FARM NEWS 

Although ethics should be a part of all training for agricultural 

journalism—or any other profession—it seemed appropriate that any material 

to be used in a college classroom might start with a code for newspapermen 

to follow in writing, editing and interpreting farm news. 

As the American capitalistic society advances, it increases technical 

knowledge which, in turn, subdivides society into more groups that seek to 

maintain or better their positions. In this process economic power becomes 

closely identified with, if not directly related to, political power. 

The newspaper man will come in contact with many of these organized 

groups. The farm editor will work so closely with one of these groups, 

agriculture, that he, more than many fourth estaters, must guard against 

identifying himself with only a segment of society--must constantly ask him-

self, "Is this for the general welfare?As the executive branch of the government has become more and more the 

policy-making and law-making branch, the economic and social advantages of 

belonging to a strong group have become more and more apparent. 

It is no secret that agriculture is organized to at least maintain its 

position. The parity laws are based on that theory. The agricultural writer 

commissioned to interpret farm news to all segments of society will come 

under many pressures to become a pleader for agriculture rather than an 

interpreter for society. 

He will need a code of ethics—instilled in the home, nurtured in 

school, practiced in life. Although the writer concedes that not all news-

papers follow codes and canons of journalism, he thought it would have been 

presumptuous to have attempted to improve those already recognized. 
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Both the labor and capital segments of the newspaper publishing business 

have codes. That both stress practically the same ideals indicates that the 

general welfare cuts through specialized, technical groups that pressure 

legislators, Congressmen, newspapermen and others to plead their cases. Both 

codes are presented here. 

The American Newspaper Guilds Code of Ethics 

Resolved: 1. That the newspaperman's first duty is to give the 
public accurate and unbiased news reports, and that he be guided in his 
contacts with the public by a decent respect for the rights of in-
dividuals and groups. 

2. That the equality of all men before the law should be observed 
by the men of the press; that they should not be swayed in news report-
ing by political, economic, social, racial or religious prejudices; 
that they should be guided only by fact and fairness. 

3. That newspapermen should presume persons accused of crime to be 
innocent until they are convicted, as is the case under the law, and 
that news accounts dealing with accused persons should be in such form 
as not to mislead or prejudice the reading public. 

4. That the Guild should work, through efforts of its members or 
by agreement with editors and publishers, to curb the suppression of 
legitimate news concerning "privileged" persons or groups, including 
advertisers, commercial powers and friends of newspapermen. 

5. That newspapermen shall refuse to reveal confidences or dis-
close sources of confidential information in court or before other 
judicial investigating bodies, and that the newspaperman's duty to keep 
confidences shall include those he shared with one employer even after 
he has changed his employment. 

6. That the news be edited exclusively in the editorial rooms 
instead of in the business office of the daily newspaper. 

7. That newspapermen shall behave in a manner indicating inde-
pendence and decent self-respect, in the city room as well as outside 
and shall avoid any demeanor that might be interpreted as a desire to 
curry favor with any person. 

We Condemn: 1. The carrying of publicity in the news columns in 
the guise of news matter. 
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2. The current practice of requiring the procuring or writing of 
stories which newspapermen know are false or misleading which work op-
pression or wrong to persons or groups 

The American Society of Newspaper Editors' 
Canons of Journalism 

The primary function of newspapers is to communicate to the human 
race what its members do, feel and think. Journalism, therefore, de-
mands of its practitioners the widest range of intelligence, of 
knowledge and of experience, as well as natural and trained powers of 
observation and reasoning. To its opportunities as a chronicler are in-
disolubly linked its obligations as teacher and interpreter. 

To the end of finding some means of codifying sound practice and 
just aspirations of American journalism, these canons are set forth: 

I. Responsibility—The right of a newspaper to attract and hold 
readers is restricted by nothing but considerations of public welfare. 
The use a newspaper makes of the share of public attention it gains 
serves to determine its sense of responsibility, which it shares with 
every member of its staff. A journalist who uses his power for any 
selfish or otherwise unworthy purpose is faithless to a high trust. 

II. Freedom of the Press—Freedom of the press is to be guarded as 
a votal right of mankind. It is the unquestionable right to discuss 
(for the benefit of the general public)2 whatever is not explicitly for-
bidden by law, including the wisdom of any restrictive statute. 

III. Independence—Freedom from all obligations except that of 
fidelity to the public interest is vital. 

1. Promotion of any private interest contrary to the general 
welfare, for whatever reason, is not compatible with honest journalism. 
So-called news communications from private sources should not be pub-
lished without public notice of their source or else substantiation of 
their claims to value as news, both in form and substance. 

2. Partisanship, in editorial comment which knowingly departs 
from the truth, does violence to the best spirit of American journalism; 
in the news columns it is subversive of a fundamental principle of the 
profession. 

IV. Sincerity, Truthfulness, Accuracy—Good faith with the reader 
is the foundation of all journalism worthy of the name. 

1. By every consideration of good faith a newspaper is con-
strained to be truthful. It is not to be excused for lack of thorough-

Framed scroll in Kansas State College Department of Journalism, 2 

That in parenthesis and italics added by the writer. 
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ness or accuracy within its control, or failure to obtain command of 
these essential qualities. 

2. Headlines should be fully warranted by the contents of the 
articles which they surmount. 

V. Impartiality—Sound practice makes clear distinction between 
news reports and expressions of opinion. News reports should be free 
from opinion or bias of any kind. 

1. This rule does not apply to so-called special articles -un-
mistakably devoted to advocacy or characterized by a signature authoriz-
ing the writer's own conclusions and interpretations. 

VI. Fair Play—A newspaper should not publish unofficial charges 
affecting reputation or moral character without opportunity given to 
the accused to be heard; right practice demands the giving of such op-
portunity in all cases of serious accusation outside judicial proceed-
ings. 

1. A newspaper should not invade the private rights or feel-
ings without sure warrant of public right as distinguished from public 
curiosity. 

2. It is the privilege, as it is the duty, of a newspaper to 
make prompt and complete correction of its own serious mistakes of fact 
or opinion, whatever their origin. 

VII. Decency—A newspaper cannot escape conviction of insincerity 
if, while professing high moral purpose, it supplies incentives to base 
conduct, such as are to be found in details of crime and vice, publi-
cation to enforce its canons, the journalism here represented can but 
express the hope that deliberate pandering to vicious instincts will 
encounter effective public disapproval or yield to the influence of a 
preponderant professional condemnation.1 

Modern science and modern industry, all-weather roads, automobiles, 

radios, daily newspapers and now television have changed rural populations. 

Their interests and those of urban populations are almost identical. 

The highly specialized, technological world makes rural and urban 

populations more and more interdependent. The farmer can no longer live 

alone—any more than Kansas or the United States can live unaffected by 

international happenings. 

1Scroll found in most daily newspaper offices and in schools and de-
partments of journalism, including Kansas State College. 
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Citizens of the United States, of Kansas, of farms, of city apartments 

were equally avid readers of Korean news. They all saw it specifically 

effecting their lives. The farmer saw the Department of Agriculture do a 

quick about-face (out of cadence). It had been hinting at greater acreage 

reductions for 1951. With the Korean "incident," it began hinting that all 

restrictions would be removed and expanded production would be needed. 

To the city homemaker, the Korean news brought vivid flashbacks of 

butter shortages, meat points, queues in front of food counters. 

Farmers harvesting wheat on both sides of the 38th parallel in Kansas 

knew that what was happening along the 38th parallel on the other side of the 

world might eliminate new trucks, tractors and home improvements, take a 

hired hand or a son and still demand greater production. That war story and 

the story of World War II got topnotch coverage. Rural and urban persons 

understood the story and recognized their interdependence. 

On the national scene in peace times they also are interdependent—much 

more than they realize. Their failure to realize their peace-time inter-

dependence is partly the fault of newspaper reporters in general, farm re-

porters specifically. These reporters have not been constantly relating farm 

economy to the national economy and vice versa. 

When General Motors grants a cost-of-living raise to its employees, the 

farmer may read how much more a new G. M. truck will cost, but he probably 

will not be reminded that the raise will give (G. M . workers more money to buy 

more bread, meat, butter, eggs and other agricultural products. 

The only way he could find out how many bushels of wheat it took to buy 

a G. M. truck before the war, how many it took the day before the cost-of-

living price boost and how many it would take when that cost was added to the 

future truck produced with the higher paid labor would be to figure it out 
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for himself. Both he and his city cousin would be interested in that infor-

mation. 

Agriculture "fundamentalists" argue that the population would soon 

starve if agriculture should cease functioning, that agriculture is THE basic 

industry. They seem to ignore how quickly a railroad strike becomes a 

national emergency and that processing, financing and other elements of 1 

economic life also could have disastrous results by ceasing to function. 

Apparently they have forgotten the Roosevelt bank holidays. The farm re-

porter who would try to prove the agriculture fundamentalist viewpoint should 

get a so-called public relations or lobbying job for agricultural interests. 

The ethics of his profession calls for keeping both eyes glued to the general 

welfare and showing the part agriculture plays in the whole picture. 

Living up to codes and canons of journalism in the more complicated age 

of technology requires this kind of backgrounding and interrelating of inter-

related facts. 

It is little less than dishonest to tell only one side of a story--even 

when the story is one-sided merely from lack of information and pertinent 

backgrounding. 

Some farm writers have done a good job of showing city people how much 

a quart of milk or a dozen eggs would cost them, if farmers gave this produce 

away. Few have pointed out also that produce distributed by farmers' co-

operatives sells for about the same price as that distributed through normal 

channels--and dividends declared are comparable with those of other com-

mercial enterprises. 

The price of cotton during the Civil War was eighteen times as high in 

1O. B. Jesness, "Postwar Agricultural Policy—Pressure Vs. General 
Welfare," Journal of Farm Economics, p. 7, February, 1946. 
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the North as in the South—because transportation had broken down. "Whether a 

person is producing, processing, transporting, marketing or consuming farm 

products, he is part of the economic system that has produced the highest 

standard of living the world has ever known. Good reporters will erase 

national tensions by constantly showing the interrelation of these various 

segments of our society. 

Otherwise, wittingly or unwittingly, newspaper men foster the deplorable 

attitude among many American groups that the only realistic policy is to get 

all you can. "Industry is doing it. Farmers have to." "Labor unions use 

pressure; so must we." 

The farmer, the union man, the distributor, each is an important cog on 

the wheel of economy, but none is the wheel. Showing the relation of each of 

the cogs and that the entire wheel is the best one yet devised is the news-

paperman's challenge. 

In our highly technical world, presenting all possible conflicting 

opinions on a subject can no longer be called objectivity nor living up to a 

code calling for truth. In the butter-oleomargarine question that would have 

been merely giving readers all the distortions and all the partisanships of 

the dairy cattle industry and all those of the vegetable oil industry. 

The American Butter Institute and milk producers' associations spent 

more than $150,000 during the first nine months of 1948 fighting repeal of 

the tax on margarine.1 They, and the National Association of Margarine Manu-

facturers on the other side, continued the battle in Congress until the 

repeal law passed. Neither told the whole truth, and neither was thinking 

primarily of the general welfare in its fight. 

1Helen Fuller, "Let's Look at the Lobbies," New Republic, p. 17, 
January 3, 1949. 



The truth usually is somewhere between the extremes. Likewise the 

public interest lies between the two extremes. The newsman must view the 

distortations in the light of public interests; then try to show his readers 

how the gigsaw puzzle looks put together TRUTHfully. 

The TRUTH in our complicated society is more difficult to find, but the 

need for it is as great or greater than during the times codes of ethics and 

canons of journalism were formed. With technical advances creating more 

segments of society, with these segments forming more pressure groups to work 

for their private welfare, stronger media working for the general welfare are 

needed. Newspapers are unique in being guaranteed freedom of press in an 

amendment to the Constitution. The guarantee was given on the American 

theory that people have a right to know the truth. Their right to know the 

truth depends to a great extent on the ability of newspapers to bring it to 

them. 

Many semi-prostitute pressure groups will flirt with the newspaperman 

whether he is reporting news from farms, capitol buildings or ballrooms. 

Marriage to one of them should call for an automatic divorce from the news-

paper profession. The two are incompatible. 

Being given the title farm editor is not equivalent to being given a 

license to plead the case of agricultural interests. Getting and interpreting 

the truth to best serve the general welfare is the duty of the farm reporter, 

the same as all other reporters. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE 

General 

The agricultural editor, the writer assumed without proof, should have an 

appreciation of the importance of agriculture, its problems, its traditions, 
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etc. These can best be gained by readings in the field, Marcus Poroius Cato 

was the first, whose writings have been preserved, to give the farmers a 

reputation which they still esteem today—some 2200 years later. 

"It is from the tillers of the soil," he wrote, "that spring the best 

citizens, the staunchest soldiers; and theirs are the enduring rewards which 

are most grateful and least envied. Such as devote themselves to that pur-

suit are least of all men given to evil counsels. 

He admitted that trade is sometimes more profitable, but hazardous. 

Money-lending, likewise, might be more profitable, but less honorable. 

Our ancestors held this view, he said, and embodied it in their 
laws, which required that the thief be mulcted double and the usurer 
fourfold. 

And when they would praise a worthy man their praise took this 
form: "Good husbandman," "good farmer;" one so praised was thought to 
have received the greatest commendation. 

The trader I consider to be an energetic man, and one bent on 
making money; but, as I said above, it is a dangerous career and one 
subject to disaster. On the other hand, it is from farming class that 
the bravest men and the sturdiest soldiers come, their calling is most 
highly respected.^ 

Reading the history of agriculture around Rome before its fall, in 

Greece and in England, the farm editor will be amazed to see how treatises 

on farming then sounded so much like college extension releases of today. 

On soil management Cato wrote: The things which are harmful to 
cornland are to plough the ground when it is rotten, and to plant chick 
peas which are harvested with the straw and are salt. Barley, fenugreek 
and pulse all exhaust corn land, as well as other things which are 
harvested with the straw.® 

"̂Porcius Marcus Cato, Roman Farm Management (New York: The Macmillan 
Company), 1913, p. 20. Translated by "A Virginia Farmer." 

2 
Porcius Marcus Cato, On Agriculture (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-

versity Press), 1934, p. 3. With English translation by William Davis Hooper, 
revised by Harrison Boyd Ash. 

Cato. op. cit., p. 41. 
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Columella, only a little later, wrote "But of all the legumes, 
alfalfa is the best, because, when once it is sown, it lasts ten years: 
because it can be mowed four times, and even six times a year: because 
it improves the soil: because all lean cattle grow fat by feeding upon 
it: because it is a remedy for sick beasts: because two-thirds of an 
acre will feed three horses plentiful for a year.**-

Early agricultural writers, besides realizing the value of fertilizing 

soil, even classified dung. That from pigeons was most valuable, followed 

bv human excrement. That from goats and sheep was considered next best. 
1/ W i. 

o 

Least valuable listed was horse dung.0 

Those in the United States now emphasizing that farmers should get soil 

back in grass and produce more livestock might have taken a page from Marcus 

Terentius Varro, written Before Christ's time. 

"The association between the ploughman and the herdsman is very close,51 

he wrote, "inasmuch as it is frequently more profitable to the owner of the 

farm to feed the fodder on the place than to sell it, and inasmuch as manure 

is admirably adapted to the fruits of the earth, and cattle especially fitted 

to produce it, one who ams a farm ought to have a knowledge of both pursuits, 
ry 

agriculture and cattle raising, and also of the husbandry of the steading."0 

Farm magazines and newspapers and radio farm editors of 1950 have used 

some of the same arguments in their columns of success stories (and other de-

vices used to let the farmer see how his contemporaries gain success). Some 

writers, in fact, said, farmers should buy cattle--or other livestock--to 

make more money by marketing crops on hoof. 

1 
A Virginia Farmer, The Treatises of Cato and Varro Done Into English, 

with Hotes of Modern Instances (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press), 
1913, p. 149. 

2 Ibid., p. 265. 
2 
Marcus Terentius Varro, On Agriculture (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 

University Press), 1913, p. 309. 
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Like the county agricultural agents of 1950, United States of .America, 

the agricultural leaders of Rome, Before Christ, were teaching "Fertilize 

your soil," "Improve livestock by breeding," "Take care of odds and ends 

during bad weather," "Get rid of noxious weeds," and "Do not overgraze your 

pastures." 

Among Cato's suggestions were found: 

When the weather is bad and no other work can be done, clear out 
manure for the compost heap; clean thoroughly the ox stalls, sheep pens, 
barnyard, and farmstead. 

Manure meadows at the opening of spring, in the dark of the moon. 
When the west wind begins to blow and you close the dry meadows to 
stock, clean them and dig up all noxious weeds by the roots. 

Fertilizers for crops: Spread pigeon dung on meadow, garden and 
field crops. Save carefully goat, sheep, cattle and all other dung. 

Crops which fertilize land: Lupines, beans, and vetch. You may 
make compost of straw, lupines, chaff, bean stalks, husks and ilex and 
oak leaves. 

Terms for the lease of pasturage: The contract would state the 
limits of pasturage 

On the selection of livestock, Varro gave advice which could well be 

followed today: 

As to form, sheep should be full-bodied, with abundant soft fleece 
with fibres long and thick over the whole body, especially about the 
shoulders and neck, and should have a shaggy belly also. The legs 
should be short. 

The most important point to watch is to have a flock from good 
stock. This can usually be judged by two points: form and progeny; 
by the form if the rams have a full coating of fleece on the forehead, 
have flat horns curving towards the muzzle, grey eyes and ears over-
grown with wool; if they are full-bodied, with wide chest, shoulders 
and hindquarters, and wide long tail. The stock is determined by the 
progeny if they beget handsome lambs.^ 

On the other hand, the same Roman writers have since been proved to have 

used unscientific practices. All farming then was based on religious ritual 

1Cato, jop. cit., p. 53, 57, 67, 135. 
^Varro, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 333. 
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to numerous and various gods, with feasts, fasts and other regulations. 

Modern medicine now seems as far advanced from Rome of B. C. 100 to 200 as 

industry of the twentieth century compared to oxen of those days. 

The figure "3" in Cato's time seemed to have more agricultural charm 

than four-leaf clovers, horseshoes and all other modern good luck omens com-

bined . 

Catofs remedy for oxen used 113" of everything, had to be administered 

after both the patient and the administer had fasted and were standing. 

Remedy for oxen: If you have reason to fear sickness, give the 
oxen before they get sick the following remedy: 3 grains of salt, 
3 laurel leaves, 3 leek leaves, 3 spikes of leek, 3 of garlic, 3 grains 
of incense, 3 plants of Sabine herb, 3 leaves of rue, 3 stalks of 
bryony, 3 white beans, 3 live coals, and 3 pints of -wine. 

You must gather, macerate, and administer all these while standing, 
and he who administers the remedy must be fasting. Administer to each 
ox for three days, and divide it in such a way that "when you have ad-
ministered three doses to each you will have used it all. See that the 
ox and the one who administers it are both standing, and use a wooden 
vessel. Both the ox and the one who administers the remedy must be 
standing and both must be fasting.^ 

Varro's instructions included what nearly all American farmers today 

would label superstitions. 

He began a letter on farming with: Since, as we are told, the gods 
help those who call upon them, I will first invoke them—those twelve 
gods who are the special patrons of husbandmen. First, then I invoke 
Jupiter and Tellus, "who, by means of the sky and the earth, embrace all 
fruits of agriculture; and hence, as we are told that they are the 
universal parents, Jupiter is called "The Father," and Tellus is called 
"Mother Earth." 

And second, Sol and Luna, whose courses are watched in all matters 
of planting and harvesting. Third, Ceres and Liber, because their 
fruits are most necessary for life; for it is by their favour that food 
and drink come from the farm. Fourth, Robigus and Flora; and when they 
are propitious the rust will not harm the grain and the trees, and they 
will not fail to bloom in their season; wherefore, in honour of Robigus 
has been established the solemn feast of the Robigalia, and in honour of 

Cato, op. cit., p. 31. 



Flora the games called Floralia. Likewise, I beseech Minerva and Venus, 
of whom the one protects the oliveyard and the other the garden; and in 
her honour the rustic Vinalia has been established. 

And I shall not fail to pray also to Lympha and Bonus Eventus, 
since without moisture and all tilling the ground is parched and barren, 
and without success and "good issue" it is not tillage but vexation.1 

Like early Americans, Romans, before Christ's time, were nearly all 

agricultural men. Their gr ea te st scholars and philosophers were those who 

owned and managed farms, Cato was a well-known lawyer, a great soldier, and 

one of the most prominent philosophers of his day. 

Varro ridiculed and censored those who needed gymnasiums in the cities 

and villages for not getting exercise in the vineyards. 

Nearly 100 years earlier Cato had observed that men who did not "depend 

on their farms for a living too often get the Spending habit.1" 

However, it was largely from England, Scotland, France and Germany 

America's farm heritage came. Persons from those countries settled America 

and brought with them the rural society that had been handed down to them in 

Western Europe. 

In Scotland formal education had been recommended for Farmers as early as 

1729. A professorship in agriculture was established in Edinburg in 1790. 

Societies for the improvement of cultivation had been founded in Scotland as 

early as 1723, in west England by 1777 and in London in 1793.2 

A Farmers1 Magazine was started in England the same year America won her 

independence, and The Farmers1 Journal, a newspaper, in 1808. It was only 

110 years ago, however, that the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society 

began to appear. 

X Varro, op< cit., p. 163. 
2Norman Scott Brien Gras, A History of Agriculture in Europe and America 

(New York: F. S. Crofts and Company), 1940, 2nd Ed., p. 226. 
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When the Korean war pointed to an eventual, if not a sudden, showdown 

between two opposed farming systems, it became more important for American 

farm editors to examine thoroughly the social and economic system they report 

and interpret. 

Because the laws America still holds sacred and traditional were formed 

by representatives of the country when it was more than 90 percent agricultural 

America's farming system was, and is, more important than its present 17 

percent agricultural population indicates. 

American farmers (and other property owners) are privileged with three 

attributes not known in the economic system of the Union of Socialist Soviet 

Republics. The American owner has undisputed possession against claims of 

other individuals. He is free to dispose of what he owns, and he is not ob-

liged to make payment for using that which is his own.^ 

In contrast to this is Communism. Spreading over two-thirds of the 

world's land surface, it must be recognized as one of the most important 

systems of land holding in human history. England had somewhat the same 

system before the Revolution. The American Indians held land in common with 

no one claiming title. In fact, historians have pointed out that when 

Americans purchased land from the nomadic Indians they bought one thing, 

while the Indians sold another. The American purchased undisputed possession. 

The Indian sold casual hunting rights and the privilege of taking a crop now 

and then. That was the source of some of the misunderstandings that led to 

Indian warfare 

•'•Other than taxes, which some think threaten to become confiscatory, the 
state has the right of escheat and eminent domain. Those three exceptions, 
plus police regulations the owner must obey, grew as society became more com-
plex. If, or as, the "social viewpoint11 grows, three of the four could be 
used to erase the first two privileges of American ownership. Taxes, some 
already argue, already exceed the old rents demanded by European states. 

Ĝ-ras, op. cit. p. 253. 



Those advocating socialism today would call the Indians1 system Social-

ism. If Stalin were to succeed in laying down laws to govern America, it 

would be pointed out that the first Americans practiced Communism, Regard-

less of what it is called, it never has been both an economic and a social 

success• 

The system is not suited to progress. It will assist in defensive war-

fare because a group can hold a fort better than a family can hold a farm. 

For the same reason, it is not suited to progress. It is more difficult to 

move a group than an individual, whether the group is an enemy army or the 

American spirit of progress. 

As pointed out earlier, state college extension services are still 

attempting to get individuals to adopt practices recommended at least 200 

years B. C, in Rome. Yet history has demonstrated that progress has come 

much more rapidly when it was tied to individual gain. 

"Give a man the secure possession of a bleak rock,said A. Young, "and 

he will turn it into a garden; give him nine years lease of a garden, and he 

will convert it into a desert. fl~ 

Although free proprietorship was born in America, it had its fore-

runners in Western Europe from where settlers emigrated to the American 

colonies. America put landed property on the same basis as personal property^ 

much of which had always been on this basis. Lower animals with any kind of 

organized society had at least personal property rights, so we should be safe 

in assuming that man has had proprietorship of personal property since the 

beginning of human society. Why then did it take so long for him to develop 

proprietorship of landed property? 
hM̂ MaftMMWWMft-*.'*' - c- - — — — — ^ > M | | ^IW M l 

1A. Young, Travels in France During the Years 1787, 1788, 1789 (London: 
G. Bell and SonsX 2d. of Betham-Edwards, 1905, p. 54. 
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Probably because it could not develop ahead of the idea that men are 

born free and equal. Although service rents on the lordfs demesne were not 

extensive, they existed and were exacted in Egypt, China, Russia, Syria, 

Italy, Spain, and France.-*-

The manorial-feudal systems practiced so long in agriculture of other 

countries, had more than a vestige in early American tenure and grew into our 

system for landlord-tenant operations. 

Americans have become accustomed to fighting wars for religious liberty, 

the idea of popular sovereignty (democracy), freedom of speech and press. 

They have failed to stress an equally important freedom—and one that now is 

being challenged along with the sacred freedoms mentioned above. That is 

free proprietorship of property. Realistically speaking, that little 

stressed freedom should be stressed with the others. It is more nearly 100 

percent American than many of the others. Though taken for granted, it means 

as much to individuals as some of the other freedoms they are fighting to 

maintain. 

Newspapermen should not overlook this truly American story so many 

people have forgotten, or at least take so much for granted that they do not 

mention it—even when giving soldiers reasons for going to war. In a war 

with Communism, free proprietorship should be one of the privileges along 

with other freedoms for which they are fighting. 

Before the colonists left England they had gone through at least three 

enclosure movements, but they had not developed free proprietorship. 

The first was started by lords and tenants under a town economy to pro-

vice for better cultivation and possibly for legume rotation or field-grass 

•̂ Gras, op. cit., p. 258. 
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husbandry. With the lands worked by everyone in common, and rotation to 

other strips of soil demanded by society, the person who planted legumes 

would have helped his neighbor more than himself, for the planters rotated on 

to other strips. 

The second enclosure movement was instituted by the lords to get rid of 

tenants doing poor jobs and thus paying only menial rents. 

The third, with which America is most concerned, was carried through by 

the rich and the greedy, the enterprising and the ambitious. Reason back of 

it was that scientific agriculture (rotation) might be practiced—and so the 

soil would yield more productive returns. Profits it offered to landlords 

and tenants was the real reason for its adoption. It brought about suffering 

and agricultural efficiency—the usual two chapters in the book of economic 

revolution.J* It also did much to uproot men from a miserable existence in 

idleness, ignorance, and dependence on alms and theft. 

The rich and the greedy became central characters in English literature 

of the day- The enterprising and the ambitious, however, also helped carry 

forward the new agriculture• 

As a result, to many the agricultural revolution was not economic ef-

ficiency, not change in land tenure, and not literary culture, but the loss 

of well-being by the rank and file of country people. Yoernan and tenants be-

came laborers. And the cottars and squatters, the traditional poor and 

laboring class of the village, suffered greatly when their holdings were en-

closed for the new agriculture. They lost their cow, pig, and geese when the 

commons were enclosed, and instead of milk, pork, and fowl, they lived on 

1 Ibid., p. 226. 
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bread and tea.-*-

They also lost their fuel when the wasteland was enclosed. It probably 

was slight compensation for such losers to have plenty of work offered to 

them and to be compelled to accept it to keep body and soul together. 

One generation paid for new gains for several generations, for the 

economic gains became permanent; the human suffering was temporary. To those 

who deal in reflections, it cannot be denied that the sufferers of that one 

generation have but one life to live. Each new gain brings with it a new 

discipline. That was the price paid in England for the agricultural 

revolution. 

But it should be pointed out that the price, once paid, brought the 

agricultural revolution to England before France. During the 18th century 

France was losing population; England was gaining. France was remaining 

rural; England was being urbanized. France lost wars; England won them. 

France was having trouble avoiding bankruptcy; England was gaining in 

financial stature. France was in famines or near-famine; England had large 

surpluses of grain for export. 

Later in England, a tenant paid a quit-rent to be free of some manorial 

service, like a penny to be free from plowing the lord's land. 

When the King of England made grants to individuals or companies to 

colonize America, he was liberal with his donation of rights to induce the 

men or companies to venture for profit in the new world. The system was not 

accompanied by any agricultural service, but it did involve fealty, escheat 

and relief. The most important manorial incident, however, was the quit-

rent. On the eve of the Revolution this varied a good deal, from two beaver 

skins for 60,000 acres in Pennsylvania to a red rose for 10,000 acres or 

*Gras, op. oit., p. 228. 



four shillings for 100 acres.1 

Many Europeans came to America under an illusion. In the old world, 

with its agricultural economic system, land in itself was desirable. It 

would produce revenue and give the owner a life of leisure. Many came seek-

ing the life of affluence and leisure. But they had only assumed they would 

have tenants. In the old country the land was rented to the tenant or the 

peasant cultivator who paid rentals to provide the landlord with a comfortable 

life in town. 

In America this was not the case. The old system did not prevail in 

America until all the free land was taken. So the European immigrant, 

peasant or artisan, coming to get rich and live in leisure, had to go to work. 

He became both a landlord and a laborer, which the majority of American 

farmers remain today. 

Among them were some able managers, but many laborers and artisans needed 

guidance. America gave them all 160 acres of land and crude economic con-

ditions. However, the general rise in land values, as farms became settled, 

enabled them to hang on and concealed the fact that they were not really 

successful profit-making farmers. Society provided their only profits. They 

may have settled 160 acres, later amassed eight or ten such tracts of land to 

leave their children—without making more than a small percentage of the 

profits from farming. 

But regardless of how he got to America or what his previous state was, 

he easily became a landlord and a laborer, once here. So the United States 

rapidly became a marked contrast to the manorial-feudal system from which it 

sprang. Under the old system the occupiers of the land did not own it. 

1B. W. Bond, The Quit-Rent System in the American Colonies (New Haven: 
Yale University Press) 1919, p. 134. 
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Ownership was rested in the sovereign.That system permitted the sovereigns 

to build what are now such, tourist attractions as the Palace of Versailles, 

the Louvre and many others. The sovereign political power was legal owner of 

all the land.1 

The people in the manorial feudal tenement system held, in varying 

degrees of remoteness from the throne, the land they worked. Roughly, there 

were the sovereign, the tenant-in-chief, and the operating tenant. All 

three, and sometimes other ranks, were held together by customs, laws, obli-

gations and rights. Thus the state was part of a social contract. The indi-

viduals contracted to do certain things and as a result claimed certain 

rights. State socialism is probably the nearest modern concept to compare 

with the feudal state.2 

After they got to America there were at least four developmental periods 

of United States policy. As soon as New England got free proprietorship, the 

remainder of the colonial population held New England as its ideal. 

The Federal government then established a rectangular system of marking 

land. Townships were to be 36 miles square (or 36 sections of land) with 

division marks following longitude and latitude. As we shall see later, when 

the political policies on land were developed, land sold for $1 an acre, $2 

an acre, then $1.25 an acre without credit. 

In the third period preemption was followed. The government, with the 

preemption law, declared itself in favor of the actual settler, against land 

speculators. 

The Homestead Act introduced the fourth period. It was about as im-

1Except the allods which could be transferred only by inheritance within 
the family. 2Gras, op.cit., p. 256. 
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portant as a law oan ever be.1 

It was the guide to millions of ambitious, struggling settlers, and it 

was the consummation of a modern idea. Every real settler was to get free 

160 acres of land. Full title was to be given after five years occupancy. 

This was a great triumph for genuine settlement, a great victory for the 

small estate, AND THE ENTHRONEMENT OF FREE PROPRIETORSHIP. 

It might possibly be counted a benefit of the Civil War. For it was 

passed only after the South had withdrawn from the Union. Congressional 

leaders from the South had wanted the land in large blocks, suitable for 

estates and the slave system. The East, of course, wanted western lands sold 

so money from the sale could be used in lieu of taxes on the older settled 

region. 

Laborers and the West advocated free gifts of land and small holdings. 

Regardless of how its passage is analyzed, it cannot be denied that it was 

the law that enthroned free proprietorship--one of the greatest distinguish-

ing characteristics of the day between the United States of America and the 

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.2 

The Homestead Act later was modified; 320 acres was granted the dry-land 

farmer. And in one area where there was no water (Utah), the residence re-

quirement was abolished. 

To secure free land was easy in America. To prepare it for cultivation 

often was laborious. To establish economic and other relationships, without 

1Ibid., p. 274. 
2 Free proprietorship was actually established without using any term for 

it. It was first known in the United States in the Territory northwest of 
Ohio and east of the Mississippi in terms of the Northwest Ordinance—which 
also provided that in case of no will or testament, land should descend 
equally to all children. 

Later to become the earliest state with an estensive irrigation system, 
established under the leadership of the Mormons. 
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the old world, has been a slow task. Playing vital parts in the establishing 

were railroads, river steamboats, canals, telegraph, telephone, rural postal 

delivery, the automobile, radio, and television. 

Until recently America had an economy based on plentiful land. For a 

long period it was the policy of the government to give the land away. Land 

grants were used to get the country settled. Railroads got great hunks of 

it. It was used to establish land-grant colleges and universities. 

With a national history based on land enough to give it or provide it at 

very little cost to anyone who would settle it, land in America has been used 

lavishly. Where any item is cheap, it is always used that way. Where any 

item is dear, it is handled with care. Naturally, conservation is one of the 

big problems now facing farmers in the United States. Their forefathers 

pushed on to fertile acres, once fertility began to run out. Pew were those 

who cultivated their land with care. Why should they so long as they could 

get more land by going west and merely settling it? 

The new America used a system of natural husbandry. It required the 

least labor and capital--which were scarce—and used instead the land—which 

was plentiful. 

Writers who criticize United States farmers for being too slow to adopt 

conservation practices, should remember that they are working against nearly 

200 years of tradition, which is a heavy weight of inertia. The history of 

the plantation was the same: they declared land, imported slaves, exhausted 

the soil, moved westward and finally fought to maintain the slave plantation 

in competition with the free farm. 

The Civil War, Gras has pointed out, was a contest in American agri-

culture. On one side were cotton, the southern slave system and the cotton 

manufacturing interests of England. On the other side were wheat, the free 
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labor system of the north, and the humanitarian cotton spinners of England, 

who chose to oppose slavery even at the cost of their daily bread. 

Many explanations are given for why the North won: God, seapower and 

others. But Gras explained that it was more than a half-truth that the North 

won because of its wheat.1 During the early years of the war England needed 

American wheat. England and the remainder of Europe had had a partial crop 

failure. So she needed American wheat more than she needed American cotton. 

The cotton kept the factories going, but the wheat kept body and soul to-

gether. England threw over its preference for the South and the idea of 

recognizing the Confederacy. The wheat of the North, at the moment at least, 

was more vital than the cotton of the South. The large wheat crop of the 

North was a material bribe to England to throw its influence on the same side 

of the scale with human liberty. 

Du Pont de Nemours, a physiocrat (society should be governed by the 

natural order of things), helped negotiate the treaty between France and 

England that led to the recognition of the independence of the United States. 

Du Pont later moved to America where his descendants became famous for the 

manufacture of munitions. 

His influence was only incidental to the recognition of American inde-

pendence, but physiocracy (the rule of nature) had a strong influence on the 

agricultural history of the country. Physiocrats argued that nature ruled 

under certain unalterable laws which led TO the increase, progress, and good 

fortune of mankind. To them the laws of nature should govern agriculture. 

In England the physiocrats found no exact reflection, but they helped to 

produce Adam Smith, the generally accepted founder of political economy. And 

1Gras, op. cit., p. 300-301. 
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they influenced leading Americans who traveled abroad. Benjamin Franklin, 

for one, studied physiocracy and was profoundly influenced by it.1 

It was not their precise theory, but the general emphasis that they 

started that still comes blaring over town and country radios in political 

speeches preceding every Congressional election. S. J. Buck expressed their 

philosophy thirty years ago, when he wrote: "The clergyman prays for all, 

the merchant trades for all, the lawyer pleads for all, the representative 

legislates for all, the physician prescribes for all, the railroad man 

carries for all, the soldier fights for all, but the central figure, the 

cultivator, pays for all.2 

Such a doctrine is preached in rural areas, echoed in Congress, is the 

meat and drink of rural politicians, the stock in trade of some representa-

tives and senators. Whether townsmen or big business men like it or not, 

agriculture long has been considered fundamentally important. 

However, the idea that it was all important was bringing severe criti-

cism a quarter of a century ago. It was then that H. L. M(encken) said there 

is no more "grasping, selfish and dishonest mammal" than the farmer. His 

only political principal is "direct loot." He blackmails his customers with 

his monopoly of food, and is the worst speculator whom he denounces.3 
Mencken's criticism was not justified, but it was a reaction against a 

false economic philosophy then being preached as doctrine. Long after it 

ceased being true, economists preached that good times on the farm meant good 

1Jared Sparks, Works of Benjamin Franklin (Chicago: Townsend-MacCoun), 
1882, Vol. VI, p. 279. 

2J. S. Buck, The Agrarian Crusade (New Haven: York University Press), 
1920, frontispiece. 

L. M(encken), Editorial, The American Mercury May, 1924, Vol. I, 
p. 292. 
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times for all. Just as false an economic principle now is being "sold" by 

the administration (Fair Deal) in an attempt to tie labor and the farmer to-

gether for a "fair deal" political maneuver. 

Mid-twentieth century economists are quite well agreed that one segment 

of the economy does not carry or drag another into depression or prosperity. 

That all are related. When the farmer gets good prices for his produce, the 

laborer gets good wages for his efforts and the capitalist has dividends to 

distribute. But that one definitely causes the other is no longer accepted 

as will be shown later in this paper. 

However, the pendulum has not swung so far that agriculture no longer is 

considered one of the basic industries. It just no longer is considered the 

basic industry. 

There is no way to measure the industries that depend on raw products 

from agriculture. Cotton, woolen and leather industries, tobacco manufactur-

ing, butter making, fruit and meat canning and packing, flour milling, and 

manufacture of alcohol are a few. Besides the manufacturer, all these pro-

ducts need to be stored, transported, distributed. All these industries must 

be credited to agricultural production. Still more are those that depend on 

agricultural consumption: farmers purchase foodstuffs, clothes, trucks, 

tractors, combines. These again must be manufactured, transported, sold 

wholesale and retail. And both production and consumption organizations 

taking raw products from the farmer and returning finished goods to him re-

quire credit, banking, insurance and other organizations that cater almost 

exclusively to that important segment of their society. 

Agricultural politics and agricultural history are so near the same 

thing and so dependent on each other that it may have been unwise to separate 

the two in this investigation. Agricultural laws, one of the primary threads 
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in American agricultural history, will be discussed later as will farm 

organizations and societies and their influence on the history and politics 

of the United States. 

But it was felt that George Washington's contribution to agriculture in 

the United States should be discussed here, for he stood first with the plow 

as with the sword. When the first president of the United States was chosen, 

more than 90 percent of our population was agricultural. It was only natural, 

therefore, that he was a farmer as well as a soldier and a statesman. 

He may have been ahead of his time, but he was a business farmer. He 

kept books on all the 3,260 acres he cultivated. He studied the fields for 

their best uses, sought the best markets for his products—much as the modern 

farmer must today, if he is to succeed. 

But Washington did not succeed. Although his system has since been 

adopted, he found it easier to win a war and independence for his country 

than to introduce a new system of agriculture. He tried new crops before 

they had passed the experimental stage and before they were adapted. He 

wanted his fields under scientific rotation instead of the old system of 

corn, wheat and an idle period. 

He corresponded with Arthur Young and Sir John Sinclair, sought ideas, 

seeds, plows, laborers, a manager and tenants from England. But his 

plantation was too big for the new system. He had ignorant and inefficient 

help and an untalented manager. Like his acres, his animals were not of a 

good breed or condition. Had he not been away from home drawing up the Con-

stitution and being president, he might have been remembered as the Father 

of American Agriculture. But he served his country better than he served his 

farm or himself.1 However, Brook points out that visitors doubtless noticed 

1W. E. Brook, The Agricultural Papers of George Washington (Boston, New 
York: D. C. Heath & Co.), 1919, p. 19-22. 
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what he was trying to do and may have been influenced to improve their methods 

of farming. 

Washington, in 1796, recommended to Congress use of federal money to 

promote agriculture. Congress, however, did not act on the recommendation. 

But Washington's recommendation might be considered today the germ that grew 

into the present United States Department of Agriculture with all its 

ramifying branches--even including a dean of its Graduate School.1 

The United States Department of Agriculture2 

United States State Department employees started the work of the present 

United States Department of Agriculture. As they sent and brought seeds from 

foreign countries, the seeds were deposited in the U. S. patent office, a 

part of the State Department until the Department of Interior was created 

101 years ago. 

In 1836 (July 4) Henry L. Ellsworth became commissioner of patents. 

His interest in agriculture accelerated development of the U.S.D.A. Without 

authorization, but because he was interested in agriculture and farmers were 

asking for the service, Ellsworth began collecting and distributing plants 

and seeds. Three years later (1839) Congress gave him permission to use 

$1,000 for agricultural purposes, the first federal money specifically 

designated for agricultural purposes. And the $1,000 lasted several years, 

1 Dean Harold Howe of the Kansas State College Graduate School and an 
officer in the organization for land-grant colleges and universities Graduate 
School deans, said a Mr. T. Roy Reid attends annual meetings of the 
organizations and encourages Graduate Schools throughout the United States to 
send students to the U.S.D.A. for a year of graduate school credit doing re-
search and regular civil service salaries for their work. 

2 T. Swann Harding, USDA Document Number 4, Revised, October 1, 1949. 
All of the material in this sub-division came from Mr. Harding's "Condensed 
History of the U. S. Department of Agriculture" and from talks with him 
while he was on the Kansas State College campus in June 1950. 



according to Mr. Harding, the United State Department of Agriculture's 

official historian. A year later, however, his annual report indicated that 

30,000 packages of seed had been distributed. 

More simply, but as in 1950, Congress had been pressured by farm groups 

before the $1,000 was granted. In response to agricultural interests, the 

House of Representatives had set up a committee on agriculture in 1820; the 

Senate, in 1825. 

Congress also authorized publication of a manual on the growth and manu-

facture of silk in 1828 and one on cultivation of sugarcane in 1830. The De-

partment of Interior was created in 1849 with Thomas Ewing its first 

secretary. The next year "a practical and scientific agriculturist" was hired 

to write the report on agricultural matters. A little later a botanist and an 

entomologist were hired part-time. So we see the sprawling United States De-

partment of Agriculture just beginning to crawl one century ago. 

By 1852 farmers had formed the United States Agricultural Society to 

lobby for a national Department of Agriculture. It took the society ten 

years to get Congress to grant its wish with creation of the department 

May 15, 1862. Any amateur historian noticing the date can readily see a 

national crisis helping the society accomplish its aim. The Homestead Act 

followed in five days, and two months later the Land-Grant College Act became 

law. Eighteen hundred sixty-two was a great year for agriculture, though a 

year of crisis for the nation! 

On the recommendation of Caleb B. Smith, Secretary of the Interior, 

Abraham Lincoln, in his message to Congress December 2, 1861, asked Congress 

for a bureau of agriculture and statistics. 

Isaac Newton, first agricultural commissioner, did little for the office 

but give it a slogan of "making two blades of grass grow where one grew 



before." That he adopted from "King of the Brobdingnags" by Dean Swift. 

Few of Newton's immediate successors did much for the office until 

Norman J. Colman was appointed commissioner in 1885. Colman, with much 

agitation from the grassroots to help, succeeded in getting the experiment 

station law passed in 1887 and the Department of Agriculture raised to 

cabinet rank. He was the first secretary of agriculture, serving from 

February 13 to March 6, when he was replaced by Jeremiah M. Rusk, appointed 

by incoming President Harrison. 

About this time the department began to gain status and significance. 

It also began to grow both in size and service. Because the complexities of 

agriculture were increasing, farmers found it necessary to have in Washington 

a strong, reliable department to serve them. 

The Bureau of Animal Industry was founded in 1884 to "aid in the eradi-

cation of animal diseases." Its creation marked the beginning of modern re-

search in the department. The Hatch Experiment Station act called for an 

office of experiment stations to carry on experiments in the states. The 

weather bureau was transferred to the agriculture department in 1890. It 

previously had been with the U. S. Signal Corps 20 years. 

Beginning in 1897, the department had the same secretary for 16 years, 

James (Tama Jim) Wilson. His administration was outstanding for developing 

research in the natural sciences. Under him two blades of grass actually 

began to grow where one had grown in Isaac Newton's time. 

In 1901 he formed the bureaus of soils, plant industry, forestry, and 

chemistry; in 1904, the bureau of entomology; in 1905, the office of public 

roads; 1906, bureau of biological survey. 

Work in other lines was undertaken: agricultural engineering, dairying, 

irrigation, drainage, marketing, extension, and agricultural economics and 
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statistics. The growth of the department under Wilson is indicated by the 

number of persons employed by the department in 1897, year he took office, 

and 1913, the end of his term—from 2,000 to 12,704. Large numbers of the 

new personnel were scientists working in many fields to aid agriculture. 

They succeeded so well in Newton's dictum that it was apparent by 1910 that 

over-production might become one of agriculture's greatest problems. Market 

and credit conditions were becoming increasingly UNbalanced. 

Then various regulatory laws began to be passed and handed to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for enforcement: animal quarantine, meat inspection and 

the food and drug act are examples.1 

David F. Houston, who followed Wilson, introduced social sciences. Some 

studies in agricultural marketing, credit and economics had started before his 

time. But it was his administration that recognized and expanded these 

services and established appropriate staff officers in the social sciences 

field within the department. He built the foundation for today' s home demon-

stration agents. 

Passed during or immediately after his term were such acts as the Federal 

Highway, Farm Loan, Grain Standards, Cotton Futures, Warehouse, Migratory 

Bird Treaty, Packers and Stockyards, and Commodity Exchange. 

In reorganizing the department, Houston set up a states relations service 

containing extension work, work in human nutrition and home economics and 

that at experiment stations. Houston, looking back, might be called a one-

man New Deal in agriculture. Many of the ideas he planted were not acted 

upon until the "action days" of the late Franklin D. Roosevelt. His dynamic 

period carried on into terms of his immediate successors: Edwin T. Meredith, 

Inspection of meats was not instituted to protect American consumers 
from diseased food but to meet the objections of foreigners to American meat 
products—or to help capture a foreign market. This is ably proved by R. A. 
Clemen in his The American Livestock and Meat Industry (1923), p. 323. 



Henry C. Wallace (not to be confused with his son, Henry A.), Howard M. Gore, 

William M. Jardine, Arthur M. Hyde and then Henry A. Wallace, whose term 

began only twenty years after Houston's began. 

These secretaries and the agricultural department under them carried on 

work begun by Houston and effected consolidation and unification. Lest Roose-

velt's administration get all the blame—or credit—for the so-called action 

programs, reports of the Jardine and Hyde administrations indicate that they 

saw the desperate postwar situation of the American farmer clearly, analyzed 

it and prescribed what was carried out beginning in 1933. The recommendations 

resulted in more farmers using more scientific methods and producing larger 

crops with less labor and more certainty. It was then the farmer began to 

realise that he was dependent upon other segments of society: transporta-

tion, labor, markets, credit, and other factors beyond his control such as 

land value and equipment. 

The first world war had crammed a generation of progress into a few 

short years, put marginal land into the productive class (with its temporary 

high prices), produced inflated prices in farm products and land prices and 

resulted in deflation with its bankruptcy. The action agencies tried to 

make it possible for farmers to use up-to-date agricultural methods and 

knowledge in rehabilitating themselves. 

They had not accomplished that goal until the effects of World War II 

led them to think they had accomplished it. Instead it was only another war 

starting again to bring higher prices and inflated land values—and demanding 

more and more food and fiber with less and less help. Farmers responded and 

established new all-time production records each year. They had learned 

scientific faming much better than the world had learned scientific living. 

Over-production again was the big problem until the Korean war. But this is 
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current history and is being analyzed daily in newspapers and magazines. 

Meantime the Department of Agriculture has grown to such extent that it 

sometimes gets in its own way—has two or more representatives giving the 

same farmer diametrically opposed opinions. Perhaps the future agricultural 

writer could best understand it by looking at the departments organization 

and present statement of what it does and comparing that with the Report of 

the Commission on reorganization of the Executive Branch of the Government. 

Program Agencies of the United States Department of Agriculture. The 

Agricultural Research Administration. The Agricultural Research Administration 

was established by executive order February 23, 1942, and includes offices of 

administrator, experiment stations, and the bureaus of agricultural and in-

dustrial chemistry; animal industry; entomology and plant quarantine; human 

nutrition and home economics; and plant industry, soils, and agricultural 

engineering. 

The administrator is to (1) administer research and regulatory activi-

ties, (2) coordinate the research program except for economic research, (3) 

cooperate with directors of state agricultural experiment stations to develop 

an integrated research program for the nation, and (4) administer research 

grants to state experiment stations under various federal acts. 

The administrator determines research policy and integrates the research 

program of the department under the Research and Marketing Act, research on 

agricultural problems of Alaska, research on critical and strategic agri-

cultural materials and provides operating services to agencies using the 

agricultural research center at Beltsville, Maryland. 

The office of experiment stations administers funds for research in 

agriculture and rural life at state experiment stations, Alaska, Hawaii and 

Puerto Rico; participates in planning and coordinating research among state 
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experiment stations and between state experiment stations and the USDA. 

The bureau of agricultural and industrial chemistry operates the four 

regional research laboratories, tries to develop new and wider uses for 

agricultural products, experiments on uses of agricultural materials for in-

dustrial purposes and investigates biologically active derivaties of agri-

cultural products. 

The bureau of animal industry does scientific investigations on the 

cause, prevention, and treatment, control or eradication of diseases and 

parasites of domestic animals; breeding, feeding, and management of domestic 

animals, including poultry and tame fur-bearing animals. It administers the 

animal quarantine act, the diseased animal transportation acts, the meat in-

spection act, the 28-hour law, and the virus-serum-toxin act. 

The bureau of dairy industry conducts scientific research on the breed-

ing, nutritive requirements, and management of dairy cattle; the physiology 

of reproduction and milk secretion; manufacture of milk products; efficient 

operation of dairy plants. It also collects and analyzes production records 

of dairy herds and uses the information to promote herd improvements on a 

national scale. 

The bureau of entomology and plant quarantine does research to develop 

ways to control, eradicate, or prevent spread of injurious insects and ways 

to use beneficial insects. This includes use of insecticides. It conducts 

programs to eradicate insect pests and plant diseases. It also enforces 

quarantines to prevent introduction and spread of new insect pests and 

diseases or those not distributed in this country. 

The bureau of human nutrition and home economics does research on goods 

and services for everyday living, furnishes facts to help families get the 

greatest possible returns in physical and social well-being. Typical re-
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search projects include nutritional requirements of the human body; nutritive 

properties of food in respect to proteins, vitamins, and other constituents; 

methods of home canning, freezing, drying foods; ways to cook and serve food; 

developing consumer specifications for standard-type fabrics for clothing and 

and household use; performance requirements of household equipment; budget 

plans for food, clothes, and other goods and services based on data from 

families of different income levels. 

The bureau of plant industry, soils, and agricultural engineering deals 

with plant breeding; improvement of crops; plant diseases; the sciences of 

soils, plants, and plant industry, including use of radioactive elements in 

studying fertilization and plant nutrition; practices and equipment for crop 

production; harvesting, transportation, storage, refrigeration and prepackag-

ing of various plant products; surveying, classifying and mapping soils; farm 

structures and equipment; fertilizer materials, ways to make them and apply 

them. Headquarters are at Beltsville, Maryland. 

The Commodity Exchange Authority. The Commodity Exchange Authority is to 

prevent price manipulation; prevent false crop and market information affect-

ing prices; prevent hedgers and other users of commodity futures markets from 

cheating, fraud, and manipulative practices. It is to insure benefits of 

memberships by cooperatives on contract markets and trust-fund treatment of 

margin moneys of hedgers and other traders and prevent misuse of funds by 

brokers. It also is to provide the public with information on trading 

operations at contract markets. It supervises trading at eighteen commodity 

exchanges; has field offices in New York, Chicago, New Orleans, Minneapolis, 

and Kansas City. 

The Extension Service. The Extension Service is the one through which 

the USDA and state agricultural agencies carry on educational programs in 
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agriculture and homemaking among rural people. It keeps farmers and farm 

families informed about new practices and new methods of farm production, 

marketing, and homemaking. It is to help rural youth become better citizens, 

farmers, and homemakers through 4-H clubs. 

It sponsors programs that bring an appreciation of the values of rural 

life and the responsibilities of farmers to other segments of society. It 

also is responsible for fostering groups for the public study and discussion 

of broad agricultural problems and policies. 

The Farm Credit Administration. The Farm Credit Administration is to 

provide complete cooperative credit for farmers and their cooperative buying, 

selling and business associations. This organization includes twelve Federal 

Land Banks with about 1,000 local national farm loan associations, twelve 

production credit corporations with about 500 local production credit 

associations. It also has twelve intermediate credit banks and thirteen 

banks for cooperatives. The national farm loan associations provide long-

term land and improvement loans at 4 to 4 1/2 percent interest with up to 33 

years time. The production credit associations finance short-term operations; 

the bank for cooperatives, the 

cooperative buying, selling, and business 

operations of cooperatives. All try to avoid helping inflation by making 

appraisals on what they term "normal" values, i.e., what the farm or co-

operative can be expected to produce in normal times and over a long period 

of time. They also urge farmers to pay off existing indebtedness rather than 

expand during periods of inflation. A cooperative research division is to 

help farmers' cooperatives improve efficiency. 

They did not set up and start operating on these principles. The Federal 

Land Banks held mortgages on nearly half the farm land in many states during 

the not too little and still lamented depression. 



The Farmers Home Administration. The Farmers Home Administration is to 

provide small farmers with credit to improve their operations and become 

owners. Farmers accepting loans must also accept individual guidance called 

"sound farm and home management," when necessary. Money from this source is 

available only when other lending agencies do not consider the applicant a 

good credit risk. 

It is a merger of the old Farm Security Administration and the Farm 

Credit Administration's emergency crop and feed loan division. It can make 

loans only up to $3,500 for livestock, seed, feed, fertilizer, farm equip-

ment, supplies, family subsistence and other farm needs. Rates are 5 percent, 

but the loans may be for as long as five years. In other cases it can make 

loans up to 40 years to buy, enlarge, or improve family-type farms. These 

long-term loans bear not more than 4 percent interest. Repayment schedules 

provide for variable payments, according to farm income for the year. 

As soon as he can finance through another agency or private source, the 

borrower must do so, if interest rates are not more than 5 percent. 

The FHA also has charge of the loans to repair water facilities on small 

farms in 17 western states and the farm housing program set up for 1949 

through 1952. This law authorizes $250 million in direct loans and other 

funds for minor repairs. 

Farmers with losses from floods, storms, and other natural disasters also 

my obtain credit from the FHA. 

The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation. The Federal Crop Insurance 

Corporation does not blanket the United States, but it is a growing business. 

Last year it was authorized to insure wheat in 200 counties, cotton in 56, 

flax 50, corn 50, tobacco 35, dry edible beans 20. This year the program was 

to expand to 100 more wheat counties, 28 cotton, 25 flax, 25 corn, 17 tobacco, 
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and 10 bean counties. The same expansion program is authorized through 1953. 

One-third or 200 farmers (whichever is less) in a county producing the crop 

must ask for the program before it can be adopted. It also provides for a 

multiple crop plan insuring all crops a farmer produces. Protection is not 

to be more than the general cost of producing the crop in a given area. 

Theory back of the crop insurance is to cushion farmers, local businesses 

and the national economy against crop failures. Premiums are to make the 

program self-supporting. 

The Forest Service. The Forest Service is to promote wise use of the 

nation's forests and conservation of them. That gives it one-third of the 

total land area of the United States to serve. It helps with forest-fire 

protection, distributes trees and offers technical advice. 

National forests alone total 180 million acres in 40 states and two 

territories. Administering them includes the development, maintenance and 

best use of timber, water, forage, wild life and recreational facilities. It 

also carries on research for improved practices in forest, range, and water-

shed management and uses of forest products. The service maintains ten 

regional offices, twelve forest and range experiment stations with numerous 

branches, a tropical forestry unit in Puerto Rico and a Forest Products 

laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. 

Production and Marketing Administration. Production and Marketing Ad-

ministration or old CCC has work laid out for it including administering pro-

duction and marketing programs, agricultural conservation, production goals, 

acreage allotments, marketing quotas, price support, sugar, supply, marketing 

research, standardization, grading, inspection, market news, marketing agree-

ment and order, school lunch, research, surplus disposal and other programs. 

It has local committees in nearly every farming county in the United States. 



It also has state PMA offices and insular offices in Alaska, Hawaii, and 

Puerto Rico. 

Its commodity branches include cotton, dairy, fats and oils, fruit and 

vegetables, grain, livestock, poultry, sugar, and tobacco. 

The Commodity Credit Corporation. The Commodity Credit Corporation now 

carries out price-support, foreign-supply, and other programs through the 

Production and Marketing administration. 

The Rural Electrification Administration. The Rural Electrification Ad-

ministration is another lending agency financing electric power to unserved 

rural areas of the country. Its loans are for 2 percent and run as long as 

36 years. Cooperatives are its principal customers, but it also has loaned 

to public power districts, other public bodies and a few commercial power 

companies. In 1935, when it was established, 11 percent of United States 

farms had electricity. Fourteen years later 75 percent were electrified. 

However, only about half of the increase were REA borrowers. Others were 

served by commercial companies. It has done much to make farm life more com-

fortable and satisfying. 

The Soil Conservation Service. The Soil Conservation Service is to bring 

about land use that furthers human welfare, conserves natural resources, 

establishes a permanent and balanced agriculture and reduces the hazards of 

floods and siltation. It works through soil conservation districts that must 

be organized and managed by landowners and operators under state laws. 

Practices are determined by surveys to find the land!s capabilities and needs. 

These are judged by topography, soil types, degree of erosion, vegetation, 

rainfall and other factors affecting conservation. It also conducts a re-

search program, through experiment stations and other organizations, to 

develop, refine, and improve soil and water practices. 
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Staff and Service Agencies of the United States Department of Agriculture. 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Bureau of Agricultural Economics is best 

known by farmers for crop reports that are immediately reflected by changes in 

prices paid for farm products. 

Service from this agricultural agency farm editors could least afford to 

do without. It reports progress of crops, agricultural prices, and other 

aspects of agricultural production and marketing, prepares an annual outlook 

analysis and supplements it during the year with situation reports summarizing 

current commodity information. The situation reports are a must for the farm 

editors price outlook stories. 

Agricultural economics covers a broad range of topics, including agri-

cultural production, prices and income (including parity relationships for 

prices and incomes), demand and supply, consumption, labor, farm management 

and costs, marketing, finance, land and water utilization, land values, trans-

portation and others. 

It also carries on studies of rural population problems and standards of 

living. 

The Office of Budget and Finance. The Office of Budget and Finance does 

the accounting, auditing, budgets, purchasing, warehousing and distribution 

of administrative supplies. The farmer does not come into direct contact 

with the office. However, it works with the Congressional committees on ap-

propriations. Its eight divisions include estimates and allotments; account-

ing; audit; corporate fiscal service; fiscal management; legislative reports; 

purchase, sales and traffic, and procurement and supply management. Naturally 

all these offices are in Washington, D. C. 

The Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations. The Office of Foreign 

Agricultural Relations is primarily to let the American farmer know the 



foreign demand for and competition with his agricultural products. It, per-

haps more than any other branch of the USDA, does most to show farmers their 

relation with the world. Not only are the farmer and other American segments 

of society interdependent, but also the farmer and other segments of our 

society are interrelated and interdependent with those of the other countries 

of the world. Through agricultural and other economic reporting officers of 

the foreign service, the office of foreign agricultural relations gets re-

ports from other countries on crop production and prospects, livestock numbers 

stocks, and trade in agricultural commodities. 

It also gets information on food and agricultural situations in foreign 

countries and economic policies of foreign governments that affect the 

American farmer. After this information is compiled, analyzed and interpreted 

it is issued to producers, business interests, officials of the legislative 

and executive branches of the government and to research and educational 

workers. The farm editor will want the reports. With them he may widen the 

horizon of his readers and show, with local examples, how farmers in his com-

munity and those in foreign countries are interrelated and interdependent. 

This is the office that advises the secretary of agriculture on export 

subsidies, import quotas, international trade agreements, and other foreign 

trade agreements affecting United States agriculture. It, therefore, is a 

news source that can help analyze and project prices for farm products. The 

farm editor of the metropolitan newspaper should send requests to the news-

paper's Washington representatives for stories from this office within the 

department of agriculture. 

The Office of Hearing Examiners. The Office of Hearing Examiners holds 

hearings in rule-making and other quasi judicial actions required by law and 

performs other functions prescribed by various regulations-



The Office of Information. The Office of Information disseminates infor-

mation front action, research, regulatory and service publications using news-

papers, radio, motion pictures, exhibits, bulletins and other publications. 

The Library. The Library resulted from the Organic Act of 1862 directing 

the secretary of agriculture to "procure and preserve all information concern-

ing agriculture obtainable from bocks ..." The act makes the department's 

library the National Library of Agriculture. It is to gather and disseminate 

agricultural knowledge to "all those interested." It gathers and circulates 

books, pamphlets and periodicals, answers questions and issues the monthly 

Bibliography of Agriculture.1 

Farm, editors need not concern themselves: with the Office of Personnel, or 

the Office of Plant Operations. 

The Office of the Solicitor. The Office of the Solicitor issues opinion 

on legal questions from administrative rules and regulations and provides a 

variety of legal services to the department of agriculture. 

Mr. Harding makes the department seem much less complicated than it 

actually is, A graph outline of the various offices and bureaus follows for 

clarity—and oversimplification.!! 

1Farm editors on the mailing list spend a few minutes monthly checking 
the literature for possible ideas that could be developed in their particular 
newspapers and for stories that oould be localised and featured. 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION CHART 

OFFICE OF THE 

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL 

Responsible for the per-
sonnel management pro-
gram of the Department. 

OFFICE OF 
BUDGET AND FINANCE 

Directs Financial af-
fairs of the Depart-
ment. 

OFFICE OF 
PLANT AID OPERATIONS 

Responsible for Depart-
mental housing, etc. 

OFFICE OF INFORMATION 

Supervises the agri-
cultural information 
activities. 

LIBRARY 

Maintaines an extensive 
collection of agricul-
tural information. 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
ADMINISTRATION 

Coordinates all research acti-
vities (other than economic) 
of the agencies of the Depart-
ment. 

Bureaus 

Agricultural & Industrial Chem. 
Animal Industry 
Dairy Industry 
Entomology & Plant Quarantine 
Human Nutrition & Home Econ. 
Plant Ind., Soils, & Agri-
cultural Engineering 

OFFICE OF 
EXPERIMENT 
STATIONS 

EXTENSION SERVICE 

Carries on educational programs 
to assist people, primarily in 
rural areas, increase their 
technical knowledge so that 
they may develop more efficient 
fams, better homes, higher in-
comes and standards of living, 
desirable family and community 
life. Includes State colleges, 
county agent, home demonstra-
tion, and 4-H club work. 

FOREST SERVICE 

Promotes production of 
forest land and wise use of 
timber, forage, water, wild-
life; administers national 
forests, forest and range 
experiment stations and the 
Forest Products Laboratory; 
cooperates in fire protection, 
tree distribution, forest 
management; ministers programs 
for utilization of forest 
products. 

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 

Provides credit system for agri-
culture by long-term and short-
term credit to farmers; pro-
vides credit facilities, re-
search and service for cooper-
ative marketing, purchasing, 
and business service organiza-
tions. 

Production Credit Corp. 
Federal Land Banks 
Intermediate Credit Banks 
Banks for Cooperatives 

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION 

Administers, through supervised 
credit, real estate loans and 
production and subsistence loans 
to low income farmers and vet-
erans; promotes ownership of 
family type farms; provides for 
equitable farm debt adjustment; 
and, administers a water fac-
ilities program in arid and 
semiarid areas of the United 
States. 

BUREAU OF 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

Collects and disseminates 
agricultural statistics; 
coordinates economic 
research. 

OFFICE OF FOREIGN 
AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS 

Provides information on 
World's agriculture and 
foreign trade, exports 
and imports. 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 

Performs the legal work 
for the Department. 

OFFICE OF 
HEARING EXAMINERS 

Rule making and quasi-
judicial proceedings. 

OFFICE OF THE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

RESEARCH & METG. ACT 

Coordinates activities 
under Research and 
Marketing Act of 
1946. 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Administers a national program 
of soil and water conservation 
to conserve natural resources 
and establish stable and balanced 
agriculture. Program includes 
drainage, irrigation, water util-
ization, land purchase and sale, 
land development, and flood con-
trol. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 
ADMINISTRATION 

Makes loans to cooperatives to 
furnish electric energy to un-
served persons in rural areas; 
assists borrowers in the con-
structing and operating facili-
ties; makes loans to coopera-
tives for the wiring of con-
sumers' premises and the in-
stallation of electrical and 
plumbing appliances 

COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY 

Administers Commodity Exchange Act; 
examines commodity trade practices; 
investigates complaints and apparent 
violations of Act; supervises futures 
trading and conducts audits of books 
and records of futures commission 
merchants, floor brokers, and 
traders. 

PRODUCTION AND 
MARKETING ADMINISTRATION 

Administers the Department's pro-
duction and marketing programs, 
including agricultural conserva-
tion, production goals, acreage 
allotments, marketing quotas, 
price supports, sugar programs, 
foreign and other supply, market-
ing research, and. regulatory 
activities including grading, 
standardization, inspection and 
market news; marketing agreements, 
and orders; school lunch; develop-
ment of new and expanded markets 
and uses; encouragement of exports, 
surplus disposal. 

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 
(Now in liquidation) 

Responsible for stabilizing, sup-
porting and protecting farm income 
and prices; orderly distribution 
of agricultural commodities. 
Activities include price supports, 
developing new and expanded 
markets, uses and marketing 
facilities; facilitating or making 
exports and developing foreign 
markets; operations are through 
Production and Marketing Adminis-
tration. 

FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE 
CORPORATION 

Conducts an insurance program 
to pay farmers for losses to 
crops from any unavoidable 
causes. Insures against losses 
to wheat, flax, corn, cotton, 
and tobacco crops on an experi-
mental basis. 
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Criticism of the United States Department of Agriculture. As pointed 

out in a footnote at the beginning of the description of the department of 

agriculture and its functions, the immediately preceding information was 

from Mr. Harding. He was on the department payroll when he did it. Over-

lapping functions, divided authority and other weaknesses, though obvious in 

his report, naturally were not mentioned—much less stressed. 

Many of the inefficiencies and abuses that come under various agricultural 

programs exist only because newspaper men in general, and farm editors in 

particular, have not exposed them through good, factual reporting with 

specific, concrete examples. Public opinion in a democracy takes care of 

many such organizational defects, once the public has the facts and examples 

to use in its campaigns through legislatures.1 

Many of these facts, abuses, overlapping functions, competition between 

agencies, contradictory regulations and other inefficiencies were brought out 

in a study by some of America's outstanding citizens, The Commission on 

Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government.2 

A picture story of a rancher using both pastures in the national forests 

(under the Forest Service) and lands on public grazing districts (under the 

Bureau of Land Management) quite probably would soon gain national circu-

lation. Following publication of this, duplication probably would be removed 

by national legislation. 

1 
The potato fiasco is a good recent example. Although the program was 

abused, potato supports were removed by the Congress convening following ex-
posure of the abuses in local and national publications. 

2 
The committee was composed of Herbert Hoover, chairman; Dean Acheson, 

vice chairman; Arthur S. Fleming, James Forrestal, George H. Mead, George D. 
Aiken, Joseph Kennedy, John L. McClellan, James K. Pollock, Clarence J. 
Brown, Carter Manasco and James H. Rowe, Jr. 
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The photographer covering the story could go with the rancher to the 

Forest Service office to get a permit to pasture lands under its domain. The 

agricultural writer could get this service's requirements and rates it 

charges the rancher; cover the federal employee as he reviewed the rancher's 

grazing resources and livestock plans before the agreement was signed. Then 

to the Bureau of Land Management and repeat the proceedings. The two make 

separate requirements, charge different rates of adjacent and intermingled 

pasture land. Best place for the story to originate is in the douglas fir 

region of the Willamette valley of western Oregon where these two government 

agencies are responsible for timber that is intermingled or adjacent on some 

2.5 million acres scattered in checkerboard fashion on both sides of the 

valley. Two sets of regional and local forest officers work in the area 

carrying on parallel and duplicating programs that differ in some important 

details—like rates charged the rancher for pasturing the intermingled land. 

"There has been long and wasteful conflict and overlapping between 

certain soil conservation, range, forest and allied services due to division 

of their functions between the department of agriculture and the department 

of interior."1 Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management and, in some areas, 

Soil Conservation Service operate on adjacent or intermingled federal land 

areas under different statutory and administrative policies. 

The general public does not realize this. They will when an agricultural 

writer worth a little more than the salt distributed for animals that graze 

these intermingled lands brings it to their attention. Until then rural and 

urban folks, alike, will continue to pay for the duplicating services—another 

example of the interdependence of the two groups. 

1 
Report of the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the 

Government, Department of Agriculture, Herbert Hoover, chairman. (Washington: 
U. S. Government Printing Office), 1948, p. 24. 
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The conflict extends to local governments. The Bureau of Land Management 

must ultimately return 75 percent of the gross revenues from its lands to 

local governments in lieu of taxes normally collectible, if its lands were 

privately owned. But the Forest Service returns only 25 percent of its gross 

revenues from the national forest lands to local governments. 

Representatives of local governments, therefore, quite naturally favor 

letting the Bureau of Land Management control all the lands. However, the 

Commission's task force on agriculture recommended that the activities be con-

solidated and placed in the department of agriculture. And the task force on 

natural resources recommended consolidation and placing them in the depart-

ment of interior or its successor.1 Both task forces agreed on one point: 

consolidation. The taxpayer and the rancher probably agree and consider the 

difference of opinion on departments trivial. 

Long-continued friction between the Bureau of Reclamation in the Depart-

ment of Interior and the Department of Agriculture also has marred the planning 

and operation of irrigation projects. Reclamation personnel have taken pro-

posals on irrigation to Congress before the Department of Agriculture people 

heard about them. Certainly the agricultural people should be consulted on 

the projects to see if they fill agricultural needs. 

There are so many separate field services at the county level that a 

single farmer conceivably could be visited by a dozen representatives of the 

federal government at once, or quite easily in the period of a week. 

If he were training a veteran, the Veterans Administration on-the-farm 

supervisor would be there to check up on the training program. Federal-State 

employment service representatives might call to place another farm laborer. 

And, in harvest season, the Federal-State Department of Agriculture repre-

1Ibid., p. 26. 
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sentative might be in the field at the county level. The Bureau of Entomology 

and Plant Quarantine would have others there to work on plant disease eradi-

cation and insect control. Bureau of Animal Industry specialists would be 

there to eradicate an animal disease. Other federal agencies with repre-

sentatives at the county level include Soil Conservation Service, Extension 

Service, Farmers Home Administration, Production and Marketing Administration 

with its conservation payment and school-lunch programs. The Farm Credit Ad-

ministration might have two representatives: one from a National Farm Loan 

Association; another from a Production Credit Association, If the same 

farmer were a director of a local cooperative, Farm Credit might have a third 

man representing the Bank for Cooperatives, If he were a director of a co-

operative, he probably would be a director of the local Rural Electrification 

Association, So another credit representative might be added. Add to that 

the Federal-State farm forester. Any farmer would know better than to invite 

all of them in to lunch at the same time. But, through representatives, 

farmers and others have asked for all of them. 

As farming becomes more specialized and technical, more technologists 

are needed, but it could hardly be argued logically that four agencies, for 

instance, should have credit men at the county level. 

Some of the above agencies claim to be self-supporting, but none has not 

had federal financial aid. The writer does not argue that their services are 

not necessary. It does seem, however, that one field man could represent 

more than one service; that less confusion and less contradictory information 

1 
Named above, they are representatives of National Farm Loan Associations, 

Production Credit Associations, Farmers Home Administration, and Rural 
Electrification Association. This does not include the fifth hypothetical 
dinner guest also representing a credit agency, the Bank for Cooperatives, 
since it has no local field men. 
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would result if all these activities centered at the local level in a county 

agricultural board or similar organization. 

The Extension Service has statutory authorization and obligation for all 

educational services to those not in residence at land-grant colleges of 

agriculture. Yet the Department of Agriculture has developed and fosters 

educational activities in many of its other sub-divisions. On this point the 

"Hoover Commission" reported: 

This multiplicity of education services has led to confusion on the 
part of the public, unnecessary expenditures of public funds, and 
actual weakening of the effectiveness of Extension Service programs. 

To assure the effective dissemination, interpretation, and appli-
cation of the results of research, a revitalized and more aggressive 
educational and information service at national, state, and local levels 
is essential. 

In the interest of economy, elimination of duplication and con-
fusion and more effective administration and execution, all educational 
and informational programs of the department and of land-grant colleges 
should be integrated, coordinated and executed by an especially designed, 
staffed, and equipped administrative agency. 

Another recommendation of the Commission was that customs receipts now 

allotted directly to the Department of Agriculture be paid into the United 

States treasury and that direct annual appropriations be made by Congress 

for specified purposes.1 

Some years ago Congress granted the United States Department of Agri-

culture use of 30 percent of certain customs receipts for various purposes. 

This arrangement obscures government accounting and side-steps the responsi-

bility of Congress for appropriations. The commission believed it critical 

that Congress re-establish its obligation to appropriate all public money. 

It also recommended the elimination of many duplications under the 

1 

Report of the Commission on Reorganization, op. cit., p. 19. 
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United States Department of Agriculture. Chemical manufacturers, for instance, 

now must get approval from two or more departments. Those making viruses, 

serums and toxins for human use are approved by the Federal Security Agency. 

If the same viruses are to be used for animals (as they often are), the 

manufacturers must also get approval from the Department of Agriculture. 

The Department of Agriculture, the Federal Security Agency, the Federal 

Trade Commission and the Bureau of Internal Revenue now all have regulatory 

powers and duties. 

The United States Department of Agriculture inspects meat, animal virus 

serum, toxins, insecticides and seeds and supervises standardization of con-

tainers. 

The Federal Security Agency (Under Food and Drug acts) regulates 

adulteration of foods, standards of containers, tolerances of poisonous in-

gredients of foods and various milk requirements. As noted, it regulates 

drugs, virus serum and toxins for human use. 

The Federal Trade Commission administers regulations against false ad-

vertising of foods, drugs, therapeutic devices and cosmetics, and regulates 

branding of wool and fibre products. 

The Bureau of Internal Revenue administers the prohibitory taxes on 

renovated butter and "filled" cheese. It formerly also administered taxes 

on oleomargarine for food purposes. 

These overlapping regulations greatly confuse the public, the Commission 

contended. It, therefore, recommended that the United States Department of 

Agriculture is best equipped to do research in any of these fields, that all 

research be done by United States Department of Agriculture personnel and that 

a regulatory administration be established to administer all such federal 

statutes. 
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Other weaknesses in the present organization reported by the task force 

on agriculture include the twenty different offices reporting directly to the 

secretary—causing unnecessary diffusion of authority; agricultural activi-

ties in other parts of the government overlapping and duplicating those of 

the United States Department of Agriculture; too many field organizations on 

the local level resulting in duplication, overlapping and often conflicting 

policies. Another of the task force's most basic criticisms was that local 

advisory committees tend to become local administrative units and uncoordinated 

agencies instead of advisors. 

To get away from local advisors becoming administrators, the task force 

recommended setting up state and county agricultural councils. 

The county agricultural councils would initiate programs and make 

recommendations to the United States Department of Agriculture. They would 

serve as advisors on agricultural problems such as research, extension, agri-

cultural conservation, commodity adjustment, agricultural credit and others. 

All administrative work, under the task force recommendations, would be done 

by employees of the United States Department of Agriculture. 

But few of the commission's recommendations, and still fewer of those 

from the task force on agriculture, have been carried out by Congress. 

Congress will vote what the people want, but they will not know what 

they want until newspapers and other media let them know, in stories they can 

understand, what they have. The success of democracy depends on newspaper-

men probably more than any other group. 

They handled the potato program rather swiftly—for a democracy. Al-

though other programs may not be so flagrantly abused, good reporting will 

bring about desired changes. Like all other newspapermen, the farm editor 

1Ibid., p. 65. 
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has a high calling. He must be a good reporter who gets, interprets and tells 

the farm story. With so much of the present farm program emenating from 

Washington, he will need to background many of his stories with economics, 

politics and history—wire services probably would meet a demand for help in 

interpreting the program and for on-the-spot news analysis. 

A SHORT REVIEW OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

Principal interests of people in all times during recorded history of 

the world has been how to make a living and what things affect a person's 

ability to make a living. 

The ways that wealth is produced and distributed become more complex as 

technology advances. The more segments of labor and the more highly organized 

the segments are, the more complex is the system of producing and distributing 

wealth. 

It has grabbed attention of philosophers from earliest writings to the 

present. No one will argue that America has the highest standard of living, 

the most highly organized labor and is the greatest producer of wealth. But 

systems of distributing that wealth vary widely. 

Even farmers, least disturbed by the industrial revolution, generally 

know that they cannot live to themselves any longer. They, like all other 

individuals, are vitally interested in the processes of producing and 

distributing wealth. 

Because it is so vital to everyone in the American community—and those 

in other countries unaware of its vitality—the economic history of American 

agriculture is an inviting field for study, a must for the forceful farm 

editor. If he is to tell the current history of the farmer and the story of 

his social evolution, the farm editor, it appears, must pay a great deal of 
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attention to economic activities of farmers. 

The economic history of American agriculture is closely interwoven with 

other phases of history. Schmidt and Ross have listed some of the phases of 

American history included in an economic history of agriculture in the United 

States.1 

It includes much more than an account of progress in the technique 
of agriculture...It includes a study of physiographic conditions, 
topography, soil, climate, rainfall and drainage systems; Indian economy; 
the migration of settlers; the occupation of woodland and prairie 
country; the disposal of the public lands; systems of land tenure and 
tenancy; and the types of farming developed in each new area reached in 
the course of westward migration. 

It includes further a study of the westward movement of crop and 
livestock areas; the introduction and popularization of labor-saving 
machinery; the development of specialized farming; the transportation of 
farm products; the growth of markets; and the establishment of agencies 
for the promotion of scientific knowledge relating to agriculture. 

And, finally, it includes a study of the relation of agriculture to 
other industries—flour milling, meat packing, and transportation, 
markets, currency, banking and taxation; the relation of the farmer to 
politics and to legislation; the relation of the State to agriculture; 
and the influence of agriculture on the whole nation. 

Stories telling and interpreting processes of producing and distributing 

wealth are no less vital today than they have been down through history. 

Therefore, it appears that the alert farm reporter will do interpretative 

stories on the use of improved machinery, specialized farming developing in 

his region or its possibilities of development, transportation, and markets. 

All are important phases either in the production or the distribution of 

wealth. The relation of farmers to national politics and legislation, like-

wise, are about 99 percent economic when analyzed. Farm organizations are 

for education, religious activities, amusement and entertainment—all to im-

prove the lot of the farmer economically or socially. 

1Louis B. Schmidt and Earle D. Ross, Readings in the Economic History of 
American Agriculture (New York: The Macmillan Company), 1925, p. 17. 
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Since America was largely agricultural until the 20th century, much of 

our history and legislation was merely expressing agricultural economic 

philosophy of the day. 
Indian wars and treaties were to get more land for the farmer to make 

more money and improve his economic condition. Our land policy through the 

19th century was based on a superabundance of virgin land. (Jetting it settled 

seemed much more important than how it was disposed of. Squatter sovereignty 

gave permanent possession to those who settled choice acres; railroads got 

grants of vast acreage. Colleges were established through land grants, etc. 

A study now of that era shows that farmers made money from the rise in 

land values—although many, not analyzing it, thought they were successful 

farmers. 

The liberal land policy fostered a speculative spirit that had to be 

curbed with national legislation, but the spirit remains among farmers, 

particularly west of the Mississippi. It has contributed, Ross and Schmidt 

think, to inflated land values and the present high rate of tenancy.1 

The rapid disposal of land by the Federal government correlates with a 

rapid change from extensive to intensive faming and an increased cost of 

living. Other factors entered, but these undoubtedly were interrelated. 

Transportation of farm products played an important part in the history 

of the United States, though, basically, transportation was—and is—an 

economic problem. 
Roads, canals and railroads were aided by national legislation, grants 

of land, appropriations of money and general public support. Demand by 

southwest farmers for free use of the Mississippi river as an outlet for 

surplus farm products and the use of New Orleans as an export trading center 

1 
Ibid., p. 19. 



led to the Louisiana Purchase. Grain and wool producing states helped the 

protectionists under Henry Clay enact the tariff of 1824. It is generally 

agreed now that the contest between America's two opposing agricultural 

systems led to the Civil War. The South, with its aristocratic large plan-

tation holders, slaves, and cotton, wanted the West to go under its system. 
Against these forces were those of small holders, free labor and diversified 
farms. 

Immediately following outbreak of the war, came all the important land 

laws which brought victory for the farming class.1 

The history of transportation and marketing of agricultural products is 

that of a competitive struggle between commercial centers for the surplus 

farm products of the Middle West. 

Construction of the Erie Canal gave New York access to these products. 

Thus the Erie Canal was a victory for New York over its eastern competitors 

and over New Orleans. It still holds the head start it got nearly 100 years 

One hears much of the rivalry today among San Francisco, its neighbor to 

the south, Los Angeles, and to the north, Seattle. The three are competing 

for farmers' produce: wheat, livestock, fruit and lumber. 

It has been observed that the agricultural economic policies of the 

United States have written much United States history. 

For that reason it has been highly important that the public have true 

economic understanding to help its legislators pass sound laws. But this has 

not been the case. 

1Previously mentioned in this paper were passage of the Homestead Act in 
1862, the Morril Act providing huge grants of land for colleges of agri-
culture, the law creating the United States Department of Agriculture. At 
the same time cam© the great grants of land for construction of the Union 
Pacific railroad. 
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For instance, the Fair Deal's economic theory is that farm prices depend 

on full employment, wages and pay rolls. Whether this was only a political 

slogan to bring about a quick marriage of labor and agriculture for the ex-

pediency of the election or not, it has gained widespread publicity—largely 

because persons in high offices make news regardless of what they say. 

Its falsity should have been exposed by farm as well as scientific 

writers. 

"The current philosophy," according to Frank A. Pearson and Don Paarlberg, 

"that prices of food products in the United States are dependent upon a high 

demand for food as measured by full employment and high wages will prove to 

have been in error because it explains prices in terms of one factor—domestic 

demand."1 

They contend that world demand is the factor affecting prices. It in-

cludes the demand of world laborers, doctors, lawyers, homemakers and 

children--a total of more than two billion people. Those who talk of high 

wages and high production in the United States consider only sixty million 

persons, about 6 percent of the world's workers. 

Since prices of basic commodities throughout the world are interrelated, 

high wages in the United States to sixty million workers would have to raise 

demands among two billion people throughout the world for the fair deal 

philosophy to stand up under examination. 

That point our current politicians will not be stressing or even mention-

ing in campaign speeches. That makes the farm editor's job more important. 

Since he will get no help from politicians trying to cloud the issues, it 

also makes his work more difficult. 

1Frank A. Pearson and Don Paarlberg, "Sixty Million Jobs and Six Million 
Farmers," Journal of Farm Economics February, 1946, p. 38. 
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The politicians might point to wages and prices being parallel from 1929 

to 1932. However, from 1880 to 1896 wages rose 15 percent; farm income per 

capita fell 18 percent. 

Following the Civil War, prices collapsed with food prices falling 23 

percent. During the same period wages rose 15 percent. From 1840 to 1849 

wages rose 9 percent; prices fell 14 percent.1 

From 1880 to 1896 wages in the United States, England, Germany and France 

rose from 12 to 26 percent; prices fell from 12 to 32 percent during the same 

period in the same countries. 

Given these facts, farmers and other voters might not expect high wages 

to solve their economic problems. Answers to economic problems obviously lie 

beyond the horizons of two segments of society in the United States—agri-

culture and labor. However, those two segments would make a strong political 

factor to deal with. 

Whether the politicians or theorists see their error or not, farmers 

already are learning that high wages of laborers have another effect other 

than making farmers prosperous. They are finding the tractor that formerly 

sold for $1800 with a $3200 price tag attached. The truck that the farmer 

formerly bought for $1500 now costs $2500. Judging from resolutions of at 

least some State Farm Bureaus calling for free prices and abolishment of farm 

subsidies, farmers also are now realizing that it was illogical to pay 

tribute to virtues of free prices and later develop arguments for government 

controls.2 

But the current economic theory is not the first false premise economists 

1Ibid., p. 29. 
2Kansas Farm Bureau makes those recommendations in its proposed legis-

lative program for 1951. 



have subscribed to. In early times, prices in the community were the result 

of local forces. Later national forces were considered important in explain-

ing local prices. As our vision broadens, the relation of national and local 

prices to world prices will become more evident. It would, therefore, seem 

to be a duty of farm editors to point to world conditions and explain how they 

affect local farmers. If the editors do not do it, farmers may lose faith in 

farm news. For farmers already are aware that conditions in Korea, Germany, 

England and other countries react in United States market centers where farm 

produce and livestock are marketed. 

Originally it was thought prosperity sprang only from the soil, and there 

are still a few single taxers who insist that soil should be the only property 

taxed. Following this was a period in which monopolies were supposed to make 

prices. Banking regulations were passed on the theory that prices of food 

depended on supplies of money. Nearly all the present generation can recall 

when theorists said the well being of the farmer depended on scarcity. In 

the Wallace era farmers were paid by the government to kill calves, pigs and 

other livestock and to plow under their crops to create scarcity that would 

bring prosperity. Fortunately that period did not immediately precede World 

War II when great surpluses were so desperately needed. 

Like researchers using the trial-and-error method, economists have ad-

vanced first one theory and then another. Prosperity has been likened to the 

famous San Juan river in Central America which reversed itself. The economics 

of scarcity have given way to the economics of abundance. Prosperity which 

supposedly flowed from the farmer to the city is currently supposed to be 

flowing from the city to the farmer. 

Economists who study the subject as a science instead of a political 

tool are quite well agreed now that the major forces affecting price levels 
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are: world supplies of and demands for commodities and money.1 

Countries with similar currencies have similar price levels. Price 

levels in England and the United States for the past 80 years have followed 

a similar curve. Prices fell in both countries in the 1870's, 1880's and 

1890's. They rose from 1900 for twenty years and fell together following 

World War I in 1921. Prices in other countries followed the same general 

course.2 

Prices paid for United States farm commodities are affected by the same 

things that cause prices to fall or rise in other countries. Wheat prices 

paid for wheat in the United States have followed world price markets 100 

years. Economists talk of exports and how they will affect the prices here. 

But they won't often interpret and explain that exports may be down because 

United States has its wheat or cotton priced above the world market. 

"If the demand for foreign countries would cause more wheat or cotton to 

be sold abroad, prices would rise," they have said. What they meant was "If 

prices for wheat (or cotton) go up in foreign countries, prices offered in 

the United States will follow." 

Without artificial supports, "If prices offered in other countries go 

down, they will do likewise in the United States," the economists also could 

predict accurately. 

Wheat, cotton, pork and beef are considered non-perishable, but prices 

for such perishables (before dehydration) as potatoes, eggs and milk followed 

world price levels with only greater fluctuations even before they figured 

in world trade as dehydrated foods.3 

1Pearson and Paarlberg, op. cit., p. 33. 
2Ibid., p. 34. 
3Ibid., p. 42. 
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There is little evidence, other than speeches by politicians, that wages 

make prices. There is, however, much to indicate that prices are one of the 

factors that make wages. 

It appears that neither surpluses nor scarcities of United States farm 

products, high wages nor low wages paid United States labor nor any other 

purely national factor determines farm prices. It appears more logical that 

prices for farm and other United States products are determined by WORLD 

forces—the supply and demand for commodities and the supply and demand for 

money. 

Certainly the old view that the ups and downs of agricultural production 

created the ups and downs of business is no longer true (although there might 

have been a measure of truth in that view when nearly all countries were 

largely agricultural). In the 19th century a counter influence began: non-

agricultural business influences agriculture more than agriculture influences 

non-agricultural business. Now it appears to have gone beyond the horizons 

of any one country. The late Wendell Wilkie's One World appears to have 

arrived economically, if not politically. 

Artificial supports, as on cotton in the United States, can remove a 

commodity from the influences of world supply and demand for commodities and 

world supply and demand for money, but these are the exceptions that seem to 

prove the rule. 

The United States recognized this in a way, when she appropriated money 

for European recovery. It was pointed out that Europe needed money to buy 

American products. If Europe could not afford to buy the American cereals 

and meat products, American farmers suffered. 

So the farmer has become a part of a world society. Demands for his 

goods fluctuates with business conditions (world wide). The farmer certainly 



is part of the exchange mechanism by which human wants are satisfied. 

Even if this economic theory is proved true, farmers realizing it and 

basing their activities on it will not solve all their problems. The great 

problems of rural communities are more human than economic. 

T h e y include economics, politics and social organizations. Rural schools 

good roads, educational and social functions, land tenure, conservation, 

markets, capitalistic agriculture, rural credits and farmers organizations 

are only a few of the problems that weave together in the farm story—the 

story that needs interpreting in the metropolitan and as well as the rural 

press . 

Metropolitan and rural society can no longer be separated. They are 

part and parcel of the same thing—or at least highly interdependent. 

Metropolitan economy is the result of many factors, but chiefly of the need 

for a wide exchange group to bring about specialization by individuals and 

localities. Both business and agriculture and specialized phases of each 

are required in the metropolitan economy. One cannot exist without the other. 

Gras found that "Generally, if not always, in a social organization, the 

relationships between agriculture and industry are reciprocal."^ 

Agriculture does not simply support or help determine metropolitan 

growth, but is in turn profoundly influenced by i t . True, cities like to 

grow close to rich agricultural lands so urbanites may have plentiful food 

available without exorbitant freight rates added to its cost. But agri-

culture, in turn, is profoundly influenced by the metropolitan center. It is 

near cities that one finds great milk sheds. Most highly specialized agri-

culturists also are found only near cities. A person 500 miles from a 

metropolitan area is not likely to specialize in raising rabbits for food. 

"Was, op, c i t . , p. 372. 
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However, that is a common practioe of a few near the cities. 

Agriculture is always most intensive near the cities and great central 

markets. It gradually grades off to the most extensive system at the outer 

fringes of the hinterland. Herds of cattle and flocks of sheep are not found 

grazing just outside city limits in a metropolitan area. More likely there 

are acres of strawberries, sweet corn, vegetables and other intensive (opposed 

to extensive) farming enterprises. Only in a metropolitan area is there a 

ready market for these farm products. So one sees a metropolitan economy 

bringing about many realignments. But they are secondary. Economic and social 

needs seem to be factors causing growth of metropolitan areas. 

The first cities were formed at ports from which farm products could be 

shipped and into which goods needed by the farmer were brought. Later cities 

were terminals for waterways or railroads that helped meet an economic need. 

The metropolitan unit is made up of a large city and considerable hinter-

land. The two exchange goods and services. One could not exist without the 

other. Both f i l l the needs of the other. One is occupied by agriculturalists; 

the other by business men and industrialists. 

Their problems are much more alike than many realize. That is the reason 

there likely will be places for farm editors and writers on nearly all metro-

politan newspapers of the future. 

In addition to the two units being interdependent, more than 50 percent 

of today's urbanites have farm interests. Because it was not until the 20th 

century that more people lived in cities than in rural areas. These facts 

indicate a wide area of opportunity for the future agricultural writer. 

The pioneer gave way to the cultivator (who also was an exploiter). In 

that process the United States lost a carefree, picturesque type of citizen. 

Life apparently seemed larger than work to most pioneers. The rich heritage 



of cowboy ballads indicates that. 

Now the cultivator is giving way to the "business farmer—the one tied so 

definitely to the metropolitan economy of the United States and other countries 

This new economy is bringing economic efficiency, while it is rubbing out a 

large group of persons to whom life was more important than money. 

The business farmer realizes that time is money. The new era is bringing 

efficiency while it seems to be erasing that reflective attitude that de-

veloped a significant, if crude, philosophy of l ife . 

Greatest loss to come from the new economic gain, perhaps, is the inde-

pendence of the farmer. The more highly technical the society he becomes a 

member of, the more highly interdependent he becomes on other segments of that 

society. 

Where he formerly studied only the weather, he now is learning the im-

portance of markets. He takes a daily newspaper to study its markets. Instead 

of resting at meal time with his pipe, he now glues his ear to the radio for 

the market news. It may not be long until he sits in his dining room watching 

by television the market news develop in the metropolitan trading centers. 

As the farmer becomes more dependent on other segments of society, he 

becomes more like persons representing the other segments. Economically he 

is moving up on the plane of the wholesaler, manufacturer, retailer, broker 

or business executive. Some will contend that the gain is more than offset 

by loss of independence, added worries, another move away from nature. But 

the farmer is so much a part of modern society that he has no choice of with-

drawing. He has become a definite part of the cash nexus of society. 

As such it is important that he understand the functions of speculators 

(and perhaps become one to hedge against future prices) and middlemen, 

tarriffs and other phases of the economic cycle of which he is so definitely 
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a part. 

His fortune will still depend a great deal on the fortunes of the 

weather. But new rust-resistant, drouth-resistant, adapted crops are leaving 

him less at the mercy of the natural elements, especially rainfall. More and 

more markets are becoming equally important with the weather in the success 

of the farmer. 

We now know that what is most effective is not the rainfall of the year 

but of the critical growing season, not the temperature of the year, but of 

1 

the short growing and ripening season,-* 

Searching into the past, scientists have rainfall records in Arizona 

since 1392, one hundred years before Columbus discovered America, The records 

are written in the pines of Arizona, And the rings of the sequoia of 

California take us back to at least 1306 B.C. The fossil trees may some day 

give us a weather record for millions of years. Modern records have been 

kept in North Dakota since 1882, in Illinois since 1870, in Paris since 1690, 

2 

in London since 1776 and in the Ohio valley since 1839, 

Knowing the weather conditions today, the experts in grain marketing 

and in agriculture now estimate from week to week how much the farmer is going 

to lose or gain during the year as compared with previous years. Their crop 

predictions, as every farmer knows, influence the week to week markets. 

Drouth and high hot winds normally will bring an upward change in the markets, 

unless the poor prospects are offset with better-than-average forecasts for 

another section producing the same crop. 

1 
J. Warren Smith, "Speaking of the Weather," United States Department 

of Agriculture Yearbook, 1920 (Washington: United States Government Printing 

Office) 1921, p. 199. 

2 . . . 
A. S. Douglas, A Study of the Annual Rings of Trees in Relation to 

Climate and Solar Activity (New Haven: Yale University Press) 1919, p, 84, 113 



Studying the markets and weather reports from here and abroad, has be-

come an essential part of mid-twentieth century farming. No longer do the 

largest money returns come from the careful choice of seed, proper rotation 

of crops and selection of the finest stock. If the cheapest buying and 

dearest selling do not accompany stock and seed selection, something far 

short of material success is inevitable 

The heart of the subject of modern agriculture seems to be farm manage-

ment. The departments of agriculture, agricultural experts, farm* blocs and 

all others offering advice to the farmer could be abolished, and the business 

of agriculture would go on. As Gras said, "Give me a good manager and I 1 11 

take ray chances on weather and markets. Without him nothing else matters.11^ 

If all farmers were excellent managers, agricultural history would have 

been nothing much but a history of farm management. Many of the agrarian 

movements and the farm organizations would have had no reason for existence. 

They were largely to improve the economic lot of the farmer. Combined, their 

force could not have done so much for the farmer as good management. 

Like the theory back of our various economic policies, farm management 

has had several phases of development. Looking back on them, it is easy to 

detect fallacies that did not lead to highest economic gains nor to the ideal 

social life for farmers. 

Tracing the history of farm management through its phases, these weak-

nesses stand out prominently: great emphasis on increasing the size of the 

farm. More acres (rather than better conserved, better seeded, crop rotated 

acres) was the answer to all failures. The acres the failing farmer had were 

not producing enough income. The answer was more acres. But the answer, as 

*Gras, op. c i t . , p. 355« 

2 
Loc. cit. 
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time has shown, in many oases was better farming of the acres the farmer 

already had. 

Better management then seemed to be such an obvious answer, that the 

United States farmer then went through a period, according to his advisers, 

of having no managerial capacity and being unable to use advice and infor-

mation from the various offices set up to give much advice, but little help. 

Yfestern Kansas farmers during that era were advised by two or three of 

the federal "experts" to use crops in rotation that meant fallowing, when the 

federal experts thought they were giving the farmer a new crop. 

Unadapted crops recommended failed. But generally, it was still the 

fanner's inability to take and use advice that was his downfall (in the minds 

of the experts). 

The writer remembers going with two representatives of different 

divisions of the Department of Agriculture to a Ness County farm, long past 

foreclosure. The stock advice then was rotation. The farmer had tried wheat, 

milo and other sorghums, irrigated watermelons, irrigated potatoes and corn 

and had used twice as many crops as his neighbors—following advice. Getting 

more of the same advice, he asked, "What do you want me to grow— grapenuts?" 

"Lack of an every day income" then became the diagnosis of all farm ills 

for a period. Now farmers know they must be more or less specialists. And 

s p e c i a l t i e s , such as growing certified seed, now are recommended. 

Considered important now are accounting, cost and financial, budgeting 

income and outgo and taking advantage of markets by selling when they are up, 

buying when they are down. 

In treating of farm management now, farm writers also are developing 

economics. This subject belongs to the town as well as to the country. It 

is another example of rural and urban interests being quite nearly the same. 
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Home management is an important study in many schools of home economics. It 

is becoming an important part of agricultural life and consciousness. The 

home, food, clothes, beauty, health and efficiency are important in any home, 

whether it be in the city or the country. 

The home, perhaps, provides the best opportunity for the farm editor to 

appeal to his urban readers. Both segments, rural and urban, are a part of 

the same society, so interdependent in modern America it would be tragic for 

the farm editor to interpret his role as playing one against the other. Neither 

oould get along without the other. Demonstrating that with interpretative, 

understandable prose would be a much better goal. 

William A. Sumner points to more than 300 daily newspapers with farm 

editors for proof that "No one now questions that news of agriculture now 

concerns everybody.""** 

He compared interest in agricultural news today with that in early United 

States history when the population was predominately rural. Statesmen were 

farmers. Editors were close to the soil. Solon Robinson, for example, was 

farm editor for Horace Greeley, founder of the New York Tribune. 

A nearby city is one of the three factors required, for instance, in a 

successful dairying district. Throughout the United States dairying has been 

a successful agricultural pursuit only where large towns and cities with good 

transportation connections are a part of the district. 

Plenty of moisture for pasture and hay and deteriorated land, not good 

grain production are the other two factors. But the dairyman needs the city 

customers as much as the city customers need the dairyman's milk for their 

children. It is redundant to point to their interdependence. 

William A. Sumner, "The Press and Agricultural News," American Academy 

of Political and Social Science Journal. Vol. 219, Jan . , 1942, p. 117. 
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The three factors mentioned would not equal success for a dairy in 

India, A fourth factor, too common to be mentioned in the United States, is 

that slaughtering animals for meat is necessary for successful dairying. The 

full meaning of this is better appreciated when one remembers conditions in 

India where Hindu religious sentiment is against killing cattle. Old cows 

and males must be kept until they die. In times of fodder shortage, all 

animals (good and bad) suffer greatly. Careful breeding also is very 

difficult. In general, cattle of India are useful for draft purposes and to 

a much less extent for milk which is "astonishingly and pitifully meager" 

there. 

Dairying perhaps is one of the best examples of interdependence between 

rural and urban populations. But the dependence of one group on the other 

exists regardless of what economic pursuit the farmer is in. The farm editor 

who shows this interdependence graphically and interestingly will find he has 

more readers within city limits than in the hinterlands. 

Some writers have made proposals that perhaps would force the two seg-

ments to see how dependent they are on each other. 

2 7 

Skillin and Fryer*" propose taking as 'many as 4,000,000 farmers as part-

time employees in industry. They would move the industries, schools, 

hospitals and homes to the rural areas. What they call under-employed 

farmers with too few acres could become a part of the new communities. Life 

Magazine in 1947 said there were 2 ,000 ,000 too many farmers on the land and 

that they should be withdrawn as speedily as possible. 

~Gr. Keatinge, Agricultural Progress in Western India (New York: Harper 

and Company) 1921, p. 113. 

Edward Skillin, Jr., "Four Million Families/' The Commonweal 
July 11, 1947, p. 302. 

3 
See his book, The American Farmer by Harper and Company. 
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So i t is e a s i l y seen that the economics of farming will continue to be 

an important part of the national picture. A sound background in agricultural 

economics might be as handy a tool for the agricultural writer as facility 

with the English languagec 

Probably the quickest way to kill off readers of farm news stories—or 

any other type story—is to use many statistics. Regardless of how sprightly 

the sentences that weave the statistics together, statistics and interest do 

not mix. Numerous readership surveys have proved this. 

Required rote memorization of agricultural statistics by future farm 

editors would be the purest waste of time. It is much more important to know 

where to get up-to-date statistics than to know volumes of constantly-changing 

figures. Yet to measure the importance of agricultural events, to interpret 

them, and to relate them to other current events requires a general knowledge 

of crop acreages, numbers of various farm animals, rainfall expected, flood-

ing stages of rivers, size of farms, values of farm lands and a myriad of 

other facts. 

Acreages and yields of crops in one area, for instance, will affect 

prices of other crops and animals in other areas. Farmers and their city 

cousins want to know the relation of the two, what they will have to do with 

the price of beefsteak and other cause-and-effect phenomena with a direct and 

•vital influence on the lives of both rural and urban readers. 

Many urbanites, for instance, now have freezer-lockers in their homes or 

a looker plant a few blocks away. They now are interested enough in future 

prices of meats, vegetables and fruits to attempt to interpret the "six-point11 

market reports. They hope to stock their lockers during prices favorable to 

the consumer. Although the producer hopes to sell at the other end of the 

seasonal economic cycle, both are interested in the same thing: prices. An 
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interpretative story, based on statistics and an elementary knowledge of 

eoonomios, is a natural for the farm editor to move from his section of the 

paper to page one. It also is a natural to show rural and urban interde-

pendence • 

For that reason, and because much of this information will be used in a 

Farm Page oourse, a fefw words on statistics were deemed essential. 

During the 1949 Congressional debates on farm price supports, many urban 

and rural readers found that farm income had soared to $30 billion a year 

from a $9 billion annual income before the war. But it was up to Repre-

sentative Clifford Hope of Kansas and a magazine read by thousands (rather 

than the millions who read the 30 to 9 figures) to point out that the average 

income of a farmer living on the farm was still only $712 a year compared 

with the $1,617 for the average non-farm per capita income.^ 

Hope, knowing that farmers butter his toast by repeatedly sending him 

baok to Washington to plead their cases (which is his job as representative 

of a predominately agricultural area of the state) did not explain that the 

p 

fanner raised much of the food consumed by him and his family• 

Both rural and urban readers would have been interested in a story 

interpreting these statistics. 

But what does "an average farmer living on the farm" mean? to answer 

to that question belonged in the complete story. The United States has 

6,000,000 farms that average about 175 acres each. But of this number more 

than one-half million farm homes are located on less than ten acres; nearly 

"Congress Debates Farm Price Supports," Forum, December 1949, p. 351. 

2 
United States Representatives are even less obligated than United 

States Senators to represent, vote and fight for "the general welfare. " 

There is no institutional reason, and far too few precedents, to compel a 

United States Congressman to have a national view. 
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two million average less than 49 acres each; more than throe million range 

from 50 to 259 acres; 700,000 farm enterprises contain more than 260 acres 

each and nearly 50 percent of the total farm acreage.1 Many of the 700,000 

do not live on the farms they control. 

Statistics, not interpreted, are meaningless; those interpreted by a 

vested interest, are worse than meaningless. And thousands of so-called 

public relations directors, managers, officers and their staffs are paid to 

interpret statistics to present their company's or their industry's best face 

to the public. Only a small percentage of professional public relations men 

know the truth is the best story to put before the public. With a farm 

background, agricultural training and an appreciation of farmers' problems, 

the farm editor must guard against becoming a mouthpiece for only the agri-

cultural segment of his community. He must constantly dig deeper to get the 

"whole" truth. 

The total farm income of #30 billion, mentioned earlier, was GROSS income. 

A huge gross income is not what stockholders look for in the "six-point" type 

of business pages. Instead they are interested in dividends paid from NET 

incomes. The peak farm NET income was $18 billion, reached in 1947. That was 

more than double prewar net incomes and more than five times that of the 

lowest net income of the depression years.2 

Farmers had a higher GROSS income in 1948, but what they were buying 

that year cost more. Gross incomes for 1947, 1948 and 1949 were $30 billion, 

$30.5 billion and $27.5 billion. During the same three years they paid for 

1United States Census, 1940, General Agriculture (Washington: The U. S. 
Government Printing Office) 1941, p. 251. 

2 
Dale Kramer, "What the Farm Shooting Is All About," Survey, March, 1950, 

p. 127. 



goods purchased: 130 percent above "parity" in 1947; 148 percent in 1948 and 

142 percent in 1949.1 But these statistics, while clarifying, compared to 

statistics on gross incomes alone, are merely trying to get at net incomes. 

The 1950 model farmer is a business man. Among his successors will be 

more and more marketing experts. To survive in a highly competitive society 

—even with guaranteed prices through government supports—the future farmer 

will be forced to know markets. For that reason neither the farmer nor his 

city cousin will want his daily newspaper carrying gross income statistics— 

except when the relationship between gross income figures and that of net 

income can be clearly shown. Then farmers and their city cousins will want 

to read those statistics only if they are interpreted so their meaning is 

clear. 

Although they still are not available for study (fall of 1950), 

statistics from the 1950 census, interpreted, will provide many farm stories. 

Preliminary estimates place the total population of the United States at 150 

million persons, but fewer than 25 million of these live on farms. The de-

creasing number of farms will correlate with the increasing number of 

tractors, trucks, automobiles and specialized equipment on the farms. In 

1890, 90 percent of the population of the United States lived on farms. Be-

tween 1940 and 1948 the 6,000,000 United States farms increased in size an 

average of 14 acres each. During the same time, the horse and mule popu-

lation, 27 months old and more, decreased 26 percent to 13,000,000 head. 

Average expenditures for farms and farm machines, excluding motor fuel, in-

creased 150 percent. 

Interpreting such figures would make interesting stories for both urban 

1 "Apropos Facts and Figures," Congressional Digest March, 1950, p. 80. 



and rural readers. And they certainly should not be looked upon deprecatingly 

by the publisher. They indicate to his advertisers where their market lies. 

Despite all back-to-the farm movements, farm populations are economically 

bound to decrease unless all production o f machines and fuel for them is 

halted by war. A well-known farm leader recently said a wheat farmer 

adequately equipped with modern farm machinery can plow, seed, harvest and 

market more wheat than could 40 farmers as many teams of horses forty 

years ago.1 During the Revolutionary War period, it took 19 farmers to pro-

duce enough food and fiber to take care of one city dweller. Today 

each farmer not only takes care of his own requirements, but is also able to 

supply these essentials to five other families engaged in other lines of work. 

The population is estimated to have dropped 
20 percent from 1940 to 1945. Despite the decrease, each of those years pro-

unparalleled records in agriculture. One-fourth of the total farm pro-
on went to the armed forces, yet total food supplies to civilians ex-

ceeded the 1935 to 1939 average. This indicates that starvation and an 

invitation to Communism could be avoided in vast areas of the world by modern 

farm machines in the hands of capable farmers. 

From preliminary estimates of the 1950 census, it can be predicted that 

most Southern states will lose population while at least the West Coast will 

tremendously. This has been credited to the population shifts 

war. Yet analyzed statistics probably wouId prove it to be a century-

story of populations shifting from farms to cities. Southern states are the 

least industrialized. West coast states were the last to industrialize. 

1 Arthur W. Turner and Elmer J. Johnson, Machines for the Farm Ranch and 
Plantation (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1948), p. preface V. 

2Ibid., p. VI 
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Although populations do not shift across a continent with farmers moving to 

the city, populations always have shifted in the United States from farms to 

cities. 

If the population shifts cause Southern states to lose population 

enough to lose representatives in Congress, farmers probably will lose part 

of the so-called "farm bloc" while industry will gain. 

SAMPLE FORM AND TECHNICAL TERMS 
THE FARM REPORTER NEEDS TO MOW 

The story in a Chicago newspaper that a previous grand champion steer 

was the father of a later grand champion has been circulated widely. It 

illustrates the importance of knowing the meaning of farm words to keep farm 

readers from losing all confidence in the newspapers. 

Many metropolitan newspapers today use "Thoroughbred" in describing 

dairy cattle, winning Herefords, dogs, and other animals. Thoroughbred is a 

specific breed of horses; a light race horse, nervous and high-tempered. The 

word the newspapers should use is "purebred." It can be used with any animal 

of pure breeding for any certain breed. Irish Setters, Jersey cows, and a 

purebred Thoroughbred. 

Farm machines, likewise, have specific terms for description. Among 

those for preparing a seedbed are one-way plows, moldboard plows, disk plows, 

listers or middlebreakers, then disk harrows, peg-tooth harrows, spring-

tooth harrows, cultivators, chisels or sub-soilers, rotary rod weeders, rotary 

plows, packers, drags, and levelers. 

Used in planting crops are broadcast seeders, grain drills, many planters 

named for the seeds they distribute and plant-setting machines. 

The farm editor also must know names of harvest machines used in his 

region. About seven machines, for instance, are used in harvesting hay: 



mowers, rakes, loaders, stackers, crushers, balers and bale loaders, and 

choppers. A list of ten or eleven machines is easily compiled for harvesting 

forage and grain: binders, ensilage cutters, ensilage harvesters, ensilage 

blowers, pickers, cutoff corn harvesters, shellers, field shellers husker-

shredders, stalk cutters and combine-harvesters.1 

As the farms become more specialized and industrialized, they become more 

technical. Therefore, it appears that either formal training in agriculture 

or a farm background will become more and more a prerequisite for persons 

writing agricultural news. 

Because he often is writing of animals and crops, the farm editor must 

know what a group of the animals or a quantity of the crops is called. Is it 

a herd, a pack, a drove, a flock? The terms, as all farmers know, are not 

synonymous. 

Covey - of quail. 

Flock - of sheep, goats, geese. 

Herd - chiefly of cattle and larger animals. 

Drove - chiefly of cattle or swine driven in a body. 

Pack - of hounds or wolves. 

Bevy - quails, roes, larks, partridges. 

Flight - various birds. 

Crowd - implies pressing together and loss of individuality. 

Throng - stronger implication of movement and pushing. 

Horde - any crowd, swarm, pack; loosely organized group of nomads. 

Tribe - a group of animals descended from some particular female 
progenitor, through the female line. 

1 

Arthur W. Turner and Elmer Johnson, Machines for Farm, Ranch and Plan-
tation (New York: McGraw-Hill), 1948, p. 8-72. 
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Bunch - an aggregate of things of the same kind as a group of 
animals; a flocks or herd, as a bunch of cattle. 

Roundup - to collect cattle by riding around them and driving them 
in. 

Drive - driving together of animals for capture, killing or brand-
ing. 

Rick - a stack or pile as of grain, straw or hay in the open air. 

Stack - a large pile of hay, grain in the sheath, straw or the like. 

Sheaf - a quantity of the stalks and ears of wheat, rye, or other 
grain bound together, a bundle of gram or straw. 

Swath - path cut in one course; the windrow of cut grain or grass 
left by a mowing machine.1 

Different terms, of course, are used to designate male, female, young, 

and gelded animals. The farm reporter, to speak the language of his news 

sources, must have command of these words. They are basic to his profession 

as an agricultural journalist. Female swine, for instance, farrow young. 

When used with female cattle, farrow has almost an opposite meaning: "Not 

producing young in a given season." "Farrow" is used likewise with soil. A 

field left "farrow" is not farmed for a crop that season. 

The skeleton table below indicates a few of the many agricultural terms 

needed in the vocabulary of the farm writer.2 

Both Male Female Parturition Young Gelded 
Fox vixen whelp cub or pup 
Wolves whelp cub or kitten 
Panther pantheress whelp cub or kitten 
Lion lioness whelp cub 
Bear whelp cub 
Tiger tigress wheIp cub 
Cats kitten kitten 

1William Allan Newton, editor, Webster's Mew International Dictionary 
(Springfield, Mass.: G. and C, Merriam Company 1949, various pages. 

2 
Newton, ibid., various pages, and specialists in the School of Agri-

culture at Kansas State College, Manhattan, 
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Both Male Female Parturition Young Gelded 

Dogs dog bitch whelp pups 
Chicken cock or rooster hen lay chick capon 
Turkeys cook or gobbler hen lay poults 

capon 

Geese gander goose lay gosling 
Ducks drake duck lay duckling 
Guinea hen lay 
Horses stallion or stud mare foal colt gelding 
Cattle bull cow calve calf steer 
Buffalo bull cow calve caIf steer 
Elk bull or stag cow calve 
Moose bull or stag cow calve 
Deer hart hind calf or fawn 
Swine or Hogs boar sow farrow pigs barrow 
Antelope buck doe kid or fawn 
Rabbits buck doe sometimes 

kittens 

Although far from complete, the list indicates words many think are 

general in meaning and connotation have specific technical meanings. People 

who raise the animals will know the technical meanings. They will not re-

spect writers or newspapers that use such common farm words incorrectly. 

If wood is one of the products of the region, the farm editor must learn 

the woodman's terminology. His city readers probably think "jack pot" means 

a lucky night on a quiz program or with a slot machine. It is an "unskillful 

piece of logging work" to the woodman. 

Other terras of the woodman include: 

Bale - stem or trunk of a tree, usually the lower, usable or 
merchantable portion of the trunk. 

Crown - upper part of a tree including branches with their foliage. 

Deadman - a log buried in the ground by which a guy line is anchored. 

Haywire outfit - originally makeshift repairs in harness; a logging 
operation that has poor equipment. 

Seedling - tree originating from a seed in contrast to those 
originating as a sprout, root sucker or from a cutting. In applied 
forestry, seedling is such a tree under six feet in height. In forest-
nursery practice, a seedling is a tree grown from seed and not trans-
planted to secure better developed root system. 

Virgin forest - mature, uninfluenced by human activity or old growth. 
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Woodpecker or beaver - poor chopper. 

Arboriculture - science and act of growing ornamental or shade 
trees. 

Silviculture or forestry - growing trees as a forest for lumber. 

Tree horticulture or pomology - growing trees for fruits, nuts, 
etc. 

Ecology - study of effect of environment on plants and animals, and 
their influence on the environment. 

1 

Endemic - opposite of epidemic; confined to a limited area.1 

To demonstrate the many technical terms needed by an agricultural writer 

the author asked a Kansas State College specialist to define terms needed by 2 
those writing about irrigation.2 His definitions of irrigation terms follow: 

Alkali - a soluble mineral salt present in some soils in quantity 
detrimental to agriculture. These salts are usually sodium carbonate, 
sodium sulphate and sodium chlorate. 

Auger - a tool used for sampling soil at various depth. In irri-
gation it is used for checking soil moisture. 

Border - strictly speaking, borders are the small, dikes or 
miniature levees' running down either side of a level strip to confine 
irrigation water on the area. These strips are sometimes refer red to 
as panels. In some areas irrigators use the word border to designate 
the strip between two dikes. 

Box - irrigation structure, preferably concrete with bottom and 
four sides, used to quiet turbulent flow or to divide a head of water. 

Canal - Main channel or ditch to deliver water to areas to be 
irrigated. 

Capillary action - the tendency of water to rise in the fine 
openings in the soil. 

Channel - natural or artificial depression, ditch or drainageway 
that conveys water. 
1 

Trees, Yearbook of Agriculture 1949 (Washington: United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, p. 911. 

2 2Walter E. Selby, Kansas State College extension agricultural engineer. 
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Check (or Check Dam) - irrigation structure in a canal or lateral 
usually of canvas or sheet metal, however, permanent installations of 
concrete with wooden gates are often used. 

Corrugations - small flat-bottomed or V-shaped ditches or furrows, 
a few inches wide, running directly down the slope to keep irrigation 
water distributed evenly over the slope. 

Diversion - change the course of a flow of water. 

Division - separating water flows into calculated quantities. 

Drainage - a system for removing free or excess water from a given 
depth of soil or sometimes from the soil surface. 

Draw down - the difference in elevation between the static water 
level and level of the water level in the well while the pump is in 
operation. 

Drop - structure used to convey water to a lower level without ex-
cessive erosion. 

Dike - embankment of earth to keep water from spreading, or to 
confine water on a definite area. 

Efficiency - the percentage of the water diverted for irrigation 
that is actually stored in the root zone of the soil. 

Erosion - soil movement caused by irrigation water. 

Evaporation - loss of water to the atmosphere. 

Field capacity - the amount of water that can be held in the root 
zone of the soil, usually the top four to six feet of soil. 

Flow - a given or definite quantity of moving water. 

Flume - a rectangular or semi-circular structure for open flow of 
water, used to transport water across ditches or depressions or to a 
lower elevation. 

Furrow - small channel or ditch between crop rows to distribute 
irrigation water to the crop. 

Gate - rectangular or circular covers which may be raised or 
lowered in pipes, checks or opens channels to control the diversion of 
water. 

Grade - slope required to overcome friction and produce the de-
sired velocity of water flow. 

Ground water - water contained in the soil. 
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Head ditch - the farmer's ditch or canal to distribute water from 
the main supply to the crop area. 

Irrigation - the controlled application of water to crops. 

Lateral - the field ditch used to distribute water to crops. 

Leach - washing of soluble minerals cut of the soil. 

Lift - distance a pump has to raise water to the surface of the 
ground or to deliver it to ditch or reservoir. 

Measurement - determining the amount of water passing through a 
measuring structure. 

Moisture content - the amount of moisture in the soil at a given 
time. 

Orifice - an opening of accurately known area used to determine or 
measure quantities of water. 

Parshall flume - a rectangular flume like structure of accurate 

dimensions used for measuring flowing water. 

Percolation - the downward movement of water through soil. 

Permeability - the ability of the soil to take water. 
Pressure - the thrust or weight of water designated in pounds per 

square inch. 

Probe - a rod used to determine the depth to which irrigation water 
has saturated the soil. 

Reservoir - a natural or artificial pond or structure used for the 
storage of water. 

Run-off - the amount or rate at which water flows from an area of 
soil or a water shed. 

Second-foot - a unit of measurement of water flow. It means that 
a cubic foot of water passes a given point every second. It is ap-
proximately equal to a flow of 450 gallons per minute or one acre inch 
per hour. 

Siphons - tubes sometimes used to convey water over the ditch banks 
to row crops (these are true siphons). These usually range in sizes 
from 3/4 inch to 2 inches in diameter. Siphons 4 to 6 inches in 
diameter are available for use in irrigating borders. 

Sprinkler - a system of overhead irrigation. For field operation 
there are three general types of sprinklers, revolving sprinkler heads, 
perforated pipe and eyelet hose. 



Watershed - a sloping area from which water drains or runs off into 

one main drainageway or channel. 

Weir - a measuring device of overflow type, consisting of a thin 

metal plate with a rectangular or V-shaped opening of accurate dimensions 

Wilting point - expressed as the percentage of moisture in the soil, 

at which time plants permanently wilt . 

Much of the farm reporter's work will be making the technician's work 

understandable to the reader. As agriculture becomes more specialized, more 

technical terms, understood only by technicians, must become a part of the 

vocabulary of the farm reporter. 

The technician, working indirectly for the farmer, and the man on the 

tractor or riding the range have only agricultural reporters for interpreters. 

Photographs, graphs, illustrations and other pictorial devices may be needed 

to tell the technician's story. So visual aids probably will become 

necessary tools of the farm reporter. 

Pictures illustrating a story will do much to make it understood. The 

camera will not replace the typewriter, but it is rapidly becoming a necessary 

supplement. 

While the reporter must know farm terms, he also will be teaching the 

farmer technician's terms. The latter is probably true in regard to some of 

the irrigation terms mentioned. 

The Marketing and Research Act of 1946 will add more new terms with 

technical meanings to the farmer's vocabulary. It also should give new mean-

ing to words carelessly used by the farmer's city cousins. 

The marketing studies already are developing terminology for describing 

eggs. Few persons now buying eggs realize there are six classes of eggs with 

each class dropping three ounces a dozen in weight from the class above it . 

Under United States weight classes "jumbo" eggs weigh 30 ounces a dozen; 

peewees weigh only 15 ounces a dozen. Between the two and coming down three 



ounces for each class are "extra large," 27 ounces; "large," 24 ounces; 

"medium," 21 ounces and "small," 18 ounces.1 

It is to the interest of both rural and urban persons to know that a 

dozen eggs can mean 15 to 30 ounces. 

Today many in both rural and urban groups think AA, A, B, and C, which 

are terms for the quality of an egg, refer to the size of eggs. 

The AA's are eggs that cover a small area; white is thick and stands 

high, the yolk is firm and high. 

A's cover a moderate area; white is reasonably thick, stands fairly 

high; yolk is firm and high. 

B's cover wide area; has small amount of thick white; yolk is somewhat 

flattened and enlarged. 

C's cover a very wide area; white is thin and watery; yolk is flat, en-

larged and breaks easily. 

Coming from science, also, are recommended times of mating when hand-

mating of animals is practiced; for mares it is the third day of estrus and 

each two days after; cows, twelve to twenty hours after onset of estrus and 

immediately after onset of estrus; ewes, during second half of estrus, which 

lasts thirty hours, or twelve hours after onset of estrus and each twelve 

hours after to end of estrus; sows, late on first day or in second day of 

estrus.2 

1United States Department of Agriculture, Production and Marketing 

Administration, Poultry Branch, pamphlet 1949-0-839473, Superintendent of 

Documents, United States Government Printing Office. 

2Science in Farming, Yearbook of Agriculture 1943-47, (Washington: 

United States Government Printing Office) , 1944, p. 55. 



New terms quite likely will continue to come from the government. "Pro-

duction payments" was the proposed terra to be used for the direct "subsidy" 

under the Brannan Plan, 

"Marketing quotas" - two-thirds the farmers may vote marketing quotas on 

basic crops; that is , they determine how much of the crop each farmer should 

market to avoid abnormal surpluses. If the marketing quota is in effect, 

farmers who plant more than the acreage allotment or market more than their 

quota are subject to penalties. The penalties are fines paid by the buyer of 

one-half of the loan or support rate on the surplus commodity marketed.1 

"Parity" has several meanings, and those it has, judging from the past, 

will change. But few urban persons seem to realize that parity, theoretically 

at least, is the ratio between the prices farmers receive for their products 

and the prices they pay for goods and commodities they buy. Urbanites buy 

many of the same goods and commodities. 

The matter of parity presents a golden opportunity for demonstrating the 

interdependence of rural and urban persons. As seen by the definition and 

the way parity is computed, there is no such thing as parity for farmers only. 

Parity is a measure of ratio between prices paid and those received by 

the farmer. Parity compares incomes of farmers with incomes of other workers. 

If parity gets too low, the trouble probably is not on the farm. It 

more likely is low because city people and farmers must pay too much for some 

of the things they buy. 

A competent farm editor, it seems, would soon have his city readers 

realizing that they are a very vital part of parity. The wages they get and 

the money they must pay for the articles they purchase are parts of the 

1 

"Parity, Production Payments, et a l , " Congressional Digest, March 1950. 
p. 73. 



formula for computing parity. Parity, therefore, is as important to city 

dwellers as it is to farmers. 

Since prices are constantly changing, a base period is used to determine 

parity. The period is chosen arbitrarily. Until 1949 the base period had 

been 1909-1914. Currently it is the higher of that period and the period, 

1939 -1948. The second period is to follow a pattern of being the first ten 

of the last twelve years. 

Here is an example of how parity is determined: suppose average market 

price for a pound of cotton during the base period was 45 cents; if the 

average of prices the farmer must currently pay for his basic needs is de-

termined to be 30 percent higher than during the base period, the 30 percent 

is the "parity index." So the 45 cents is multiplied by 130 percent. The 

resulting 58.5 cents becomes the current parity price of cotton.1 

Actually it is more involved, but that illustrates the principle. 

Prices rarely are supported at 100 percent of parity. Parity is like 0 on a 

thermometer. It is a convenient point of reference. 

"Parity income" means substantially the same as parity. It is the ratio 

between net income of farmers and net income of non-farm workers during the 

same period of time. 

"Acreage allotment" is the acreage needed to produce the amount needed of 

a certain crop in the "foreseeable future." Factors considered in arriving 

at the national, state, and local acreage allotments include production 

history of the farm, character of land, conservation needs, needs of the 

farmer, and other needs. 

1 

Ibid. , p. 73. 
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POLITICS IN AGRICULTURE 

Since George Washington's time politics has played an important part in 

agriculture. But it has been only since Franklin D. Roosevelt took office in 

1935 that so much agricultural news has come from Washington, D. C. Some 

contend that the New Deal repealed the law of supply and demand and made 

worthless all their training in agricultural economics. 

With government-supported prices, a knowledge of law and politics is as 

important to the farm editor as is economics. However supports have been used 

only to keep prices somewhat higher for agricultural products than the world 

demand makes them. For that reason, the writer does not think Congress will 

or could support prices much out of line with prices offered on the world 

market. The potato program, out of line, had supports withdrawn. The pro-

gram would cost too much to operate, would remove American farm products from 

foreign trade, except through expensive subsidies, and would soon be corrected 

by Congressmen. 

However, Washington has much to do with farm markets. A study of some 

of the important pieces of political legislation to come from Congress seemed 

appropriate to this student. 

In his eighth annual address, December 7, 1796, Washington spoke at some 

length about agriculture: 

Fellow Citizens of the Senate and House of Representatives: 

It will not be doubted that with reference to individual or 

national welfare agriculture is of primary importance. In proportion as 

nations advance in population and other circumstances of maturity this 

truth becomes more and more apparent, and renders the cultivation of the 

soil more and more an object of public patronage. Institutions for pro-

moting it grow up supported by the public purse; and to what object can 

it be dedicated with greater propriety? 

1See letter from Farm Editor, Tulsa, Oklahoma, in appendix. 
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Among the means which have been attended with greater success are 

collecting and diffusing information, enabled by premiums and small 

pecuniary aids to encourage and assist a spirit of discovery and improve-

ment, This species of establishment contributes doubly to the increase 

of improvement by stimulating to enterprise and experiment, and by draw-

ing to a common center the results everywhere of individual skill and 

observation, and spreading them thence over the whole n a t i o n . Experience 

accordingly has shewn (sic) that they are very cheap instruments of im-

mense national benefit.1 

Washington had preceeded this recommendation by urging establishment of 

a U. S. Navy, the encouragement of manufacturing, etc. He followed it by 

urging that a national university and military academy be established. It is 

apparent that he felt a strong agriculture was necessary for the defense of 

the country. 

Experimentation, collection and diffusion of agricultural information, he 

felt were ways of strengthening agriculture. 

But it was nearly a quarter of a century later that Congress began act-

ing on Washington's advice. By then it was pressure from farmers rather than 

advice from the Father of the Country, that Congressmen were recognising. 

May 3, 1820, "On motion of Mr. Williams of North Carolina, the House took 

up and proceeded to consider the resolution submitted by him on the 29th 

ultimo (sic), for the appointment of a standing committee to be denominated 

(sic) 'The Committee on Agriculture,' and the resolution was agreed to by the 

House; and ordered that the committee consist of seven members. 

Politically then, farmers had a recommendation from George Washington 

favoring their industry as early as 1796, but no action until 1820. The com-

mittee (in the House of Representatives) studied farm problems, accepted 

James D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the 

Presidents 1789-1902 (Washington: Bureau of National Literature and Art), 

1905, p. 202. 

2Debates and Proceedings of the Congress of The United States (Wash-

ington: Blair and Ives) , 1839, Vol. 7, p. 1839. 
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suggestions from its farmer constituents and provided a dumping ground for 

getting some suggested legislation off the floor. It was five years later 

before the Senate established a standing committee on agriculture. 

Forty-three years after Washington's admonition (March 3, 1839) Congress 

recognized the farmer with an agricultural appropriation.1 Then by a Senate 

act "to promote the progress of the useful arts , " Congress appropriated 

$1,000 "for the collection of agricultural statistics and for other agri-

cultural purposes." Two assistant patent examiners (work of an agricultural 

nature was done by the patent office) also were provided at the same time with 

$1,250 annual salaries each. 

With the South aligned against the North, few laws or acts of any 

significance could get approval of Congress, until the South seceded. Then 

some of the most important laws for agriculture ever passed by any legislative 

body were enacted rapidly. 

Even though they were considered at least partially "war measures," they 

were not rushed through Congress automatically even then. Entries in the 

Congressional Record show a House bill (No. 269) to create a Department of 

Agriculture February 17, 1862, 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled that there be established 

at the seat of the government of the United States a Department of 

Agriculture—general designs and duties of which shall be to acquire and 

diffuse among the people of the United States useful information on sub-

jects connected with agriculture in the most general and comprehensive 

sense of that word, and to procure, propagate and distribute among the 

people new and valuable seeds and plants. 

1The Congressional Globe, third session of the 25th Congress, (Wash-

ington: Blair and Ives) , 1839, Vol. 7, p. 1839. 

Congressional Record, forty-ninth Congress, Second Session, (Wash-

ington: United States Government Printing Office), 1887, Vol. 18, p. 855. 
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The act provided for a commissioner to get $5,000 a year. He was to 

gather information from books, correspondence and practical and scientific ex-

periments by collection of statistics and other appropriate means—to be per-

mitted to use the franking privilege up to 30 ounces, and have a chief clerk 

for $2,000 a year. 

"He might e m p l o y chemists, botanists, entomologists and other persons 

skilled in the natural sciences."1 

Establishment of a department had been discussed twenty years. It had 

the direct recommendation of President Taylor, but no action on it came during; 

his administration (other than discussions in the House of Representatives 

and in the Senate) . 

Abraham Lincoln recommended establishment of a Department of Agriculture 

with "agriculture, confessedly the largest interest of the nation, has not a 

department nor a bureau, but a clerkship only assigned to it by the govern-

ment." 2 

The Secretary of the Interior had recommended its establishment and 

pointed to value of "crop and soil reports from every section of the country" 

and to furnish warnings on failure of crops at home and 

abroad, to combat in- sects, etc. 

Owen Love joy of Illinois was chairman of the House committee on agri-

culture and one of the Congressional leaders working for establishment of the 

department. 

Next day after its introduction, the bill was reported from the House to 

the Senate and referred to the committee on patents and the patent office.3 

1lbid. , p. 855. 

2Ibid., p. 855. 

3 Ibid . , p. 859, 861. 
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The same day Mr. Morrill of Vermont, Mr. Apaulding and Mr. Kellogg were 

permitted to record votes in the House in favor of the bill to establish a 

1 

Department of Agriculture, passed yesterday.1 

A month later (March 20) the Committee on patents and the patent office 

reported out the bill without amendment.2 

Four days later (March Nomoved to refer the bill (No. 269) 

back to the committee on patents and the patent office. It was agreed to and 

recommitted.3 

Three days later (March 27) on motion of Mr. Simmons, it was ordered that 

the bill be printed.4 

On April 10, Mr. Simmons announced he was instructed by the committee on 

patents and the patent office to report the bill with amendments. He pro-

posed to call the bill up on M o n d a y . 5 Arguments about making exceptions to 

too many bills and bringing them up out of order working against the legis-

lative process, cutting down debate on whatever was being discussed—against 

the best interests of the country, particularly in "times like these" defeated 

his proposal to bring the bill up on Monday. 

It was brought up and read April 17. The committee had amended it so 

fixtures of the office and the propagating garden would be transferred from 

the patent office to the Department of Agriculture. Another amendment made 

1Loc. cit. 

2Ibid. , Part I I , p. 1261. 

3 Ibid . , p. 1331. 

4Ibid. , p. 1390. 

5Ibid., p. 1598. 



commissioner and $5,000 by the clerks and the accounting of all monies. 

Mr. Simmons spoke for five columns in the Congressional Record arguing 

for inclusion of "gathering and disseminating information on statistics in 

the Department of Agriculture—to hold down rumors, stop fluctuations of 

prices, for a secure nation, to keep farmers from being duped through rumors. 

He was cut off by another senator moving to consider another b i l l . 1 

April 22 Mr. Foster, arguing that with amendments, it was really now a 

Senate bill, moved to amend the bill so it would become Senate bill No. 269. 

While on the subject, other senators argued to keep the services in the 

patent office, to leave it alone. They pointed to added expenses of establish 

ing another department.2 

May 2, on motion of Mr. Simmons, the Senate resumed consideration of the 

bill. Consideration at that time was on an amendment by the Senator from 

Connecticut to make it a bureau in the Department of Interior. He argued that 

the next thing the farmers would want would be a secretary to sit on the 

President's cabinet. A special order of the day then superseded H. R. Bill 

289.3 

May 8, when the bill again was being considered, Mr. Simmons said the 

president of the National Agricultural Society was before his committee this 

morning with a petition praying that the Senate pass the bill as it came from 

the House. 

Mr. Hale said pressure for a department did not come from men who lean 

upon their plow handles, but from men who want them to take their hands off 

the plow handles and vote for them at the ballot box. 

1Ibid. , p. 1690-2. 

2 Ibid . , p. 1726. 

3Ibid., Part III, p. 1991. 



Agriculture does not want any assistance, he said. Their prayer, if the 

genius of agriculture could be impersonated, to the American Congress would 

be, "For God's sake, let us alone." 

Mr. Cowan argued that creating a department of agriculture would be un-

constitutional. Half the seeds distributed will not grow in this country 

he said. At present they could get the same information for one-twentieth 

the cost at any seed store. He ridiculed the department's distribution of 

turnip and onion seeds. 

Mr. Fessenden pointed out that a $1,000 seed appropriation had been in-

creased to $60,000 in ten years, that there was no feeling among farmers for 

a department, that the president of the National Agricultural Society was a 

manufacturer.1 It would be better to apply the $60,000 on the national 

debt, he said. Recorded vote on the amendment for putting a bureau of agri-

culture in the Department of Interior was yeas 18, nays 18, so the amendment 

was rejected. 

The amendment to leave the number of clerks the same as those now em-

ployed was voted yeas 18, nays 18, so it was rejected. 

The bill was then voted yeas 25, nays 18, so the bill passed May 10, 

1 8 6 2 . 2 

May 13, the bill was brought before the House with amendments. It was 

rejected 90 to 14. May 14 the Senate received a message from the House that 

the Speaker of the House had signed the enrolled bill (H. R. 269) to 

establish a Department of Agriculture.3 

1Ibid., p. 2015-2016. 
2Ibid., p. 2017. 
3Ibid., p. 2098. 
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May 20, a message from the Speaker of the House said that the President 

(Abraham Lincoln) had approved and signed on the 15th instant an act (H. R. 

269) to establish a Department of Agriculture.1 

The bill was three months in the legislative mill with little real 

opposition. But tracing it provides an idea of how the legislative machinery 

of our Federal government worked nearly 100 years ago—and how it works to-

day. The bill did not drop out of discussion by being pigeonholed in a com-

mittee. It had relatively few opposing it. Relatively few amendments were 

added. It was not vetoed. It came in a time of emergency, yet it took three 

months! Without agricultural writers among the Washington staffs of the wire 

services, farm editors of today wi 11 find it difficult to keep track of Dro~ 

posed agricultural legislation. Yet it appears that keeping their readers in-

formed on the particular legislation that affects them most vitally would be 

the newspaper's duty in making democracy effective. Whether wire services do 

not have enough agricultural requests or if they do not agree on the im-

portance of agricultural news created in Washington is not known* In a com-

petitive society, with at least three major wire services from Washington, it 

appears that farm news could be had for the asking. 

Although the present agricultural program is largely determined in. 

Washington, William B. Ward found little farm copy coming from the nation's 

capital and no full-time agricultural writers employed on the large wire 

service staffs there.2 

But back to 1862, undoubtedly the most momentous year for agriculture, 

in the history of the United States. 

1Ibid., p. 2157. 
2Ward, op. cit., p. 56. 
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Laws passed in 1862 embodied the agricultural land philosophy and 

policies of the North and West. They had been thwarted in passage by repre-

sentatives and senators from the South previous to its seceding from the 

union. Without this opposition to free holders of small plots, the Lincoln 

administration quickly passed the laws the North had long wanted. That they 

were victorious in Congress before they were on the battle field is a matter 

of recorded history. 

Quickly, legislatively speaking, after the Department of Agriculture, 

came the Homestead Act. 

It, the Morrill Act establishing agricultural colleges, and the Hatch 

Act establishing agricultural experiment stations were considered legislation 

so important that the Acts, in the language they were passed, should be in-

cluded. 

The Homestead Act (Approved May 20, 1862)1 

An Act To Secure Homesteads To Actual Settlers On The Public Domain. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person who is 
the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, 
and is a citizen of The United States, and who has never borne arms 
against the United States Government or given aid and comfort to its 
enemies, shall, from and after the first of January, eighteen hundred 
and sixty-three, be entitled, to enter one quarter section or a less 
quantity of unappropriated public lands, upon which said person may have 
filed a preemption claim or which may, at the time the application is 
made, be subject to preemption at one dollar and twenty-five cents per 
acre, to be located in a body, in conformity to the legal subdivisions 
of the public lands, and after the same shall have been surveyed: Pro-
vided, That any person owning and residing on land may, under the pro-
visions of this act, enter other land lying contiguous to his or her 
said land, which shall not, with the land so already owned and occupied, 
exceed in the aggregate one hundred sixty acres. 

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That the person applying for the 
benefit of this act shall, upon application to the register of the land 

1Congressional Globe, Appendix to, (Washington: John C. Rives), 1862, 
Second Session, 37th Congress, p. 352. 
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office in which he or she is about to make such entry, make affidavit 
before the said register or receiver that he or she is the head of a 
family, or is twenty-one years or more of age, or shall have performed 
service for the Army or Navy of the United States, and that he has never 
borne arms against the Government of the United States or given aid and 
comfort to its enemies, and that such application is made for his or her 
exclusive use and benefit, and that said entry is made for the purpose 
of actual settlement and cultivation, and not either directly or in-
directly for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whomso-
ever; and upon filing the said affidavit with the register or receiver, 
and on payment of ten dollars, he or she shall thereupon be permitted to 
enter the quantity of land specified: Provided, however, That no 
certificate shall be given or patent issued therefor until the expiration 
of five years from the date of such entry; and if, at the expiration of 
such time, or at any time within two years thereafter, the person making 
such entry, or, if he be dead, his widow; or in the case of her death, 
his heirs or divisee; or in case of a widow making such entry, her heirs 
or devisee, in the case of her death; shall prove by two credible 
witnesses that he, she, or they have resided upon or cultivated the 
same for the term of five years immediately succeeding the time of 
filing the affidavit aforesaid, and shall make affidavit that no part of 
said land has been alienated, and that he has borne true allegiance to 
the Government of the United States; then, in some case, he, she, or they, 
if at that time a citizen of the United States, shall be entitled to a 
patent, as in other cases provided by law: And provided further, That 
in case of the death of both father and mother leaving an infant child, 
or children, under 21 years of age, the right and fee shall enure to the 
benefit of said infant child or children; and the executor, administrator, 
or guardian may, at any time within two years after the death of the 
surviving parent, and in accordance with the laws of the State in which 
such children for the time being have their domicil, (sic) sell said 
land for the benefit of said infants, but for no other purpose; and the 
purchaser shall acquire the absolute title by the purchase, and be en-
titled to a patent from the United States, on payment of the office fees 
and sum of money herein specified. 

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That the register of the land 
office shall note all such applications on the tract-books and plats of 
his office, and keep a register of all such entries, and make return 
thereof to the General Land Office, together with the proof upon which 
they have been founded. 

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That no lands acquired under 
the provisions of this act shall in any event become liable to the satis-
faction of any debt or debts contracted prior to the issuing of the 
patent therefore. 

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That if, at any time after the 
filing of the affidavit, as required in the second section of this act, 
and before the expiration of the five years aforesaid, it shall be 
proven, after due notice to the settler, to the satisfaction of the 
register of the land office, that the person having filed such affidavit 
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shall have actually changed his or her residence, or abandoned the said 
land for more than six months at any time, then and in that event the 
land so entered shall revert to the Government. 

Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That no individual shall be 
permitted to acquire title to more than one quarter section under the 
provisions of this act: and that the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office is hereby required to prepare and issue such rules and regu-
lations, consistent with this act, as shall be necessary and proper to 
carry its provisions into effect; and that the registers and receivers of 
the several land offices shall be entitled to receive the same compen-
sation for any lands entered under the provisions of this act that they 
are now entitled to receive when same quantity of land is entered with 
money, one half to be paid by the person making the application at the 
time of so doing, and the other half on the issue of the certificate by 
the person to whom it may be issued; but this shall not be construed to 
enlarge the maximum of compensation now prescribed by law for any 
register, or receiver; Provided, That nothing contained in this act 
shall be so construed as to impair or interfere in any manner whatever 
with existing preemption rights; And provided further, That all 
persons who may have filed their applications for a preemption right 
prior to the passage of this act, shall be entitled to all the privileges 
of this act: Provided further, That no person who has served, or may 
hereafter serve, for a period of not less than fourteen days in the Array 
or Navy of the United States, either regular or volunteer, under the laws 
thereof, during the existence of an actual war, domestic or foreign, shall 
be deprived of the benefits of this act on account of not having attained 
the age of 21 years. 

Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That the fifth section of the 
act entitled, "An act in addition to an act more effectually to provide 
for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States, and for 
other purposes," approved the third of March in the year 1857, shall 
extend to all oaths, affirmations, and affidavits, required or author-
ised by this act. 

Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That nothing in this act shall 
be so construed as to prevent any person who has availed him or herself 
of the benefits of the first section of this act from paying the minimum 
price, or the price to which the same may have graduated, for the 
quantity of land so entered at any time before the expiration of the 
five years, and obtaining a patent therefor from the Government, as in 
other oases provided by law, on making proof of settlement and culti-
vation as provided by existing laws granting preemption rights. 

The Morrill Act (Signed by A. Lincoln July 1, 1862)1 

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the 
United States of America assembled, That there be granted to the 

1Ibid., July 1, 1862. 
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several States, for purposes hereinafter mentioned, an amount of public 
land, to be apportioned to each State a quantity equal to thirty 
thousand acres for each Senator and Representative in Congress to which 
the States are respectively entitled by the apportionment under the 
census of 1860: Provided, that no mineral lands shall be selected or 
purchased under the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the land aforesaid, after 
being surveyed, shall be apportioned to the several states in sections 
or subdivisions of sections, not less than one quarter of a section; and 
whenever there are public lands in a State subject to sale at private 
entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the quantity to 
which said State shall be entitled shall be selected from such lands 
within the limits of such State, and the Secretary of the Interior is 
hereby directed to issue to each of the States in which there is not the 
quantity of public lands subject to sale at private entry at $1.25 per 
acre, to which said State may be entitled under the provisions of this 
act, land scrip to the amount in acres for the deficiency of its 
distributive share; said scrip to be sold by said States, and the pro-
ceeds thereof applied to the uses and purposes prescribed in this act, 
and for no other use or purpose whatsoever: Provided, That in no case 
shall any State to which land scrip may thus be issued be allowed to 
locate the same within the limits of any State, or of any Territory of 
the United States, but their assignees may thus locate said land scrip 
upon any of the unappropriated lands of the United States subject to 
sale at private entry at §1.25, or less, an acre: And provided further. 
That not more than one million acres shall be located by such assignees 
in any of the States: And provided further, That no such location 
shall be made before one year from the passage of this act. 

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That all the expenses of 
management, superintendence and taxes from date of selection of said 
lands, previous to their sales, and all expenses incurred in the manage-
ment and disbursement of the moneys which may be received therefrom, 
shall be paid by the States to which they may belong, out of the 
treasury of said States, so that the entire proceeds of the sale of 
said lands shall be applied without any diminution whatever to the 
purposes hereinafter mentioned. 

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That all monies derived from 
the sale of the lands aforesaid by the States to which the lands are 
apportioned, and from the sales of land scrip hereinbefore provided 
for, shall be invested in stocks of the United States or of the States, 
or some other safe stocks, yielding not less than five per centum upon 
the par value of said stocks; and that the monies so invested shall con-
stitute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain forever un-
diminished, (except so far as may be provided in section fifth of this 
act,) and the interest of which shall be inviolably appropriated, by 
each State which may take and claim the benefit of this act, to the en-
dowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college where the 
leading subject shall be without excluding other scientific and 
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classical studies, and including tactics, to such branches of 
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such 
manner as the Legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in 
order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial 
classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.1 

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the grant of land and 
land scrip hereby authorized shall be made on the following conditions, 
to which, as well as the provisions hereinbefore contained the previous 
assent of the several States shall be signified by legislative acts: 

First, If any portion, of the fund invested, as provided by the 
foregoing section, or any portion of the interest thereon, shall, by 
any action or contingency, be dimininished or lost, it shall be replaced 
by the State to which it belongs, so that the capital of the fund shall 
remain forever undiminished; and the 

annual interest shall be regularly 
applied without diminution to the purposes mentioned in the fourth 
section of this act, except that a sura, not exceeding ten per centum 
upon the amount received by any State under the provisions of this act, 
may be expended for the purchase of lands for schools or experimental 
farms, whenever authorized by the respective Legislatures of said 
States. 

Second, No portion of said fund, nor the interest thereon, shall 
be applied, directly or indirectly, under any pretense whatever, to 
the purchase, erection, preservation, or repair of any building or 
buildings. 

Third, Any State which may take and claim the benefit of the pro-
visions of this act shall provide, within five years, at least not less 
than one college, as described in the fourth section of this act, or 
the grant to such state shall cease; and said State shall be bound to 
pay the United States the amount received of any lands previously sold, 
and that the title to purchasers under the State shall be valid. 

Fourth, An annual report shall be made regarding the progress of 
each college, recording any improvements and experiments made, with their 
cost and results, and such other matters, including State industrial and 
economical statistics, as may be supposed useful; one copy of which 
shall be transmitted by mail free, by each, to all other colleges which 
may be endowed under the provisions of this act, and also one copy to 
the Secretary of the Interior. 

Fifth, When lands shall be selected from those which have been 
raised to double the minimum price, in consequence of railroad grants, 
they shall be computed to the States at the maximum price, and the 
number of acres proportionally diminished. 

Sixth, No State while in a condition of rebellion or insurrection 
against the Government of the United States shall be entitled to the 
benefit of this act. 

1 
Italics added by this writer. 
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Seventh, No State shall be entitled to the benefits of this act 
unless it shall express its acceptance thereof by its Legislature within 
two years from the date of its approval by the President. 

Sec, 6. And be it further enacted, That land scrip issued under 
the provisions of this act shall not be subject to location until after 
the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three. 

Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That the land officers shall 
receive the same fees for locating land scrip issued under the pro-
visions of this act as is now allowed for the location of military-
bounty land warrants under existing laws. Provided, Their maximum 
compensation shall not be thereby increased. 

Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That the Governors of the 
several States to which scrip shall be issued under this act shall be 
required to report annually to Congress all sales made of such scrip 
until the whole shall be disposed of, the amount received for the same, 
and what appropriation has been made of the proceeds. 

The Hatch Act (Approved and Signed by the President March 2, 1887)1 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to aid in 
acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United States useful and 
practical information on subjects connected with agriculture, and to pro-
mote scientific investigation and experiments respecting the principles 
and applications of agricultural sciences, there shall be established, 
under direction of the college or colleges, or agricultural department 
of colleges, in each State or Territory established, or which may here-
after be established, in accordance with the provisions of an act ap-
proved July 2, 1862, entitled "An Act donating public lands to the 
several states and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit 
of agriculture and the mechanic arts," or any of the supplements to said 
act, a department to be known and designated as an "agricultural 
experiment station:" Provided that in any State or Territory in which 
two such, colleges have been or may be established the appropriation 
hereinafter made to such State or Territory shall be equally divided be-
tween such colleges, unless the Legislature of such State or Territory 
shall otherwise direct. 

Sec. 2. That it shall be the object and duty of said experiment 
stations to conduct original researches or verify experiments on the 
physiology of plants and animals; the diseases to which they are severally 
subject, with the remedies for the same; the chemical composition of use-
ful plants at their different stages of growth; the comparative ad-
vantages of rotative cropping as pursued under varying series of crops; 
the capacity of new plants or trees for acclimation; the analysis of 
soils and water; the chemical composition of manures, natural or arti-

1Congressional Record, 49th Congress, second session, (Washington: 
United States Government Printing Office), 1887, Vol. 18, p. 2282-2283. 
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ficial, with experiments designed to test their comparative effects on 
crops of different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and 

forage plants; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds 
of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic questions in-
volved in the production of butter and cheese; and such other researches 
or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the 
United States as may in each case be deemed advisable, having due re-
gard to the varying conditions and needs of the respective states and 
Territories. 

Sec. 3. That in order to secure, as far as practicable, uniformity 
of methods and results in the work of said stations, it shall be the 
duty of the United States Commissioner of Agriculture to furnish forms, 
as far as practicable, for the tabulation of results of investigation 
or experiments; to indicate, from time to time, such lines of inquiry 
as to him shall seem most important; and, in general, to furnish such 
advice and assistance as will best promote the purposes of this act. 
It shall be the duty of each of said stations, annually, on or before 
the first day of February, to make to the governor of the State or 
Territory in which it is located a full and detailed report of its 
operations, including a statement of receipts and expenditures, a copy 
of which report shall be sent to each of said stations, to the said 
Commissioner of Agriculture, and to the Secretary of the Treasury of the 
United States. 

Sec. 4. That bulletins or reports of progress shall be published 
at said stations at least once in three months, one copy of which shall 
be sent to each newspaper in the States or Territories in which they are 
respectively located, and to such individuals actually engaged in farm-
ing as may request the same, and as far as the means of the station will 
permit. Such bulletins or reports and the annual reports of said 
stations shall be transmitted in the mails of the United States free of 
charge for postage, under such regulations as the Postmaster-General may 
from time to time prescribe.1 

Sec. 5. That for the purpose of paying the necessary expenses of 
conducting investigations and experiments, and printing and distributing 
the results, as hereinbefore prescribed, the sum of $15,000 per annum is 
hereby appropriated to each State, to be specially provided for by 
Congress in the appropriations from year to year, and to each Territory 
entitled, under the provisions of section 8 of this act, out of any 
money in the Treasury proceeding from the sales of public lands, to be 
paid in equal quarterly payments, on the first day of January, April, 
July, and October in each year, to the treasurer or other officer duly 
appointed by the governing boards of said colleges to receive the same, 
the first payment is to be made on the first day of October, 1887: 
Provided, however, That out of the first annual appropriation so re-
ceived by any station, an amount not exceeding one-fifth may be ex-
pended in the erection, enlargement, or repair of a building or build-
ings necessary for carrying on the work of such station; and thereafter 

1Italics added by this writer. 
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an amount not exceeding 5 percent of such annual appropriation may be so 
expended. 

Sec. 6. That whenever it shall appear to the Secretary of the 
Treasury, from the annual statement of receipts and expenditures of any 
of said stations, that a portion of the preceding annual appropriation 
remains unexpended, such amount shall be deducted from the next succeed-
ing annual appropriation to such station, in order that the amount of 
money appropriated to any station shall not exceed the amount actually 
and necessarily required for its maintenance and support. 

Sec. 7. That nothing in this act shall be construed to impair or 
modify the legal relation existing between any of the said colleges and 
the government of the States or Territories in which they are respective-
ly located. 

Sec. 8. That in States having colleges entitled under this section 
to the benefits of this act, and having also agricultural experiment 
stations established by law, separate from said colleges, such States 
shall be authorized to apply such benefits to experiments at stations so 
established by such States; and in case any State shall have established 
under the provisions of said act of July 2 aforesaid, an agricultural 
department or experimental station, in connection with any school, and 
such State shall have established, or shall hereafter establish a 
separate agricultural college or school, which shall have connected 
therewith an experimental farm or station, the Legislature of such State 
may apply, in whole or in part, the appropriation by this act made to 
such separate agricultural college or school; and no Legislature shall, 
by contract, express or implied, disable itself from so doing. 

Sec. 9. That the grants of money authorized by this act are made 
subject to the legislative assent of the several States and Territories 
to the purposes of said grants; provided, That payment of such install-
ments of the appropriation herein made as shall become due any State 
before the adjournment of the regular session of its Legislature meeting 
next after the passage of this act, shall be made upon the assent of the 
governor thereof, duly certified to the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Sec. 10. Nothing in this act shall be held or construed as binding 
the United States to continue any payments from the Treasury to any or 
all the States or institutions mentioned in this act, but Congress may 
at any time amend, suspend, or repeal any or all the provisions of this 
act. 

The Homestead Act, the Morrill Act, and the Hatch Act, all great boons 

to agriculture, are indicative of the land policy of the United States 

mentioned earlier in this paper: "get it settled so the country may advance. 
"Getting the land distributed seemed to be more of a problem than how to 

distribute it. But that much of it went for research and education is a 
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strong argument against those who would criticize the "give-away" policy. 

How much land actually was distributed for such projects was quite well 

Summarized by James Harlan, senator from Iowa, in a speech given during de-

bate on the Morrill Act . 1 

The first fact, perhaps that ought to be considered by the Senators 

from new States is that the government has been liberal in making large 

grants of lands for various public purposes to the "land states;" and 

I doubt if any Senator has an adequate conception of the aggregate 

amount of lands that have been thus granted. 

All of the older land States are entitled to the sixteenth, section 

of each township, which is one thirty-sixth part of the entire area of 

those States. Each of the newer land States—Minnesota, Kansas, Cali-

fornia and Oregon—is entitled to both the sixteenth and thirty-sixth 

section, being one-eighteenth of the entire area. 

Each of the land States also is entitled to five hundred thousand 

acres of land under the Act of 1841, They are also entitled to seventy-

two sections each, to aid in the organization and support of colleges, 

They are entitled to select twelve salt springs, with six sections of 

land adjacent to each, amounting in the aggregate to seventy-two 

sections of the public lands in each State. 

They also are entitled, under another act of Congress, to ten 

sections of land each to aid in the erection of public buildings. They 

are also entitled to all the land denominated (sic) swamp or overflowed 

lands. They have also received large grants to aid in the improvement 

of rivers, and to aid in the construction of canals. They are also en-

titled to five percent of the net proceeds of the sales of public lands 

within their limits, made after they enter the Union. 

In addition to this , all the mineral lands within the States are 

reserved for sale and become a common estate, or perhaps I might style 

them common plunder grounds. They belong to the entire inhabitants in 

common to use and occupy as they choose without rent or tax. In 

addition to this, at the present session of Congress a b i l l was passed 

termed the Homestead B i l l , which enables any citizen of the United 

States to settle on and occupy after the payment of ten dollars and 

the ordinary land office fees, a quarter section of the public lands, 

and ultimately secure title in fee simple without additional cost. 

It was during this period of government distribution of land for free or 

for almost nothing that the great antipathy for speculators arose in the 

United States, Many still insist that money made in speculation is tainted, 

James Harlan of Iowa, Congressional Globe (Washington: John C. Rives) , 

37th Congress, second session, Part I I I , p. 2328. 
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More important, however, was the establishment of free proprietorship in 

America. 

Although Senator Lane of Kansas was the most vociferous opponent of the 

Morrill Act, others opposed it for providing an opportunity for speculators 

to reap unearned profits. 

During debates on the b i l l , Mr. Wilkerson said he opposed the bill be-

cause i t would put scrip calling for 9 , 2 7 0 , 0 0 0 acres of land into the hands 

of land speculators, "who, consulting their own interests only, will locate 

it upon the most valuable public lands in the West, and hold it until it is 

made valuable through the labors of the settlers who occupy lands adjacent to 

it" 

Nothing retarded the settlement of the new states, he said, so much 

as the pernicious system of land speculation which has prevailed in the 

country for the last twenty years. It has materially affected the in-

dustry as well as the morals of the nation, and has ever operated most 

injuriously upon the poorer classes of the West. 

It has affected the laboring men. What the land speculator makes 

upon the rise of his lands is wrung from the hard labor and incessant 

toil of the best, but poor settlers upon the public land. 

The f irst settlers in a Territory are those upon whom rest the 

heavy burdens of organizing new municipal governments and of laying the 

foundations of the State. And, s ir , without this population there wi l l 

be no advancement, no prosperity worth mentioning,1 

The feeling against speculators of the time was manifested in the pre-

eruption law giving settlers exclusive first settler privileges. They could 

settle the best lands beyond government surveys and be assured of keeping i t . 

This law came to give Americans free proprietorship without historical 

precedent. 

While it is not pointed out in Congress, the earlier settlers and 

farmers of any given community still today are benefitting from the settle-

1Wilkerson, op. c i t . , p. 2335. 
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settlement of adjacent lands. Through the history of agriculture in the 

United States it is apparent that many farmers did not make money from farm-

ing or management but from the increase in the value of the land they had 

title to. 

Although the frontier is said to be past now, it is a wise speculator to-

day who can buy land adjacent to a town or city he feels will grow toward him. 

Buying acres and selling lots has meant financial security, early retirement 

and a large estate for many modern land speculators. 

Although there have been peaks (during and immediately following wars) 

and valleys (during depressions), prices of land have gone steadily upward 

since the $1.25 an acre of the Homestead Act days to the $200 an acre today. 

With the national policy so obviously based on getting settlers and 

getting the land into private hands, it was fortunate so much of it went for 

educational and investigative purposes. Tying the Morrill Act to the Civil 

War gave us compulsory military training in all land-grant colleges: another 

war expediency that has proved beneficial. For the United States since then 

has not lived through a generation that did not need military leaders. 

Land-grant colleges, through their reserved officers training corps, 

furnished more officers for the armed forces during World War I I than either 

of the national military training academies. 

As has so often been the case, a war brought about changes that materially 

affect civilian industry and economy following the war. 

President James Buchanan had vetoed a law similar to the Morrill Act 

two years before Abraham Lincoln signed the law under which agricultural 

education has made great strides. War was not threatening Buchanan's ad-

ministration. 

During debate on establishing land-grant colleges, Senator Lane of 
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Kansas was the most bitter antagonist of the act. Most of the amendments to 

the act as it was first introduced were inspired by or added by the Kansas 

senator. Kansas had more government land in its borders than did other 

states, he argued. Therefore other states would choose their land from the 

best that recently had been added to the Union in Kansas. He was afraid 

New York, entitled to nearly one million of the more than nine million acres 

provided for, might choose most of Kansas' best acres. He also argued the 

same for Florida and other states then at war with the North. 

It was Lane who got the amendment limiting total acres taken within the 

borders of one state to one million. Otherwise, he said, Missouri would 

choose all their land in Kansas. 

Although it is little known today, state universities also are land-

grant institutions. (Military training, however, is not compulsory at them) 

Congress previously had provided seventy-two sections (46 ,080 acres) to each 

state for the establishment of a university. 

It is seen that as early as the 1850's other phases of the economy and 

social life of the United States were closely related to agriculture—and 

did not progress independently of agriculture. Now, with most of the popu-

lation non-agricultural, agricultural economy and social life cannot progress 

independently of other segments of the United States. 

A speech by the Hon. P. T. Glass of Tennessee in the House of Repre-

sentatives in 1887 indicates the dominance of agriculture in early American 

history: 

Washington, the farmer president, in his fourth (sic) annual 

message to Congress, recommended legislation to aid and encourage agri-

culture; the committee having the matter in charge reported a bill for 

creating a national board of agriculture to be composed of judges of 

the Supreme Court, members of the cabinet and the national Congress.1 

1 

Italics added by this writer. 
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The apparent ludicrousness of creating a national board of agri-

culture to be composed of these officials w i l l , in a measure, be dispelled 

when we reflect that in that time cultivators of the soil were frequently 

to be found among the counselors and lawmakers of the nation. 

The bill did not, however, become a law, and it does not appear 

that any further attempt to aid agriculture by national legislation 

was made until 1839, when Congress made an appropriation of $500 (s ic ) 

to be expended by the commissioner of patents in collecting agri-

cultural statistics . 

Jefferson, the true friend of agriculture, declared that his con-

fidence in the perpetuity of republican institutions in this country was 

based upon the fact that agriculture was to be the chief occupation of 

the people. 1 

Although the agricultural population of the United States now is con-

siderably less than 20 percent and still declining, agriculture still is of 

primary importance because it furnishes the raw materials on which so much of 

our industry depends. 

Economists—government, professional, industrial, and even agricultural— 

agree that the idea that all economy followed agriculture is and was fa lse . 

However, only recently James Rorty pointed out that the United States w i l l 

remain a great industrial nation only so long as it also remains a great 

agricultural nation.2 

Rorty's great concern was to stop depletion of the United States farm 

acres. To make his argument important he showed the role of farm products in 

the nation's industrial economy. 

He bemoaned non-passage of the National Soil Fertility b i l l to provide 

vast quantities of much needed potash and phosphate by expanding the Tennessee 

Valley Authority's experimental ferti l izer program. 

1P. T. Glass, Congressional Record (Washington: United States Govern-

ment Printing O f f ice ) , 1887, 49th Congress, Second Session, Vol . 18, Part 3 , 

p. 76. 

2James Rorty, "Power to Feed," Commonweal, Oct. 10, 1947, p . 615-617. 
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Although backed by the powerful American Farm Bureau Federation, the 

fertilizer program failed to pass because of the powerful two-headed lobby of 

the American Plant Food Council and the National Fertilizer association, 

Rorty said. To prove his point, he pointed to the $36,000 annual salary ex-

Congressman Woodrum as head of the fertilizer lobby. 

With nearly all regulations on agriculture coming from Washington now, 

there is much politics in the programs. A farm editor needs to know a lot 

about politics, history, law and economics to make the political theories In-

telligible to the public. 

He should know and interpret to his readers, for example, that the con-

troversial Brannan plan was an attempt to reconcile interests of two powerful 

blocs that elected Harry S. Truman president: farmers and city workers. The 

Brannan plan undertook, regardless of how illogical it seemed, to raise 

prices for farmers and lower prices for the city consumers of the farmers' 

produce. The simple device of the subsidy paid to farmers by all taxpayers 

would have made the trick possible. 

This highly dramatic struggle was one affecting every taxpayer, every 

producer and every consumer of food—in a word everyone in the United States 

(and indirectly millions overseas). Because it was a struggle between the 

administration and the largest (and undoubtedly the strongest) farm 

organization in the United States: the American Farm Bureau Federation. 

Brannan had sprung his plan without consulting Farm Bureau leaders. In 

return the Farm Bureau had conducted its national convention and, for the 

first time in modern history, did not invite the secretary of agriculture. 

The Democratic National committee held a farmer-labor rally at Des 

Moines to explain the plan. This was to be a kick-off meeting with others 

held throughout the nation. Further Democratic strategy was to put Repre-



sentative Stephen Pace, Democrat from Georgia, in charge of the bill on the 

House floor. This was to keep the southern Democrats in line and secure 

passage. 

But they had not reckoned with an ambitious young member of the House 

from rural Tennessee, Albert Gore, Gore moved to extend the law then in 

force for another year. Seventy-six Southern Democrats stampeded to the Gore 

motion. They, with 160 Republicans, blocked Brannan. 

Gore, who hoped to be a Senator, followed instructions of Farm Bureau 

leaders of Tennessee. That is why the Brannan plan lost.1 Despite the fact 

that the Brannan plan had more written about it and more writers interpreting 

it, few understood all its ramifications. 

Actually there was nothing new about the Brannan plan except frankness. 

It just said agriculture has been subsidized, is subsidized and must be sub-

sidized.2 Farmers apparently preferred to get the subsidy in higher prices 

through supports. The Brannan plan would have provided the subsidy in 

checks. 

To begin with, Brannan's plan regulations would have tapered subsidies 

until the largest farmers got none. It would have helped the small farmer 

most so it had Farmers Union backing. But, when it became obvious that he 

could not get this part of the b i l l , the regulations favoring the small 

operator were eliminated. 

Those who have followed farm news remember that the split between Farm 

Bureau and the United States Department of Agriculture had no historical back 

ing. For 30 years they had worked together. Federal and state funds en-

1"Why the Farm Plan Lost , " New Republic, p. 6-7, August 1, 1949. 

2 
"Dale Kramer, Survey, "What the Farm Shooting Is All About," p. 126, 

March, 1950. 



couraged farm bureaus and county agents did much of their organizing. 

The marriage even weathered the storm brought on by the late Senator 

George Norris and his investigating committee which showed national leadership 

of the Farm Bureau had fallen into hands of men who sold their members' in-

fluence to fertilizer manufacturers, the ship subsidy interests and chain 

stores. Norris' investigating committee showed that the Farm Bureau thus 

helped block the government operation of Muscle Shoals as a power plant.1 

The Farm Bureau not only weathered that storm, but it grew. Edward 

Asbury O'Neal I I I , national president of the Farm Bureau from 1931 to 1947, 

more than any other man, shaped United States farm policy.2 In his heydey 

he is said to have no peer as a Washington lobbyist. 

Throughout American agricultural history there have been strong agri-

cultural organizations or political parties. A proper interpretation of 

politics and legislation depends in no small measure on the study of these 

groups. 

There have been those that sought to promote some special industry, like 

farmers' elevator companies, the meat producer associations, the wool 

growers' association, cooperative creamery and oil associations, the wheat, 

beef and even honey bee groups. 

Then there were those that tried to unite the farmers as a class, like 

the Grange and the Farmers' Alliance. Others, like the American Farm Bureau 

and the Greenback and Populist parties were principally western and agri-

cultural in origin. 

The Greenback and Populist parties became rallying points for the more 

discontented and radical farmers who wanted to revolt against major parties. 

1Loc. cit . 

2Time Magazine, p. 14, Dec. 29, 1947. 



Their revolting parties were organized to appeal to the farmer and the labor-

ing man. 

Grangers, the Non-Partisan League and the Farm Bureau on the other hand, 

have tried to nominate candidates in the major parties and obtain pledges f o r 

agrarian reforms. This combination (or philosophy) was in no small degree 

responsible for such bills as the Hatch Act, the Interstate Commerce Act, the 

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the Federal Reserve Act and more recent agricultural 

legislation enacted largely through the influence of the American Farm Bureau 

Federation.1 

Because of their influence on legislation so vitally affecting farmers, 

consumers and others of America, knowledge of the current farm organizations 

is necessary for the successful farm reporter. 

The American Farm Bureau Federation 

Currently the Farm Bureau is the strongest lobby on farm legislation be-

cause of its advantages In organization and its appeal to the larger, more 

successful, more efficient and, consequently, more influential farmers. 

Allan Kline, rumored to have been favored by Thomas Dewey for secretary of 

agriculture, is president. He raises hogs and hybrid corn on his Vinton, 

Iowa, farm; has a town home in Des Moines; sits on the board of Chicago's 

Federal Reserve Bank. He studies economics, philosophy and history; gets 

$15,000 a year as Farm Bureau head. Farm Bureau claims nearly 1 , 500 , 000 

dues-paying members, recently has gone into the insurance and other businesses 

heavily.2 

In 1914, when the act of that year established cooperative agricultural 

1 

Schmidt and Ross, op. c i t . , p. 20. 

2Time, op, c it . 



work between the United States Department of Agriculture and state agri-

cultural colleges, half the funds for the work were to come from the states. 

State legislatures made outright grants to Farm Bureaus or grants to 

established Farm Bureaus. Several, like Kansas, granted money only to those 

with a certain number or percentage of county fanners as members. This made 

the county agricultural agent a Farm Bureau organizer. 

Since then the Federal administration has leaned heavily on local Farm 

Bureaus to carry on various programs of the United States Department of Agri-

culture. 

The wedding has been a lasting one; it had been a harmonious one, for 

the most part, until the Brannan Plan and its aftermath has both thinking 

of divorce. 

Understanding its strength and its effect on their personal lives, every 

newspaper reader needs to know what the Farm Bureau is for, against. 

It favors parity payments to farmers (as defined by the Farm Bureau), 

credit at low interest rates for farmers, payments for conservation. 

It Is against the Good Neighbor Policy: "No useful purpose would be 

served by bringing commodities to the United States which already are in sur-

plus in this country."1 

It opposes social security for farm workers: "The federation opposed 

extension of old-age benefits to farm workers until such time as agricultural 

prices are restored to parity levels. "2 

Reciprocal-trade agreements: "The Farm Bureau stood against any 

reciprocal-trade agreements which might force or hold domestic prices for any 

Lesley McCune, The Farm Bloc (Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday, Doran and 

Company), 1943, p. 171. 

2 Ibid . , p. 173. 
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farm commodity below parity level."1 

Labor: The Bureau has always supported organized labor. However, t h e y 
deplore the use of violence, boycotts, lockouts, other irresponsible a c t s . 2 

Farm Security Administration: The Farm Bureau is very definitely op-

posed to the radical leaders of the Farm Security Administration who have 

joined with the radical labor leaders of the nation to sell agriculture down 

the river in order to gain their own selfish, bureaucratic aims.3 

Such magazines as Time, if they do not favor entirely the same things as 

the Farm Bureau, at least oppose some of the same things. Time reported 

parts of President Allan B. Kline's talk in Chicago's Stevens hotel:4 

"The people who are supporting this plan (Brannan) are either very dumb 

or they're dishonest." Time does not say it agrees, but there is the matter 

of selection of quotes for the reader. 

"The whole plan would work out to the disadvantage of the efficient 

farmer." 

"Government payments are not a desirable substitute for price supports. 

The ultimate effect would be nationalization of agriculture. There is no 

good reason why the government should pay part of the grocery bill of every 

citizen." 

A year earlier Time had pointed out, reporting on the Farm Bureau's 

reaction to the Hope-Aiken Act (under which the government was free to lower 

price supports from 90 per cent to 60 percent of parity after 1950) that 

1Ibid., p. 170. 
2

Ibid., p. 174. 

Ibid., p. 176. 

4"Rustle in the Grass Roots," Time December 26, 1949, p. 10. 



"Kline and Midwest farmers thought the Hope-Aiken Act just r ight . " 1 

"No one suggested farmers prove they were f r e e enterprisers they fanc ied 

themselves by eventually doing away with a l l price supports, any more than 

businessmen would do away with t a r i f f s . " 2 

At the same time, such magazines as New Republic have c r i t i c i z e d the 

Farm Bureau s tand . 

"The Farm Bureau, though i t has enrolled many small farmers in some 

states, is the voice and apparatus of the very biggest factory-farm operators 

of the country."3 

"Every reason that the Farm Bureau has for opposing the Brannan Plan is 

a reason for the National Farmers Union to support it—which i t has done 

vigorously since the plan was announced. 

"National Farmers Union is the organization of family farmers who own 

and operate the acres on which they l i ve . 

"They believe in principles of s o i l conservation, regional development, 

coalition of interest of working farmer and working people of the c i t i e s , are 

committed irrevocably to the proposition that the family farmers shall re-

ceive an income on par with that gained by any other group of workers in the 

nation." 

Another issue of the New Republic quoted, " . . . reactionary reso lut ions 

(adopted at Atlantic City) in the name of rank and f i l e we re promulgated by 

a self-perpetuating national executive in whose selection the membership has 

1"Agriculture—How High?" Time, Dec. 27, 1948, p. 51. 
2 

Loc. c i t . 
3Mezerik, A. G., "The Brannan Plan," New Republic, Nov. 28, 1949, p.11 
4Loc. c i t . ; i t a l i c s added by this writer to bring out editorial bias. 
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no voice."1 

" I n many localities the AAA (PMA) regional committees are filled by Farm 

Bureau members. The first step in obtaining federal aid in these districts 

i s t o become a Farm Bureau member ... substantially the same goes for loan 

crops (sic), the FSA and migratory workers service."2 
I t appears that the best way to understand the program of the Farm Bureau 

or o f any other farm organizations is to get on mailing lists and study the 

source material they send. If one is to learn from magazines, it is obvious 

from the above quotations that he should read at least one "left" and one 

"right" magazine. That is a recommended practice by t h e writer for agri-

cultural news reporters, editors, interpreters. 

Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union 
or National Farmers Union 

T h e Farmers Union has 500,000 dues-paying members. James Patton is 

national president. Headquarters are in Denver. 

National Farmers Union was organized by Isaac Newton Gresham of Point, 

Texas, in 1902. Politically it is the most "left" of the farm organizations; 

has h a d many close tie-ins with labor organizations. Fifteen years ago it 

had twice as many members as it now has. Union leaders were organizers, in 

several states, of the Farm Holiday Association, pledged to strike against 

s tarvat ion prices by keeping their products off the market. Holidayers upset 

milk trucks making deliveries and otherwise took economic ills into their own 

hands.3 

1

Bernard Raymund, Safety Harbor, Fla., "Correspondence," New Republic 
March 28, 1949, p. 31. 

2 Loc. cit. 
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Union history records that Edward E. Kennedy, elected secretary in 1931, 

took sides with Father Charles Coughlin, Detroit radio priest. Both Kennedy 

and Coughlin supported William Lemke of North Dakota for president on the 

new Union ticket in 1936. 

In 1942 Union leaders helped win a victory and a new lease on life for 

the Farm Security Administration.1 

The Union fought with the present national administration against the 

Farm Bureau for price control. 

The Union is for: production for abundance, maintenance of family-type 

farming in America, parity for agriculture, "parity of sacrifice," a sound 

tax program to close loopholes and based upon ability to pay with top limit 

on net incomes of $25,000 a year. 

The Union believes "farm workers (Mexicans) are people and that they, no 

less than members of working farm families, are entitled to 'toilets, baths, 

cold water, and perhaps even to hot water and all that red-tape stuff. 

Preface to the original constitution and by-laws of the Fanners Union 

still is cited and contains, "But today less than ten percent of our popu-

lation owns ninety percent of the nation's wealth." 

Six basic aims adopted at the national convention of the Union in 1940 

include: 

Soil Conservation payments made only on basis of needs, not as a means 

of supporting commodity-in come programs...a reduction in the maximum size of 

benefit payments, with increases in small payments; bringing dairy products 

under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration; removal of interstate 

1 
Ibid., p. 204. 

2McCune, op. cit., p. 211. 
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t rade b a r r i e r s ; f e d e r a l a i d f o r r u r a l h e a l t h and low c o s t r u r a l housing. 

I t a l s o s t r u c k a g a i n s t payment of p o l l t a x e s a s a c o n d i t i o n f o r v o t i n g 
in seven sou the rn s t a t e s ( o t h e r f a r m o r g a n i z a t i o n s a r e on t h e o t h e r s i de of 
this quest ion) . 

As it previously had indicated, the Union felt "The need for organized 

labor and o rgan ized a g r i c u l t u r e t o c o o p e r a t e of t h e g r e a t e s t i m p o r t a n c e . " 1 
The Farmers Union , w i t h b y - l a w s u r g i n g 5 p e r c e n t of n e t income be s p e n t 

on "educa t ion , " l i k e s t o p o i n t o u t such i n f o r m a t i o n as " f i v e - s i x t h s of 
America's r u r a l homes s t i l l have no modern p lumbing . 

"Seventy-five percent of all American farm wives carry their own water 

supply. 

"One-half m i l l i o n f a r m homes have no p r i v i e s a t a l l . 
"One-third of our f a r m e r s g e t l e s s t h a n $300 a y e a r . " 2 

The author has not been able to check the accuracy of these statements, 

but s trongly f e e l s that another c a s e could have been made from the same 

s t a t i s t i c s. Very likely they come from that list of part-time "farmers" who 

own two or t h r e e acres and could not be expected to earn a livelihood from 

farming. If t r u e , they show a great social need, but probably should be 

recognized as a social problem rather than a farm problem. It is a condition 

that should n o t exist in a land known for its great production and high 

standard of l i v i n g . I f t h o s e i n c h a r g e of the national census would redefine 

the word "farm," it would show the problem to be social more than a farm 

problem. 
Calling many persons farmers, so designated by the census, is like in-

1Ibid., p. 214. 

2Wallace, Henry, "Repor t on t h e F a r m e r s , " Hew R e p u b l i c , June 30 , 1947, p. 2. 



cluding childrens' roadside pop stands among the nation's businesses. Farm 

editors can serve society by finding a way to improve the lot of the person 
called a farmer who actually has only a very few unproductive acres. 

This writer does not believe it could best "be done with a sliding scale 
of farm subsidies with greatest percentage payments t o those doing the least. 
That would put too much of a premium on inefficiency. History does not indi-

cate t h a t America or any other country has grown strong, or great, or solved 
its economic troubles that way. 

Perhaps this attack on inefficiency indicated a bias against the Farmers 

Union. It was not meant to do so and is not true. This writer feels that 

the Farmers Union, with its educational program, is a service American agri-

culture could ill afford to be without. 

The Farm Bureau, currently in the saddle politically, needs an organi-

sation "to view with alarm" the same as the Democratic party needs the 

Republicans--or vice versa--to "view with alarm. " 

The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives 
or the National Co-op Council 

T h e Co-Op Council includes the Grange, Farm Bureau, Milk Producers' 

Federation (its largest division), Dairymen's League Cooperative association, 
the Grange League Federation Exchange, California Fruit Growers Exchange, the 

California Walnut Growers Association, and many, many others—but NOT the 
Farmers Union . 

It has about 4,500 separate organizations in 48 states, Their members 

and customers total more than two million with more than $1,250,000,000.00 

annual business. That is BIG business. 

They buy or sell cooperatively nearly everything that touches the 
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kitchen table and many that do not: cranberries, turkeys, calavos, cotton, 

milk, apples, rice, grain, cattle, wool, potatoes, mushrooms, all kinds of 

nuts, eggs, raisins, tobacco, seed, gasoline, tools, fertilizers, feeds, and 
others. 1 

H. E. Babcock, recent president and long-time leader of the cooperatives, 

said in the 1942 Blue Book: 

The political power of cooperatives in the United States is 
potentially enormous. Not even the two great trade union groups can 
match the membership, the capital, the skilled manpower, and the con-
trol of the media of communication which already are in the hands of 
the assembled farmer cooperatives in the United States. Fortunately, 
however, the political power of cooperatives is a sleeping giant which 
has never been aroused. I pray God it never shall be.2 

Order of the Patrons of Husbandry or the National Grange 

The Grange, organized in 1866 by O. H. Kelley, is the oldest farm 

organization. Kelley, a clerk in the United States Department of Agriculture, 

was sent to the South to look into the rural aftermath of the Civil War. He 

was a Mason, decided farmers needed a secret organization like the Masons. 

His niece added that it should be open to women to participate equally with 

their husbands.3 

The Grange officers are similar to those of a fraternity: master, over-

seer, lecturer, steward, chaplain, treasurer, secretary, gate keeper, lady 

assistant steward and women ritualistic officers: Geres (grain), Pomona 

(fruit), and Flora (flower). 

Hone of the six original charter members of the Grange were farming when 

the Grange was organized. Five of them were with the United States govern-

1Ibid., p. 123. 
2Italics added. 
3McCune, op. cit., p. 145. 
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ment in Washington, D. C. There were two U.S.D.A. clerks, two treasury de-

partment officials, a superintendent of the U.S.D.A. garden and grounds, a 

clerk in the finance division of the post office, and a vineyardist of New 

York state.1 

Without assets, other than a fraternal blessing, Kelley started north-

west to organize the Grange. 

T h e Grange grew in membership and influence until many writers credited 

it with regulating railroads and other private utilities, for getting rural 
free d e l i v e r y of mail, the parcel post system, vocational agriculture in 
schools and other farm benefits 

Inaccurate farm newspaper reporters made the Grange bear the odium of 

other snore radical farm organizations. Newsmen called any group of farmers 

advocating any legislation "Grangers." It almost ruined their organization 

and changed the meaning of the word "grange." 

Actually the Grange was not a political organization and politics was 

forbidden in its chapters.3 

Adopted in 1874, this is still its official statement on politics; 

We shall endeavor ... to enhance the comforts and attractions of 
our homes...to foster cooperation...to diversify crops...we propose 
meeting together, buying together, selling together...we wage no 
aggressive warfare against any other interests whatever.. .we hold that 
transportation companies are necessary to our success, that their in-
terests are intimately connected with our interests, and that 
harmonious action is mutually advantageous. We are not enemies of the 
railroads...No Grange, if true to its obligations, can discuss political 
conventions, nor nominate candidates, nor even discuss their merits in 

1With such an organizing group five-sixths government employees, one 
would not have guessed the Farm Bureau later would be the administration's 
farm darling. 

2McCune, op. cit., p. 152. 
3Thomas N. Carver, Selected Readings in Rural Economics (Washington: 

Ginn and Company), reporting seventh annual meeting of Grange in St. Louis 
in 1874, p. 649. 
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its meetings.1 

The writer is going to extra precautions here because so many agri-

cultural history writers and others have blamed or credited many legislative 
acts to the Grange. Perhaps newspaper and magazine accounts used in their 

studies a r e basically the reason for the e r r o r . Newspaper men, as previously 
pointed o u t , called any rural group boosting anything or advocating the over-

throw of anything legislatively "Grangers." 
I n 1875 a resolution from a Texas Grange mission favoring railroad 

l eg i s la t ion was suppressed. 
I n 1 8 7 3 the master of the Minnesota State Grange, being informed that 

certain Granges i n his jurisdiction had appointed delegates to a state anti-
railroad convention, ordered the offending Granges to recall their delegates. 
Congressman D. W. Aiken of South Carolina, long a member of the National 
Grange executive committee, said in an address in 1912: 

Frequently had the Grange to bear the odium of other men's sins... 
F o r instance, there existed in Illinois and Wisconsin, and other 
sections of the Northwest, agricultural clubs whose province seemed to 
be to wage war against transportation companies, Anathemas were hurled 
upon the Grange for making this attack, whereas every Patron of 
Husbandry knew that the Grange as such was not a participant in the 
fight from the beginning to the end.2 

T h e real organ of agitation against transportation companies at the time 

was s t a t e Farmers' Associations and their subordinate lodges called "Farmers' 
clubs." 

Going into business on an over-expanded scale was the downfall of the 

Granges, or at least one of the greatest contributing factors, according to 

Carver 

I n 1 8 8 5 the patrons were said to own five steamboat or packet lines, 

1Ibid., p. 651. 
2 2Ibid., p. 253. 
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thirty-two grain elevators, and twenty-two warehouses. Some were local but 

the full treasuries of the state Granges furnished the capital.1 

Experimenting with other people's money made it easy, if not tempting, 

to get into trouble. 

District Granges disbanded for liable 

for state Grange debts, and the Grange was greatly weakened. Another weaken-

ing factor was the quarrel over jurisdiction between the Grange of Canada and 

that o f the United States. Some state Granges disbanded alleging pecuniary 

reasons and the autocratic rule of the National Grange. 
The Farm Bureau, though protected with much more stringent federal and 

state regulations for its members' protection, might well spend time studying 

a history of the Patrons of Husbandry. 

Lobbyists 

Since so much of this paper thus far has dealt with pressure groups, 

lobbies, segments of society, perhaps a word in defense of lobbies is in 

order. It is well known that lobbying stems from fundamental right we 

have been trained to go to war to preserve: the right of petition. 

It also is well known that legislation affecting the income of millions 

of businesses, trade organizations, labor unions, farmers, professional 

societies and others makes lobbying a multi-million-dollar enterprise. 

Under the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, lobbyists were re-

quired to register and report expenses and compensations. 

Lobbyists for the various farm organizations spend about $150,000 

annually; business and trade lobbyists, about $3,000,000. 

But some of the simplest and most effective lobbies are built around 

1 

1Carver, op. cit., p. 662. 



the friendship and respect naturally accorded a respectable man who represent 

a responsible organization in an open and above-board manner.1 One who lays 

his cards on the table before the legislator and is in a position to commit 
his organization to performance on which they will deliver. Some of the farm 

organisations and brotherhoods are noted for this technique. 

Of more than 1,000 registered lobbyists (more than the number of Senator 

and Representatives combined) registered with their more than $4,000,000 a 

year expenses and compensations, some are contrary to the public interest, 

LaFollette, writing in defense of lobbyists said, "Some lobbying is use-

less; some wasteful. By and large, however, lobbying reflects the complexity 

of our society and government. The bulk of it represents viewpoints and in-

terests which should be and are considered in the legislative process." 

From the number of persons who are admittedly lobbyists and from their 
compensations and expenses, it is obvious that as a part of our legislative 
process, the American public should be informed of lobbyists' actions. 

Yet only one reporting service, The Congressional Quarterly, has 
systematically publicized the meager facts obtainable from records required 

under the Lobby Registration Act, part of the reorganisation b i l l of 1946. 

Helen Fuller said last year that lobbyists have been allowed to flourish 
in comparative privacy ever since Hugo Black's Senate lobby investigating 

committee closed its doors in 1936.2 
Farmers, like nearly all citizens, need to have the legislative pro-

cesses re-explained to them. They had it in grade school, again in high 

school, and many of them, the third time in college, but they still need to 

1Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., "Some Lobbies Are Good," Times Magazine 
New York, May 16, 1948, p. 15, 54. 2 

Helen Fuller, "Let's Look at the Lobbies," New Republic January 3, 
1949, p . 17. 
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be backgrounded or reminded: How a few men can prevent a bill from being 

voted on in Congress; how bills are introduced, pushed, pigeon-holed, debated, 

passed, signed by the President and become law. 

If it's a farm bill, farmers should be intensely interested in the men 

whipping the law through the legislature or those obstructing it. 

Farmers and their urban cousins probably would read features on the 

principal characters in the Washington drama that decide the fate of the 

farmer and the interdependent consumer of farm products. 

Congressmen can, and often do, kill bills in committee without taking 

the rap (or getting the credit) for it. Time, News Week, the New York Times 

and a few other dailies report most of the action, but it never gets to the 

general public. 

The Associated Press, United Press, International News Service and other 
services g e n e r a l l y furnish stories requested. A few alert farm editors 

probably could (and should) make enough requests so more than one of t h e wire 
services would have a farm editor on the Washington scene. 

More and more, farm news touching the six million United States agri-
cultural producers is emanating from Washington. Yet only one wire service 

has a farm editor in the nation's capital. Political reporters, covering 

the farm d e b a t e s , go into great detail on how the Republicans or Democrats 

fared on each debate, vote, maneuver. But few report what the battle meant 

t o t h e farmer or the homemaker at the neighborhood market. 

Farm editors with a rather thorough knowledge of politics, economics, 

and agriculture can ask Washington services for this penetrating information. 

The Washington correspondent knows the intricacies of our legislative process 

so well he assumes his readers know it all too. More analysis, background-

ing, and interpretation is needed on political news. And as already 
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mentioned, the political writers explain nearly all Washington happenings in 

terms of politics. The Brannan plan is a good example. Nearly everyone 

understood the politics of the plan, for it was widely reported. Few city or 

rural readers had any knowledge of how it might work, who it might favor, why 

(other than political) it had been proposed, or what the common dirt farmer 

or livestockman felt about it. 

Because other sections of most newspapers do such a poor job of report-

ing (with a few major exceptions) and backgrounding on political candidates, 

farm reporters can perform a real service by giving readers the record on 

all agricultural voting of all major candidates, their backgrounds, who is 

supporting them, their public statements, their answers to questions sent 

them by the farm editor. 

The Political Action Committee of the Congress of Industrial Organization 

made great use of pamphlets during the last three national elections. The 

pamphlets, many believe, were successful because they reported records of 

candidates. Newspapers could have killed the effectiveness of the pamphlets 

had they been doing their job well. 

I f t h e farm editor will do a good job on Congressmen, they will become as 

well known to the farmers and homemakers of the newspaper's territory as the 
county agricultural or home demonstration agent. The farm editor, likewise, 

will become well known and influential—probably so well known that he will 
be offered side-line political writing jobs during campaigns. Pay probably 

will be tempting, but integrity, like virginity, has no selling price. 
After reading several pro and con views on the "farm bloc" and the same 

for lobbyists, the writer wondered about some of the conclusions, particular-

ly on the "farm bloc." 

It was presumptions of him, but he wanted to find recorded votes on farm 
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legislation to see how effective farm blocs, lobbyists, and others were in in-

fluencing farm legislation. 

It was a tedious, involved process to find the recorded votes, move them 

to study paper, then find first names, party affiliations and home states for 

the Congressmen. But it was interesting to see different forces at work on 

the roll call votes. 

He became quite thoroughly convinced that each recorded vote is a bid 

for re-election—almost without exception. He also was interested in the 

"politicians"1 who took "general pairs" with other "politicians" on contra-

versial legislation. As the reader knows, no one can tell how the Congress-

man answering with "general pairs" stand on an issue. Those who answer with 

"pairs"2 tell how they would vote were they voting, but they do not vote. 

But the analysis will following the recorded votes in both the House of 

Representatives and the Senate which follow: 

Explanation of votes in the U. S. House of Representatives, on succeed-

ing pages: 

A - An amendment to provide $250,000,000 for parity payments on wheat, 

cotton, corn, rice, and tobacco. Yeas 191; Nays 204.3 

B - To amend Agricultural Act of 1938, suspend rules and pass. Yeas 167; 

Nays 107; two-thirds not voting in favor; rules were not suspended; bill did 

not pass.4 

1As opposed to "statesmen." 
2 
Pairs have at least one for and one against the proposed legislation; 

however, they frequently contain two for and one against, or vice-versa. 
Neither "general pairs" or "pairs" vote. They go on record as "not voting." 3 

House Journal, 76th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1939, p. 401. 

4 House Journal, 76th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1940, p. 1057. 
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C - Vote for passage of the Federal Crop Insurance Act. Yeas 256; 
Hays 100; Present 1.1 

D - To pass over F. D. Roosevelt's veto BR 2869 to continue the Commodity 

Credit Corporation with many restrictions and permitting farm products to 

break Price Stabilization Act, Roosevelt argued. Yeas 228; Nays 154; Two-

thirds not voting in favor; bill did not pass.2 

E - To pass HR 3477 over President Roosevelt's veto to extend Commodity 

Credit Corporation to June 30, 1945. Yeas 226; Nays 151; not two-thirds.3 

F - For passage of joint resolution to defer agricultural workers over 

President Truman's veto. Yeas 186; Nays 177; not two-thirds.4 

G - Bill to provide surplus agricultural products and other nutritional 

foods in non-profit school lunch program. Yeas 276; Nays; 103 Present 3.5 

H - To increase the appropriation for Rural Electrical Association from 

$225,000,000 to $250,000,000 as recommended by budget. Yeas 196; Nays 206; 

Hot voting 2 8 . 6 
1 - Amendment to Agricultural Act of 1949 providing 90 percent parity 

with production goals and marketing regulations. Yeas 239; Nays 170; Not 

voting 23. 7 

1House Journal, 77th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1941, p. 417. 

2 Rouse Journal, 78th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1943, p. 533. 

3Congressional Record, 78th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government 
Printing Office), 1945, p. 1874. 

4House Journal, 79th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1945, p. 309. 

House Journal, 79th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Off i ce ) , 1946, p. 356. 

6Congressional Record, 80th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government 
Printing Office), 1947, p. 9302-3. 

7 
Congressional Record, 81st Congress (Washington: U. S. Government 

Printing 0 f f i c e ) , 1949 , p. 9 9 6 2 - 3 . 
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Explanation of votes cast in the U. S. Senate, on succeeding pages: 

A - Amendment to the National Defense Act to prohibit procurement of 

agricultural products outside the United States. Yeas 36; Hays 47.1 

B - Amendment to permit farmers to feed excess wheat without penalty. 

Yeas 34; Nays 2 3 . 2 

C - Bill to defer agricultural workers from military training under the 

Selective Service Act. Yeas 32; Nays 49 ; Not voting 15.3 

D - Amendment to prohibit any decrease in tariff on any agricultural 

product being imported. Nays 49; Yeas 27.4 

E - Bill permitting distribution of surplus farm products and other 

foods in a school free lunch program. (Since vote on the bill was not re-

corded, this is the recorded vote on Taft's amendment to cut appropriation 

for it from $100,000,000 to $57 ,500 ,000 with, yea and nay votes reversed. Not 

accurate but an indication of those who favored the lunch program). Yeas 21; 

Hays 50.5 

F - Amendment to include cost of farm labor in computing parity. Yeas 

46; Nays 38. 6 

1Senate Journal, 77th Congress (Washington: U. S . Government Printing 
Office), 1941, p. 100. 

2Congressional Record, 77th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government 
Printing Office), 1941, p. 6394. 

3Congressional Record, 78th Congress (Washington: U . S. Government 

Printing Office) , 1943, p. 1842. 

4Senate Journal, 79th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office], 1 9 4 5 , p . 2 6 5 . 

5Senate Journal, 79th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office), 1946, p. 87. 

6Senate Journal, 79th Congress (Washington: IJ. S. Government Printing 
OffioeJ, 1946, p. 140. 
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G - Seriate insisting on $75 , 000 , 000 rather than $45 , 000 , 000 appro-

priation for school lunches and permit states to use money paid by pupils as 

matching funds. Yeas 81; Nays 0 . 1 

H - Bill to extend tax provided in Sugar Act of 1948 and features of 

Sugar Act of 1937 to protect American Sugar Industry. Yeas 43 ; Nays 3 1 . 2 

I - Vote on agreement to conference report amending the Commodity Credit 

Corporation Charter Act to provide for federal acquisition o f storage for 

farm commodities. Yeas 33 ; Nays 4 7 . 3 

J - Amendment to make 90 percent parity prices mandatory on farm products 

supported by parity prices. Yeas 37; Nays 37; Not voting 22 , The Vice-President Yea, so the amendment was agreed to.4 

Since votes are recorded only by surnames under "yea-" and "nay," it 

was necessary to use Congressional Directories to obtain given names, party 

a f f i l i a t i ons and home states of the Congressmen. To get this information, 

these Directories were used: 

1. Congressional Directory, 76 th Congress, 1st Sess • Jan., 
p. 

145-154. 
2. 

Congressional Directory, 76th Congress, 1st Sess., May, p. 145-154. 

Congressional Directory, 77th Congress, 1st Sess . Jan . , p. 145- 154. 

4. Congressional Directory, 77th Congress, 1st Sess., May, 
p. 

145- 154. 

5. Congressional Directory, 78th Congress, 1st Sess., June, 
p. 

145- 154. 

6. Corgressional Directory, 78th Congress, 2nd Sess., J a n . , 
p. 

145 -154. 
7. 

Congressional Directory, 79th Congress, 1st Sess., Feb . , 
p. 

147- 156. 

8. Congressional Directory, 79th Congress, 1st Sess., Aug. , 
p. 

147- 156. 

9. Congressiona 1 Directory, 79th Congress, 2nd Sess., Jan., 
p. 

147- 156. 

10. Congressional Directory, 79th Congress, 2nd Sess., July, 
p. 147- 156. 

11. Congressional Directory, 80 th Congress, 1st Sess., Feb . , 
p. 

157- 166. 

12. Congressional Directory, 80th Congress, 1st Sess. June, 
p. 

157- 166. 

13. Congressional Directory, 81st Congress, 1st Sess., June, 
p. 

157- 166. 

1Congressional Record, 80th Congress (Washington: U . S. Government 

Printing Office), 1947, p . 9513. 

2Senate Journal, 80th Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 

Office), 1948, p. 170-1. 

3Senate Journal, 81st Congress (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 

Office), 1949, p. 376. 

4Congressional Record, 81st Congress (Washington: U . S . Government 

Printing Office) , 1949, p. 13773-4. 
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R Adams, Sheman, N. H. y 

D Addonizio, Hugh, N. J . n 

D Albert, Carl, Okla y n 

R Alexander, John G . , Minn n y 

R Allen, John, Cal n y 

R Allen, Leo, Ill y y y y y y n y 

D Allen, Leonard, La y y y n y n n y y 

D Allen, Robert, Pa n y 

D Almond, J. Lindsay, Va n y 

R Andersen, Carl, Minn y n y y y y n y 

R Anderson, John, Cal n y y y y n y 

D Anderson, Arthur, Mo y y 

D Anderson, Clinton, N . M. n n n 

R Andresen, August, Minn n n y y y y n y 

D Andrews, George, Ala y n y y 

R Andrews, Walter, N . Y . n y y n 
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R Angell, Homer, Or© n y n y n n y n y 
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D Arnold, Laurence, Ill y y 

R Arnold, Wat, Mo y y y y n 

D Ashbrook, William, Ohio n 

D Asdinall, Wayne, Colo y 

R Auohircloss, James, N. J. y y y y n 
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R Austin, Albert, Conn n y 

R Bakewell, Claude, Mo n 

D Baldwin, H. Streett, Md y y n 

R Baldwin, Joseph, N. Y. n y n y 

D Bailey, Cleveland, W. Ya n 

R Ball, Joseph, Minn n y 

D Bankhead, John H., I I , Ala y 

R Banta, Parke, Mo n 

D Barden, Graham, N. C. y y y y y y y 

D Baring, Walter, Nev n 

D Barnes, James, Ill y y 

D Barrett, William, Pa n y n 

R Barrett, Frank, Wyo y y y y n y 

D Barry, William, N. Y. n y y n y 

R Barton, Bruce, N. Y. n 

D Bates, Joe, Ky y 

R Bates, George, Mass y y y n n n n y 

D Battle, Laurie, Ala y y 

R Baumhart, A. D. J r . , Ohio n 

D Beall, J. Glenn, Md y n 

D Beckworth, Lindley, Tex y y y n n n y y n 

D Beiter, Alfred, N. Y. y 

D Bell, Jasper, Mo y y y n n 
o 

R Bennett, Philip, Mo y 

D Bentson, Loyd, Tex n 

R Bender, George, Ohio n n n y y y y n 
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R Bennett, Marion, Mo y y y y n 

R Bennett, Augustus, N . Y. y y 

R Bennett, John, Mich y y y y 

D Biermiller, Andrew, Wis n y n 

R Bishop, C. W . Runt, Ill n y y y y n y 

R Blackney, William, Mich n n y y y y n y 

D Bland, Schuyler, Va y y n n n n 0 y 

D Blatnik, John, Minn y 

D Bloom, Sol, N. Y . n y y n n y y 

D Boehne, John, Ind n y n 

R Boggs, J . Caleb, Del n y 

D Boggs, Hale, La y y n 

D Bo land, Patrick, Pa y 

R Bolles, Stephen, Wis n n 

D Boiling, Richard, Mo 
n 

R Bolton, Chester, Ohio n n n y y y n y 

D Bonner, Herbert, N. C. y n n y y y 

D Boren, Lyle, Okla y y y y n y 

D Bosone, Reva, Utah 

D Boykin, Prank, Ala y y y y n y y 

R Bradley, Fred, Mich n y y n 

D Bradley, Michael, Pa n y n n n y 

R Bramblett, Ernest, Cal n y 

R Brehm, Walter, Ohio y y y y y 

D Breen, Edward, Ohio n 

D Brooks, Overton, La y y n n n n y n 
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R Brophy, John, Wis n 

D Brown, Paul, Ga y y y y y n y y y 

R Brown, Clarence, Ohio n n n y y y n 
n 

y 

R Brumbaugh, Emmert, Pa y y y 

D Bryson, Joseph, N. C. y y y n n n y y y 

D Buchanan, Frank, Pa y n 

D Buck, Frank, Cal y y 

R Buck, Ellsworth, N. Y . n n 

F-L Buckler, R. T . , Minn y y y 

D Buckley, James, Ill n 

D Buckley, Charles, N. Y. n n y 

R Buffett, Howard, Nebr y y y n n 

D Bulwinkle, Alfred, N. C. y y n n n n y 

D Bunker, Berkley, Nev n y 

D Burch, Thomas, Va y y y n n 

R Burdick, Usher, N. D. y n y n n n 

D Burleson, Omar, Tex y 

D Burnside, M. G . , W. Va n 

D Burgin, W. O., N. C. y y y n n n y y 

R Burke, Raymond, Ohio n n 

R Busbey, Fred, Ill y y n 

R Butler, John, N. Y. n y y y n 

D Byrne, William, N. Y. n n n n y y n 

R Byrnes, John, Wis 

D Byrnes, Joseph, Tenn 

D Byron, William, Md 

y 

y 

y n n y 
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D Caldwell, Millard, Fla y 

D Camp, Sidney, Va n y n y y y 

R Campbell, Howard, Pa y y 

R Canfield, Gordon, N. J . n y n y n y 

D Cannon, Pat , Fla y y y n n y y n 

D Cannon, Clarence, Mo y y 

D Capozzoli, Louis, N . Y . y n 

R Carlson, Frank, Kan y y y y y y y 

D Carroll, John A . , Cal y n 

D Carnahan, A . S . J . , Mo n y n 

R Carson, Henderson, Ohio y y n 

R Carter, Albert, Cal n n n n 

D Cartwright, Wilburn, Okla y y 

R Case, Clifford, N. J . y n y 

R Case, Francis, S . D. y n y y n y y 

D Casey, Joseph, Mass n y y 

D Cavalcante, Anthony, Pa n 

D Celler, Emanuel, N. Y . n n n y n 

R Chadwick, E. Wallace, Pa n 

D Chandler, Walter, Term y 

D Chapman, Virgil, Ky n y y n n y 
o 

D CheIf, Frank, Ky y y y y 

R Chenoweth, J . Edgar, Colo y y y n 

D Chesney, Chester, Ill n 

R Chipperfield, Robert, Ill n n n y y y n y 

D Christopher, George, Mo n 
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D Chudoff, Carl, Pa n 

R Church, Ralph, Ill n n y y y n n y 

D Clark, J . Bayard, N. C. y y y n n n n y 

R Clason, Charles, Mass n y y y y y n 

D Claypool, Harold, Ohio y y 

D Clements, Earle, Ky y y 
o 

n 

R CIavenger, Cliff, Ohio n n n y y y n n 

R Clippinger, Roy, Ill y n 

R Cuett, Harold, N. Y. n 

D Cochran, John, Mo y y y n y 

D Coffee, Harry, Neb y y y 

D Coffee, John, Wash n y y n y 

R Coffin, Howard, Mich n 

R Cole, Albert, Kan y y n y 

R Cole, William, Md n y y 

R Cole, William, Mo y y y n 

R Cole, Sterling, N. Y. n * y y y n y 

D Colmer, William, Miss y y y y y n y y 

D Collins, Ross, Miss y 

D Combs, J . M . , Tex n y y n 

D Connery, Lawrence, Mass n y y 

D Cooley, Harold, N. C. y y y n 
n 

n y 
y 

n 

D Cooper, Jere, Term n y y n n n y y 

R Copeland, Oren, Neb y 

R Corbett, Robert, Pa n n y n y 

D Costello, John, Cal n y y y 
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R Cotton, Norris, N. H. n y 

R Coudert, Frederic, N. Y. n y 

D Courtney, Wirt, Tenn y y n y y 
o 

D Cox, E. E., Ga y y y y y n n y y 

D Cravens, Fadjo, Ark y y n y n y y 

R Craword, Fred, Mich n n y y y 
n 

n y 

D Creal, Edward, Ky y n 

D Crook, Murman, Ind n 

D Crosser, Robert, Ohio n y y n n y y 
n 

R Crow, William, Pa y y n 

R Crowther, Frank, N, Y. n n y 

R Culkin, Francis, N. Y. n n 

D Cullen, Thoms, N. Y. y y n 

R Cunningham, Paul, Iowa y y y y y y y y 

D Curley, James, Mass n 

R Curtis, Carl, Web y n y y y y y y y 

D D'Alesandro, Thomas, Md n y y n n n y 

R Dague, Paul, Pa 
n 

y 

D Davenport, Harry, Pa 

D Darden, Colgate, Va 
n 

D Davies, John, N. Y. n 

R Darrow, George, Pa n 

D Daughton, Ralph, Va n 

D Davis, James, Ga y y 
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Davis, Clifford, Tenn 

Davis, Jacob, Ohio 
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R Ross, Robert, N. Y. n 
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R Rutherford, Albert, Pa n n n 
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D Soanlon, Thomas, Pa y n n 

D Schaefer, Edwin, Ill y 

R Schafer, John, Wis n y 

R Schiffler, Andrew, W. Va n n y y 

D Schuetz, Leonard, Ill n y n 

D Schulte, William, Ind y y y 
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D Shanley, James, Conn 
n y 
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R Vail, Richard, Ill 
n y 

R Van Zandt, James, Pa n n n 
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R Velde, Harold, Ill 
y 
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D Voorhis, Jerry, Cal 
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R Vorys, John, Ohio n n n y y n n y 

R Vreeland, Albert, N . J . n n n 

R Vursell, Charles, Ill y y y y n y 

R Wadsworth, James, N . Y. n y y y n n y 

D Wagner, Earl, Ohio n 

D Wallgren, Mon C. , Wash n 

D Walsh, John, Ind n 

D Walter, Francis, Pa n y y n n y y 
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D Ward, David, Md y y y y 

D Warren, Lindsay, N. C. y 

D Wasielewski, Thad, Wis n n n n y 

D Weaver, Zebulon, N. C. y y n n n y 

R Weichel, Alvin, Ohio y y y y 
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D Weiss, Samuel, Pa y 
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D Wene, Elmer, N . J . n n n 
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D Whitaker, John, Ky y 

D White, Compton, Idaho y n n y n 

D White, Cecil, Cal n 

R White, Dudley, Ohio n 
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D Wickersham, Victor, Okla y n y P n 

R Wiggelsworth, Richard, Mass n n y y n y 
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R Winter, Thomas, Kan n n 
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D Wood, John, Ga 
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D Woodhouse, Chase, Conn y n 

R Woodruff, Hoy, Mich n n y y y n n y 
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Woodrum, Clinton, Va y n y n 

D Worley, Eugene, Tex y n y n y n 
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Wright, James, Pa y n n 
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Youngdahl, Oscar, Minn n n n 

D Yates, Sidney, Ill n 
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Young, Stephen, Ohio y n 
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D Zimmerman, Orville, Mo y n y n n n y y 

R Youngblood, Harold, Mich n 

The so-called farm bloc did not stand up on the vote for $250,000,000 for 

parity payments on wheat, corn, cotton, rice, and tobacco. None of the 

"perishable food" states voted for the amendment. Perishable foods were not 

to be supported with the $250 ,000 ,000 . Congressmen from fruit-growing states, 

therefore, voted against the measure. 

Although the legislation had Democratic sponsorship, four of Washington 

state's Democratic congressmen voted against the amendment—while only one 

Democratic congressman from the state was for it. 

In New York state 10 Democratic congressmen joined 19 Republicans in 

voting against the amendment. Nine, all Democrats, voted for it . More 

Democratic congressmen in the state opposed the amendment than supported it 

—even though the party supported it. 



The amendment found its strongest support, irrespective of party 

affiliations, in the wheat, corn, cotton and rice states. For example, eight 

Republicans from Iowa joined the state's two Democratic legislators in sup-

porting the amendment. No one from Iowa opposed the b i l l . Corn was to be 

supported. 

Nebraska's delegation (wheat and corn) cast no negative votes; its two 

Republicans joined its two Democrats to make it unanimous. 

Missouri (corn, wheat, and cotton) supported the amendment unanimously 

with their nine Democratic votes. 

The solid South—Georgia, Texas, North Carolina, Mississippi, and Arkansas 

—cast 55 votes for the measure and one against i t . All are Democrats, but 

had cotton not been one of the crops to have been supported, many likely would 

have kicked over party traces—as Northern Democrats in fruit-growing states 

The difficulty in forming a farm-labor coalition is shown by the voting 

of representatives from industrial and mining states. 

Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Massachussetts, West Virginia and 

New Jersey cast a total of 33 negative votes compared with only four 

affirmative. The negative votes included those of 12 Democrats, One Re-

publican was among the four favoring the amendment. The inability of the 

party organization to keep in line Democrats from states not benefitting from 

the legislation defeated the amendment 204 to 191. 

The farm bloc held up only in states producing the non-perishables to be 

supported. Later legislation supporting more products picked up enough votes 

to be passed easily. It appeared in this 1939 vote that small bits would 

chip off the farm bloc for perishables, or that the farm bloc could be split 

wide open by removing any one of the basic crops from the support list. 
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The 1945 vote to defer agricultural workers from military service illus-

trated the effectiveness of the party whip in cracking the farm bloc. The 

bill to defer agricultural workers had been passed and vetoed. This was the 

recorded vote on the motion to pass it over Harry Truman's veto-

It definitely was a political vote—probably with all Democratic 

pressures applied—to uphold the party leader President Truman. Passing it 

over his veto would have been a distinct slap in the face for the Democratic 

party. Here the party was much stronger than the farm bloc. Democratic 

representatives—from farm, industrial, and mixed states alike—joined to 

see that the motion to pass the legislation over the President's veto was de-

feated. Exceptions came largely from Southern Democrats--some of whom later 

became Dixiecrats. 

Of the 186 representatives who voted for passage over the President's 

veto, only 37 were Democrats. Twenty-two of the 37 were from Southern 

states. 

Party regularity was still more evident among the Republicans. Only 

11 Republicans voted to uphold the President's veto. Among states where 

party organizations are strong, like New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 

Illinois—voting followed strict party lines. New York's 17 Republican 

legislators voted yea. Its 14 Democratic legislators voted nay. Twelve of 

14 Republicans in Pennsylvania favored passage of the bill ; all eleven D e m o -

crats voted to uphold the veto. Ohio's 14 Republicans were unanimous in 

supporting the President's veto. In Illinois, 13 Republicans voted yea; its 

ten Democrats, nay. 

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas—solidly Republican—voted unanimously to pass 

the legislation over the President's veto. 
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D Smathers, William, N. J . n n 
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The vote in the Senate on the amendment to the National Defense Act to 

prohibit procurement of agricultural products outside of the United States in 

1941 was strictly a party vote—not a farm bloc vote. 

Not a Republican voted nay. Eight Democrats, one Progressive, and one 

Independent joined 26 Republicans for a total of 36 favoring the amendment. 

Forty-seven Democrats followed the party line and defeated the amendment. 

The farm as a bloc did not appear to enter the voting at al l . It was 



instead a party-line vote with isolationists, rather than agriculturalists, 

kicking over party traces. Democrats Edwin Johnson of Colorado, W. J . Bulow 

of South Dakota, Pat McCarran of Nevada, Champ Clark of Missouri, David Walsh 

of Massachusetts, Burton Wheeler and James Murray of Montana, and Bob Reynolds 

of North Carolina favored the amendment. All were known isolationists of degree or another. 

Four years—and following War I I—the Senate rejected a similar amend-

ment 49 to 27. The 1945 amendment would have prohibited any decrease in 

tariffs on agricultural products. During the four years, several former 

isolationists had become internationalists. It was largely the Republican in-

ternationalists who provided the extra margin in defeating the measure four 

rears later. 
V 

For example, George Aiken and Warren Austin of Vermont, now international-

ists, switched as did Ball of Minnesota, Tobey of New Hampshire, LaFollette 

of Wisconsin and David Walsh of Massachusetts. The war apparently had con-

verted them. All previously had favored prohibition of agricultral purchases 

outside the United States. Democrats still voting isolationist this issue 

were Lee O'Daniel of Texas, O'Mahoney of Wyoming and Edwin Johnson of 

Colorado. Although all are from agricultural states, probably it was their 

isolationism, rather than their "agriculturalist" which kept them across the 

fense from Democrats who, generally, opposed the amendment. 

The 1949 vote in the Senate to make 90 percent parity prices mandatory 

passed after the Vice President voted for it breaking the 37 to 37 tie . 

Obviously Democratic legislation—shown by the Vice President's vote— 

the amendment s t i l l was not supported by several leading Democrats: Lucas of 

Illinois, Myers of Pennsylvania, Graham and Hoey of North Carolina, Magnuson 

of Washington and other not-so-staunch Democrats. 
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The new England states of Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Massa-

chusetts, Vermont, and Connecticut cast nine votes against the amendment; 

none f o r i t . Other states voting against the amendment included New York, 

New Jersey and Delaware. 

Support for the b i l l came from states like North Dakota, South Dakota, 

Montana, Wyoming, Oklahoma, Tennessee, South Carolina, Arizona, Georgia, 

Arkansas, and Texas, States that did not oppose the amendment but cast only 

one vote for it included Nebraska, California, Louisiana, Alabama, Nevada, 

Wisconsin, Idaho and Utah, 

Twenty-seven Democrats and 10 Republicans voted for it. Twenty Re-

publicans and 17 Democrats opposed i t . Gould that be called a party vote? 

Yes , except for Senators from industrial states who opposed it , regardless of 

party. The farm states, with notable exceptions, voted for it . 

Farm state defections included Schoeppel of Kansas against it ; both 

Gillette and Hickenlooper of Iowa; Harry Cain and Warren Magnus on of Washing-

ton, both Senators from Missouri , Forth Carolina and other states with one 

senator voting against the amendment; the other, not voting. 

It appeared more logical to the writer to analyze this vote as "dermo-

cratic" with defections rather than "agricultural" with defections. Like the 

House vote analyzed, this legislation was supported by Democrats, except 

those in industrial states where supported prices were to be felt more by 

consumers (buyers) than noticed by producers (sellers) of food and fiber. 

Neither the farm bloc nor party affiliations will stand up against 

legislation that is going to be felt in the purse. 

It appears that the Democratic party supported enough farm products-

b a s i c and perishable—to win an election two years ago. Agricultural states 

that the pollsters had in the Republican bag voted Democratic, Had fewer 
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crops been supported, perhaps fewer Democratic candidates would have been 

supported. 

The fallacy of "buying" elections is that they must be paid for. 

Carried to its logical conclusion, everyone in America should have "parity" 

for his grown and manufactured products and for his labor. But taxing 

various segments to support other segments of society leads to as many in-

equities as i t removes. 

To carry votes with crop supports, minimum wage laws, free medical 

Service, or other attractions, a party must plan one American segment of 

society against another. 

The study indicated that rural and urban segments are highly inter-

dependent; that they go up and down the economic ladder together, that pros-

perity depends on world supplies of goods and money and world demands for 

goods, services and money. 

Perhaps all segments of world society would be better off under free 

World markets. 

A LOOK AT THE PRESENT FARM PROGRAM AND SOME 

OF ITS FORERUNNERS 

The Heed for a Program 

A study of markets for farm products since World War I indicates that 

something is needed to stabil ize farm prices with the rest of the economy. 

Within the lifetime of farmers not yet middle-aged prices for most basic 

crops have varied at least eight to one. Wheat has fluctuated between 44 

cents and $3 . 33 a bushel ; c o m 22 cents to $2 . 88 ; rye, 30 cents to $4 ,08 ; 
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cotton b e t w e e n 5 and 4 0 cents a pound. 

That is considered proof enough that prices should be stabilized. But 

is the current program, the Brannan plan, or any other government-control 

plan the answer? 

Semi-monopolies or simple restriction of production can keep prices up 

for the things a farmer must buy. When automobiles, tractors or hairpins 

stack up on floors and shelves of wholesalers and retailers, production of 

those articles slows down. 

Farmers are unable to use this simple technique other segments of the 

economy practice. When the price of wheat, cotton, corn or tung nuts goes 

down, the farmer producing them needs to raise more to get the same take-home 

pay. Left unaided, he would produce more hoping to offset the lower price. 

But his over-production would only drive prices still lower. 

To get the farmer out of this dilemma (and to get his vote) farm pro-

grams have established a political price high enough to hold the farmer 

loyal to the party in power. Or so it appeared in recent elections, Mean-

time, the politicians have been unable (and will be in the future unable) to 

control foreign prices, s t i l l governed by supply and demand. So the program 

has become self-defeating. 

A recent example proves that point. The price of potatoes was pegged 

too high. The high price kept consumers from buying potatoes. The high 

Price also caused farmers to raise more potatoes. Consequently, the com-

modity purchase program intensified an Unbalanced supply and demand. news-

Paper men put the program under the public eye. The public, through repre-

sentatives in the national legislature, had potatoes withdrawn from the 

1Congressional Digest , "Would the Brannan Plan Be a Sound Policy," 

March 1950," p . 86 . 
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support program. 

The rise in the price of potatoes was hard on urban consumers, particular 

ly the unemployed and those in the lower salary brackets who needed cheap 

potatoes. It was hard on taxpayers who had to support the potato program. 

It threw the potato farmer back on his own resources, which may not have been 

bad. 

In addition, F . R. Yoder, points out that such programs keep sub-

marginal farmers on the land and impair foreign markets needed in a country 

practicing production, of plenty . 1 

When Congress legislates high price-supports, they lead to overpro-

duction (barring wars, droughts and other irregular economic pressures); 

overproduction leads to dumping, which leads to public resentment. Also, 

with price- supports come controls. 

The American system, always has thrived on competition which gave us sur-

pluses, with low prices and all their other complexities. To the author, 

this seems infinitely better than famine. He thinks the policy of subsidies 

and doles to the farmer from anybody or everybody may seem justified from a 

study of tariffs and other aids to industry. But any segment of society 

taking unearned economic advantage of another segment will not prevent both 

segments from, ending, in the same dust with ancient civilizations. 

Agriculture may be the last segment to have found this new and strange 

religion of seeking external aids to its problems. If subsidies are defend-

able for one class of society, they could be defended with equal, logic for 

all classes. Carried, to its logical end, every segment of society would pay 

every other segment a subsidy so all would have parity and equalization or 

1F. R. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economic (New York: The 

Macmillan Company), 1938, p. 481. 
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opportunity. 

A Collier's editorial writer said, "We don't think that taxing the in-

come of all to guarantee the income—and, hopefully the political support— 

of some is promoting the general welfare."1 

Price supports, also, have been shown to effectively curb exports. They 

therefore lead toward isolation and economic nationalism when the world needs 

economic cooperation.2 

The current farm program is stressing a back-to-grass and livestock pro-

gram in wheat and cotton states. Extension news releases, the soil conser-

vation program, and the Production Marketing Association all point to saving 

Ihe soil, balanced farm programs, marketing crops on hoof. But at the same 

time, subsidies (hidden in the form of price supports) are a more powerful 

force working against the back-to-grass and livestock idea. The subsidies 

or "parity prices" are based on past production records and past prices. 

They do not recognize any shift in production, any shift in consumer demands, 

or any increase in efficiency. Instead, they tend to promote more production 

of the same crops. With "parity" prices guaranteed for the cotton and wheat, 

farmers have felt they could not afford to make shifts to new crops and 

animals. 

The supports also tend to slow up movement of farm people into other 

fields—which may be one of their objectives. However, many argue that 

persons on marginal lands should be moved into industry and that the "marginal" 

acres should go to grass or other farm crops adapted to existing conditions. 

But who is to define marginal land? And when will he offer his definition? 

1Collier's, "Yes But Whose Welfare?" Mar. 4, 1950, p. 74. 

2O. B. Jesness, Journal of Farm Economics, "Postwar Agricultural Policy 

--Pressure vs. General Welfare," Feb. 1946, p, 5. 
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When wheat was 40 cents a bushel, thousands of acres of the Great Plains 

regions were considered marginal. The war brought demands for more pro-

duction, wheat went past $2 a bushel. The so-called marginal acres, besides 

being necessary in the war effort, produced money enough in a few years for 

the "marginal" land tenders to retire in comfort. And venture capital vied 

to pay $100 an acre for the marginal acres that previously had gone begging 

at $1,000 for 160 acres.1 

E. C. Stakman said poor prices made the wheat acres marginal. "With 

wheat at 40 cents, they are marginal; at $2 they are highly profitable." 2 

Senator Scott Lucas, recent majority leader in the United States Senate, 

spoke of the present farm bi l l as permanent.3 If the present farm program 

continues, many acres formerly called "marginal" will be considered profitable 

War III, now in Korea, spreading to other parts of the globe undoubtedly will 

help define many former marginal acres as essential acres. 

On the other hand, should a miraculous peace come and supports be with-

drawn, the whole southwest would be thrown out of the cotton business. Small 

farmers and sharecroppers could not meet competition of mechanized producers 

in the Delta country, High Plains and the irrigated lands of California and 

Arizona.4 

So it looks as if the government will continue to muddle through with a 

farm program changing to meet social, economic and war problems. A muddling 

United States farm program looked as if it were superior long-range planning 

1Records in nearly any one of the thirty-some western Kansas county 

court houses will show real estate transfers substantiating this statement. 

2E. C. Stakman, "Science in the Service of Agriculture," The Scientific 

Monthly Feb. 1949, p. 78. 

3"The Compromise Farm B i l l , " The Nation Oct. 29, 1949, p. 406. 

4"19501 s Never-Normal Granary," Business Week Mar. 4 , 1950, p. 32. 
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depression levels. His economic advisers reasoned that if the value of the 

gold dollar were reduced, people would not want the dollar so much, that they 

would give it up more easily for commodities. This was to raise the price 

of commodities,including farm products, Consequently the weight of the sold 
'gold 

dollar was reduced to 60 percent of the weight established in 1900. 

The devaluation tended to raise the prices of goods of purely domestic 

marketing (such as manufactured goods) but not of goods (such as farm products) 

d i s p o s e d of largely in foreign markets. 

Net effect of devaluation of the dollar was to give the farmer no more 

for his products, but to make him pay more for the goods he purchased. 1 

The New Deal had followed social economics instead of business economics. 

It apparently did not realize that world supplies and world demand were the 

factors that most influence farm prices. 

Next came destruction of livestock and crops. This despite philosophers 

and scholars pointing out that democracy and liberalism were closely 

associated with plenty, autocracy and tyranny with scarcity and want.2 

In 1937 Henry Wallace's ever-normal granary scheme was accepted. It 

sounded the same as the policy of ancient civilizations and medieval cities of 

storing grain in years of plenty against a year of scarcity and famine. 

Actually it did not aim for abundance. It was a device to increase the in-

come of farmers. 

Since then, farmers have received subsidies in the guise of conservation 

payments. However, the conservation payment program since has been corrected 

somewhat with payments going more for permanent and soil-building practices. 

1Gras, op. c i t . , p. 448. 

2E. Parmalee Prentice, Farming for Famine (New York: The Macmillan 

Company) 3 1936, p# 109. ' 
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How the subsidy comes in supported prices. These developed during 

War Il. Each time the government needed increased production of a certain 

crop, the crop was placed on the support list. An act providing for 90 per-

cent of parity payments two years after the end of hostilities (not end of 

shooting) carried through to 1948. A stop-gap law extended supports another 

year. Then in 1949, another stop-gap law became the one now effective. 

N e a r l y a n y farm product can be supported under the present law, if Congress 

provides appropriations for the support. 

Six basic commodities included in the present program are corn, cotton, 

wheat, rice, tobacco and peanuts. A non-basic group includes wool, tung 

nuts, honey, milk, butterfat, These are to be supported between 60 and 90 

percent of parity. 

The Congressional Digest provides a muster of commodities now being sup-

ported or scheduled to be supported, if necessary, during I950:1 

Cotton - American Egyptian 1 1/2-inch: Arizona-California area 57.8 cents 

a pound; New Mexico -Texas area 58.1 cents a pound; stored 7/8-inch upland: 

27.2 cents a pound; middling 15/16-inch: 29.4 cents a pound. 

Cottonseed, $37 to $49.50 a ton depending on various circumstances. 

Dairy products: butter, 62 cents a pound; dry milk (non fat), 11 to 

12.7 cents a pound; cheddar cheese, 21.7 cents a pound: evaporated milk, 

$3.95 a case. 

Fats and oils: tung nuts, $60 a ton; tung oil, 22.7 cents a pound: 

peanuts, #187 to $209 a ton, depending on locale and type. 

Fruits and vegetables: Irish potatoes (before supports were removed), 

$1.80 a hundredweight; sweet potatoes, $1 to $2 a hundredweight, depending 1"Congress Explores the Brannan Plan,'1 Congressional Digest Mar, 1950, 

p. 69-70. ^—~ — 
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on type and grade. 

Grains: winter cover seed, 4 .5 cents to 14 cents a pound, depending on 

type; hay and grass seed, 5 cents to $1.25 a pound, depending on type 

(average is around 30 cents a pound); dry edible beans, from $6.40 to $8.85 a 

hundredweight; dry edible peas, $2 .87 to $3.10 a hundredweight, depending on 

locale and type; grain sorghums, $2 .09 a hundredweight; barley, $1.09 a 

bushel; corn, $1 .29 to $1 .66 a bushel (national average of $1.40 a bushel); 

wheat, average $1.95 a bushel, top grade $2.16 to $2.38 a bushel; oats, 69 

cents a bushel; rye, $1 .27 a bushel. 

Rice, national average about $3.96 a hundredweight; flaxseed, $3.69 to 

$3.99 a bushel, depending on locale; soybeans, $1.91 to $2.11 a bushel, de-

pending on type. 

Livestock: hogs, $14.20 to $16.40 a hundredweight, depending on season; 

wool, 42.32 cents a pound for national average. 

Poultry: eggs, average rate of 37 cents a dozen varying seasonally with 

type; turkeys, national average of 31 cents a pound. 

Tobacco, naval stores, 26.9 to 42.5 cents a pound, depending on type and 

season , gum naval stores, 40 cents a gallon of turpentine and $6.72 a hundred 

weight for resin. 

The law in brief makes it mandatory that "basic" crops get price support 

at certain levels, They are corn, cotton, wheat, rice, tobacco and peanuts. 

In 1S50 they must be supported at 90 percent of parity. That is, the govern-

ment must purchase them at a price equal to 90 percent of parity if the 

market price falls below that point. It is obligated to do so, however, only 

from farmers who are "cooperators"--those who agree to government-controlled 

acreage allotments or marketing quotas.1 

1 " W h a t the Present Law Provides," Congressional Digest, Mar. 1950, p. 78. 
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In 1951 the support level will be determined by the secretary of agri-

culture, according to conditions, somewhere between 80 and 90 percent of 

parity. In 1952 and thereafter the level will be determined between a 75 and 

90 percent range—except that support for tobacco is fixed at 90 percent 

where marketing quotas are in effect, 

Where marketing quotas for basic crops are not approved by the farmers, 

support is mandatory at 50 percent of parity; however, higher supports may 

be at the discretion of the secretary of agriculture. 

For certain "non-basic" crops, such as wool, tung nuts, honey, milk and 

butter and their products, support also is mandatory. It is determined by the secretary of agriculture between 60 and 90 percent of parity for all 

these products except milk and butter and their by-products. For them the 

range is between 75 and 90 percent of parity. 

All other agricultural commodities may be supported at not more than 90 

percent of parity. This depends on the secretary of agriculture. He is to 

consider such factors as supply and demand, feed prices, availability of 

funds, perishability of the product, cooperation of the producers, importance 

of the products, and other factors. Any "storable" commodity f o r which 

marketing quotas are in effect is to receive support "so far as feasible." 

Other major features of the act give the secretary of agriculture 

authority to condition eligibility of producers for price supports on com-

pliance with acreage allotments, production goals and marketing practices. 

If the secretary of agriculture determines, after a public hearing, 

that a parity price higher than 90 percent is necessary to prevent or 

alleviate a shortage of a commodity essential to the national welfare or to 

increase production of that commodity as a measure of national security, he 

may set a higher "parity" price* 
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Commodities purchased under the support program by the government may 

not be resold at less than 5 percent above the current support price—with 

few e x c e p t i o n s . 

Perishable foods purchased under t h e law, if in danger of spoiling, may 

be given away by the government to any federal agency which can use them. Or 

they may be donated to school lunch programs, to public or private welfare 

organizations, within the United States, or to Federal Indian agencies. 

Loans up to 80 percent of the cost may be advanced to cooperatives to 

build new storage facilities "in areas where privately owned storage is in-

adequate." These are subject to certain guarantees of use by the Commodity 

Credit Corporation. 

The above is only a sketchy account of the act. It does, however, pro-

vide a reasonable idea of the way the current price support law functions. 

Farm newsmen will prefer to go to state or county Production Marketing 

offices to get local quotas and more recent interpretations of the regu-

lations. With Korea developing a third war, it appears that the secretary of 

agriculture, under the present law, has powers to become czar of agriculture. 

The elastic clause tied to a national emergency can be used by the adminis-

tration without approval of Congress. The President can and may declare a 

national emergency. The secretary of agriculture then would be empowered to 

pay prices he deems necessary for increasing production of any crop deemed 

necessary for the national welfare. 

He is in a position to pay the farmer well for being loyal during an 

emergency. 

The Research and Marketing Act 

Passage of the Research and Marketing Act of 1946 probably will be more 
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important, in the long run, than the Agricultural Act of 1949. 

Long-range improvements of basic weaknesses in agriculture should come 

from t h e research and marketing act. It authorizes agricultural research at 

all s tages of the marketing process from the farmer through the retail store.1 

It was b a c k e d with $9 ,500,000 in 1947 to $61,000,000 in 1951. It also 

authorised additional funds to agricultural experiment stations: $2,500,000 

in 1947 to $20,000,000 in 1951. 

A second appropriation was for research on utilization of agricultural 

products starting with $3 ,000,000 in 1947, and going to $20,000,000 in 1951. 

A third appropriation started with $1,500,000 in 1947 and $6,000,000 

available in 1950 for the United States Department of Agriculture to use in 

cooperation with state agricultural experiment stations. It was set up for 

such regional projects as breeding of livestock, weed control, developing 

safeguards so new, powerful insecticides might be used. 

A fourth appropriation was to conduct marketing research and marketing 

services on an expanded scale. It was to go from $2,500,000 in 1947 to 

$20,000,000 in 1951. 

Among other things to be expected from the Research and Marketing Act of 

1946 is popularization of "consumer grades" for meats, poultry, eggs, butter, 

fresh and processed fruits and vegetables."2 

To reduce handling charges, research was (and is being) carried on in 

market news, warehousing, transportation, interstate trade barriers, 

statistics and other marketing phases. An eleven-man advisory board provided 

for in the act is to see that the research is to benefit all people of the 

nation—producers and consumers alike. 

1"What, Why, How?" Consumer's Guide April, 1947, p. 3-4. 

2Ibid., p. 4-. Ibid., p. 4-. 
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Judging from the past, the money for research w i l l be wisely spent. Re-

search at the New Jersey experiment station discovered streptomycin which is 

more effective in treatment of some diseases than is penicillin or the sulfa 

drugs. The California station crossed cantaloupe varieties, eliminated 

powdery mildew, and saved the industry from extinction. The New York (Cornell) 

station, with artificial breeding studies, made possible the spread of good, 

qualities of sires over entire herds throughout wide areas, The Kansas State 

College station discovered a vaccine for Blackleg disea.se of cattle. 

Dr, Lambert, director of the Agricultural Research Administration, said 

agricultural research has given back to the nation about $100 for every dollar 

invested i n i t . 1 

It took $10 ,000 ,000 and thirty years research to make present-day hybrid 

corn possible. Dividend in 1946 alone, he said was $375,000,000. The United 

States Department of Agriculture has developed dozens of disease-resistant 

varieties of wheat, oats, barley, rye and other grains to add $500 ,000 to 

farm income each year. Cattle controlled for flies with DDT at Kansas State 

College gained 50 pounds more than those not controlled.2 Controlled dairy 

cattle gave 10 to 15 percent more milk. 

The drug, phenothiazine, now controls internal parasites. Casings of 

sheep had been used for surgical thread, but United States domestic sheep 

were so badly damaged by worms they could not be used—until stockmen began 

to use phenothiazine. 

(An alert editor could have tied the sheep producer dramatically to 

battlefield hospitals with the story of sheep casings used for surgical 

1W. V . Lambert, "Research Yields Billions," Science News Letter 

April 1947, p. 230. 

2 
I b id . , p. 31. 
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thread and the fight against worms with phenothiazine.) 

The task force of the committee for reorganization of the executive 

branch of the government recognized the importance of research—called it one 

of the most fundamental needs of the people who make their living from agri-

culture and those who obtain the essentials of living from agriculture.1 

The entire population, "both rural and urban, has a direct stake in agri-

cultural research, the task force report stated. 

Information of incalculable value has come from research programs 

of the Department of Agriculture and from allied research agencies in 

the state experiment stations. 

Research must provide the new basic information essential to 

progress in other f ields . Without research, agriculture could not 

long hold its present position, much less advance to meet the new and 

ever-changing conditions of modern civilisation. 

The tremendous growth in agricultural productivity which marked 

the last century is almost entirely a product of research. A steady 

stream of new developments has poured forth from the laboratories and 

field plots of the United States Department of Agriculture and the 

state experiment stations. 

The pattern in agriculture is the same as in industry—the more 

research, the greater the productivity, Yet despite the increased 

productivity of American agriculture, the population continued to 

press hard upon agriculture to satisfy its needs and wants. The nation 

cannot afford to relax its agricultural research. 

The conclusion inescapable is that a sound, progressive, pros-

perous agriculture will require as great a proportionate investment in 

research as is made by our healthiest industries.2 TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THEORETICAL STUDY 

After the above cursory survey of agriculture's history, the United 

States Department of Agriculture, agricultural economecs, a look: at agri-

cultural statistics, farm organizations, a few technical words and agri-

1Task Force Report, op. c i t . , p. 24. 

2 T a s k Force Report, op, c i t . , p. 25. 
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cultural terms and politics with the voting of Congressmen, the writer has 

come to several conclusions. Because he skimmed only the surface, and perhaps 

did that none too competently, he realizes that the conclusions may be 

fallible. 

Since both labor and management have codes of ethics and canons of 

journalism to follow, no new one need be written for the farm editor. If one 

were written for the farm editor, however, it could stress his obligations 

r e g a r d i n g the general welfare more. And it should emphasize the interde-

pendence of all segments of society. 

That United States extension adult educators are teaching some of the 

same things Cato and Varro wrote for their contemporaries to follow in 

managememt of farms in Rome Before Christ illustrated how slow a process 

education is , but the author has no recommendations to take the place of 

education. Agriculture, it was noted, made its greatest strides following 

laws passed in the United States Congress; beginning in the 1860's. 

Most important agricultural law ever written, in the author's mind, was 

the pre-emption law which established legally what had grown on the frontier 

of the United, States: pre-emption and full free proprietorship. It seamed 

that there was a definite and positive correlation between the advancement 

of agriculture under free proprietorship compared with the slower progress 

made before men became full owners of the soil they tilled, Much more agri-

cultural progress has been recorded since the 1860's than was recorded be-

tween than and Cato's time in ancient Rome. 

It also was observed that agriculture was so important in the United 

States that the history of agriculture in the United States and the history 

of the United States: are often the same thing. 

Many of the stories now written by farm editors could be richly back-
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grounded with historical events that led to the current news. 

The study of the United States Department of Agriculture indicated that 

the department grew somewhat like Topsy, now has many overlapping (and some-

times contradictory) branches with fieldmen at the local level. Some of the 

best minds in contemporary America have studied the department as members of 

the task force on agriculture for the Commission on Reorganization of the 

Executive Branch of the United States government, They made recommendations. 

included in the thesis proper, which the author cannot refute. That the de-

partment needs reorganisation is known by every farmer who deals with i t . 

Sixteen different groups reporting directly to the secretary is poor adminis-

tration which probably lies at the base of most honest criticism of the depart-

ment. The department offers duplicating services through different branches 

that vie with each other to do the same jobs, has too many field men. They 

confuse the public and destroy confidence in the department and its program. 

Most glaring example, perhaps, is in the credit field. Although field men 

for extension, soil conservation, the production and marketing administration, 

and perhaps others, are using different means to accomplish the same ends in 

many instances. 

The short glance at statistics renewed that old wheeze about figures not 

lying, but liars figuring, I f farm editors could get all their readers to 

remember that, according to the census definition, a farm is any tract of 

land, three acres or more in extent, upon which some farm operations are 

carried out: or any less acreage on which commodities valued at $250 are 

raised annually, many cases for and against different phases of farming would 

be destroyed. The thousands of farms in the smallest category, what they 

produce, how those who farm them live, et cetera used by statisticians (with 

a pre-determined effect desired) can make a strong case for higher subsidies 



to the small farmer—or placing a higher premium on inefficiency in a pro-

posed farm law. 

The agricultural writer using statistics needs to define them. Other-

wise, there should be some warning system for readers to let them know that 

the writer is building a case. Technically the writer could tell truth, but 

convey a false impression of huge proportions. Using the smallest 100,000 

farms, one could "view with alarm" the agricultural situation at any given 

t ime. Switching to the 100,000 that produce the largest net income, one 

could show farmers spending winter months on sunny southern beaches with 

d a u g h t e r s driving Cadillacs at "finishing" schools. 

The statistics in each story would be absolutely accurate. The im-

pression left by either story would be highly false. 

Farm programs studied in agricultural economics Indicated that none so 

far has been based on a provable nor workable philosophy. The current 

philosophy that high wages for labor makes prosperity for farmers or vice 

versa takes into account only about six million workers in the world. It is 

rather obvious that world demand for and supply of money and goods determines 

the prosperity of both these segments now being wooed politically. The Farm 

Bureau's program is more realistic than that of the government. The Farm 

Bureau, however, obviously Is a pressure group for only one segment of a very 

highly complicated and interdependent society. 

The national Farmers Union's program is more sociological than agri-

cultural. It is the voice of the smaller farmer and of minority groups in 

agriculture. It serves a useful purpose by throwing an exposing light on 

conditions that should not exist. But the programs it proposes are perhaps 

less sound economically than those of other farm organizations. 

Most effectiveness of farm organizations has been similar to the 



effectiveness of third parties In the political arena of the United States. 

Both get major parties to accept planks for the major party's platform. 

These professional farm organizations, it appeared, are much more 

effective in getting farm legislation passed than are letters to Congressmen 

votes, threats of negative votes and other methods of securing legislation in 

the national Congress. That the farmer is not now farming under the Brannan 

plan can be directly credited or blamed on the American Farm Bureau Feder-

ation. Brannan, forsaking precedent, did not consult farm bureau leaders be-

fore presenting his plan. Despite high Political organization and grass 

roots meetings to form, favorable sentiment for the plan, it went down in 

Congress. Basically, the plan was much more socialistic than are legislative 

proposals of the Farm Bureau, the largest farm organization and the one that 

best represents the wealthier farmers. Farmers also opposed Brannan's direct 

subsidy. Though no more real than price supports, the subsidies under the 

plan would have been much more apparent. 

For that reason the author of this paper feels that the plan should have 

been given a trial on, the few commodities the administration offered in its 

final compromise. 

The study of votes in the two houses of the national legislature led the 

writer to several new found conclusions: The Senate is overjealous of its 

perogatives, or at least more so t h a n the House of Representatives. Members 

of the Senate rejected Taft 's amendment to reduce the $100,000,000 for school 

lunches to $ 57 , 5 00 , 0 00 only 50 to 21 in 1946. A year later the Senate voted 

80 to 0 to i n s i s t on $75,,000,000 rather than the $45,000,000 for school 

lunches provided in the House bill . Being the only contiguous legislative body, 

they seem to hang on tradition and insist on recognition--oven though 

it sometimes runs counter to the general welfare. 
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Such rules as not permitting a member to name another member in debate 

seem to prevent some outbursts, but they also tend to waste much time. 

Speeches delivered before votes are cast--and frequently after voting—indi-

cate that members of both Houses talk more to the people at home than to in-

fluence the voting in Congress. 

Particularly is this true of speeches entered in the Congressional 

Record but not delivered on the floor of Congress. This practice often is 

criticized during discussions (and in newspaper and periodical articles) on 

cutting expenses in the government. Since those who frank their speeches to 

their constituents pay for the printing of the speeches, there is some merit 

in permitting them to use this method of reporting to the people they repre-

sent. 

That subversive elements have paid the printing charges and used the 

franking privilege to send out speeches of Congressmen—speeches they helped 

write—shows the privilege should carry enforceable responsibilities with it . 

But this strikes at Congressional immunity, which has no place in this paper. 

If one recalls the programs on which the votes are recorded, it is 

apparent that the votes cast in Congress are bids for support. Decisions 

are made in pre-voting maneuvering. The die was quite well cast in most 

cases before the vote was taken. 

We hear much of the farm bloc, but Congressmen casting votes, with few 

exceptions, do not vote as a farm bloc. They forsake the so-called bloc and 

vote on almost pure pol it ical lines many times. Prejudices of the South and 

those of business over labor are stronger than loyalties to farmers as the 

free school lunch program vote indicated, when one studies those who cast 

votes against i t . 

If there is a farm bloc , it is not dangerous. The vote to prohibit 
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procurement of agricultural products outside the United States was defeated 

in the Senate nine months before Pearl Harbor. what senators thought was the 

general welfare of the United States obviously out through the so-called farm 

bloc. It is well that it did. So the farm bloc on votes recorded does not 

appear strong enough to damage the welfare of other segments of society. 

Farm programs, it also was noticed, do not come from the country. They 

are from the administration, through Congress, to the country. 

The administration, in most oases, had drawn up the program, got as much 

as it could approved in Congress and took it to the farmer. The fact that 

local suffrage determines whether or not certain farm programs will be accepted 

locally seems to be more democratic than the voting done in the halls of 

Congress in Washington. 

That a Congressman's vote is a bid for support is best shown by Henry 

Cabot Lodge's (Mass.) voting on the Housing Act in 1938. He submitted the 

amendment known as the prevailing-wage amendment, favored by labor. He was 

highly praised by labor for the amendment. Then he voted against the b i l l . 

Perhaps his ruse would not have been noticed had he not inserted letters of 

commendation from both labor leaders and conservative constituents in the 

Congressional Record—the same day. 

Studying the Congressional Record (and the Congressional Directory to 

get party affiliations and f irst names of those who voted) gave many indi-

cations that Congress no longer has much to do with agricultural laws. 

Congress instead is a check on the bureaucracy which formulates the programs 

and tries to get them, accepted. 

It seems to the writer that Congress should be reorganized so it could 

use the talents of its many lawyers and agricultural leaders to formulate 

its own laws. Perhaps this could be done through standing committees that 
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choose members not from seniority but for their special knowledge. 

It appeared to the writer that agriculture could best get its repre-

sentation in the future through the voting the department of agriculture con-

ducts on a local level. As the country becomes more specialized, no Congress-

man can represent all persons in his district. And it would be even more 

difficult for a senator to represent all persons in a state. 

The segments of society that are crying for representation (special 

favors) transcend the geographical boundaries of a state or district. 

Farmers of Washington and those of Kansas raising wheat have more in 

common than farmers in Washington have with the shipyard workers in Bremerton. 

This writer would not disturb the geographical representation we have— 

even though Nevada and New York both have two senators. It seemed, however, 

from the study that farm representatives getting together with representatives 

of the United States Department of Agriculture to formulate laws later to be 

presented to Congress for approval would give the farmer better represen-

tation than he can expect to maintain as his numbers, percentage wise, con-

tinue to decrease in each succeeding census. 

Life magazine and the New Republic recently reported that realists in 

the United States Department of Agriculture think 3 ,800 ,000 of the 5 ,800,000 

farmers are marginal or sub-marginal. The realists would like to see about 

half this marginal population move to c i t i e s . 1 

Few radio executives cannot name members of the Federal Communications 

Commission. That is where they get their representation in Washington. 

Truckline and railroad executives undoubtedly know nearly every member of the 

Interstate Commerce Commission. They may not know their representatives and 

Angus McDonald, "Henry Luce and the Farmer," New Republic May 26, 1947, 
p. 31. 
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senators. But they get representation in Washington by going to Washington 

themselves. 

So long as the Department of Agriculture continues to conduct local 

elections, farmers will have a way of making their word heard in Washington. 

Let them hope the strings attached to a "yea" vote do not strangle "nay" 

votes. The fear of lowered prices is a compelling influence for affirmative 

votes. Each time a farmer votes "yea" for a subsidy, he accepts an accompany-

ing control. Is he trading liberty for false security? That is a question 

he must decide. The facts for making the decision should be furnished by his 
farm editor. 

Furnishing the farmer information from which he bases decisions at the 

ballot box gives the farm, editor a dual responsibility. He must tell farmers 

and t h e i r city cousins about the broader policies, the politics, economics 

and social significance of what is going on in Washington, in his state and 

in his county. In, addition he must make the news important to the farmer and 

to his city cousins. 
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SOURCES USED TO OBTAIN OPINIONS OF WORKING FARM EDITORS 

List of Farm Newspaper Editors Who Received 

Questionnaire, Alphabetized by States 

Farm Editor Louis A. Witzeman, Farm Editor Anniston Star Times 

Anniston, Alabama Phoenix, Arizona 

Clarence Poe, Editor Farm Editor 

Progressive Farmer Arizona Daily Star 

Birmingham, Alabama Tuscon, Arizona 

L. O. Brackeen, Farm Editor Farm Editor 

Birmingham News-Age-Herald Southwest American 

Birmingham, Alabana Fort Smith, Arkansas 

Farm Editor Farm Editor 

Barmingham Post Arkansas Gazette 

Birmingham, Alabama Little Rock, Arkansas 

H. M. Layman, Farm Editor Stanley Andrews, Editor 

Decatur Daily Arkansas Democrat 

Decatur, Alabama Little ROCK , Arkansas 

Farm Editor Farm Editor 

Dothan Eagle Gazette 

Dothan, Alabama Texarkana, Arkansas 

Jo E. McDonald, Farm Editor Farm Editor 

Gadsen Times Gazette 

Gadsen, Alabama Berkeley, California 

Autry Greer, Farm Editor Farm Editor Record 

Press-Register Record 

Mobile, Alabama Berkeley, California 

Herve Charest, J r . , Editor Farm Editor 

Alabama Farm Bureau News Fresno Bee 

Montgomery, Alabama Fresno, California 

Farm Editor Farm Editor 
News-Press 

Montgomery Advertiser News-Press 
Glendale, California 

Montgomery, Alabama 

Farm Editor Farm Editor 
Arizona Times-Mirror 

Arizona Republic Phoenix, Arizona Los Angeles, California Phoenix, Arizona 
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Farm Editor 

HeraId-Express 

Los Angeles, California 

Farm Editor 

Examiner 

Los Angeles, California 

Farm Editor 

Press-Telegram 

Long Beach, California 

Farm Editor 

Tribune 

Oakland, California 

Farm Editor 

Star--News 

Pasadena, California 

Robert Emerson, Farm Editor 

Sacramento Bee 

Sacramento, California 

Farm Editor 

Union-Tribune 

San Diego, California 

Farm Editor 

Pacific Rural Press & California Farmer 

San Francisco, California 

Vernon O'Reilley, Farm Editor 

News 

San Francisco, California 

Farm Editor 
Call-Bulletin 

San Francisco, California 

Farm Editor 

Chronicle 

San Francisco, California 

Farm Editor 

The Denver Post 

Denver, Colorado 

Robert Perkin, Farm Editor 

The Rocky Mountain News 

Denver, Colorado 

Farm Editor 

Express Courier 

Fort Collins, Colorado 

Farm Editor 

Tribune-Republican 

Greeley, Colorado 

Farm Editor 

Star-Journal 

Pueblo, Colorado 

Harold Waldo, Farm Editor 

Times 

Hartford, Connecticut 

H. M. Briggs, Farm Editor 

Norwich Bulletin-Record 

Norwich, Connecticut 

Farm Editor 

Wilmington Morning News 

WiImington, Delaware 

Farm Editor 

WiImington Journal-Every-Evening 

Wilmington, Delaware 

James Birchfield, Farm Editor 

Star 

Washington, D. C. Glen M. Hearin, Farm Editor 

Times-Herald 

Washington, D. C. 

Farm Editor 

Washington Daily News 

Washington, D. C. 

Farm Editor 

Washington Post 

Washington, D. C. 

Jim Camp, Farm Editor 

Sun 

Gainsville, Florida 

Nixon Smiley, Farm Editor 

Miami Herald, All-Florida Section 

Miami, Florida 



William H. Bischoff, Farm Editor 

News 

Miami, Florida 

Wilton Plumb, Farm Editor 

Tribune 

Tampa, Florida 

Farm Editor 

Albany Herald 

Albany, Georgia 

Farm Editor 

Atlanta Journal 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Channing Cope, Farm Editor 

The Atlanta Constitution 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Farm Editor 

Columbus Enquirer 

Columbus, Georgia 

Doug Boswell 

Farm Editor 

Hiio, Hawaii 

Farm Editor 

Idaho Daily Statesman 

Boise, Idaho 

Farm Editor 

The Post Register 

Idaho F a l l s , Idaho 

Doyle MoIen, Farm Editor 

Tribune 

Lewiston, Idaho 

L. A. Boas 
Idahonian 

Moscow, Idaho 

Farm Editor 

The News 

Falls, Idaho 

Frank Bill, Farm Editor 
Pantagraph 

Bloomington, Illinois 

Farm Editor 

Chicago Daily News Chicago,Illinois 

Gail Compton, Farm Editor Tribune 
Chicago, Illinois 

Farm Editor 

Sun Chicago, Illinois Chicago, Illinois 

Clifford Lant, Farm Editor 

The Dispatch Moline, Illinois 

John Wenke, Farm Editor 

Journal Peoria, Illinois 

Dolores Reilly, F a r m Editor 

The Argus 

Rock Island, Illinois 

Farm Editor 

Journal-Register 

SpringfieId, I l l i n o i s 

Lynn Ruester, Farm Editor 

Evening Courier 

Urbana, Illinois 

George Rinehart, Farm Editor 

The News-Sun 

Waukegan, Illinois 

Farm Editor 

Elkhart Truth 

Elkhart, Indiana 

Charles Stone, Farm Editor 

Courier 

Evansville, Indiana 

Wesley E. Bashore, Farm Editor 

Journal-Gazette 

Fort Wayne, Indiana 

Herb Swartz, Farm Editor 
News-Desmocrat 

Goshen, Indiana 



Robert Kellum 

Star 

Indianapolls, Indiana 

Frank Zalzarulo, Farm Editor 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

Editor 

Courier-Times 

New Castle, Indiana 

Farm Editor 

Palladium-Item 

Richmond, Indiana 

Phillip Combs, Farm Editor 

Tribune 
South Bend, Indiana 

Ray Anderson, Farm Editor 

Cedar Rapids Gazette 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Farm Editor 

Nonpareil 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 

Franz Krause, Farm Editor 

Times 
Davenport, Iowa 

J. S. Russell, Farm Editor Des Moines Register & Tribune 
Register & Tribune 

Des Moines, Iowa 

Joe Mattes, Farm Editor 

TeIegraph-Herald 

Dubuque, Iowa 

Farm Editor 

Mason City Globe-Gazette 

Mason City, Iowa 

Marcella Cox Farm Editor 

Sioux City, Iowa 

Robert Bliss, Farm Editor 

Courier 

Waterloo, Iowa, 

Farm Editor 

Arkansas Daily Traveler 
Arkansas City, Kansas 

James Orton, Farm Editor 

Coffeyville Journal 

Coffeville, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

Dodge City Globe 

Dodge City, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

Farm Journal 

Dodge City, Kansas 

T. F. McDaniels, Farm Editor 

Emporia Gazette 

Emporia, Kansas 

Bill Bork, Farm Editor 

Hutchinson News-Herald 

Hutchinson, Kansas 

Dick Hardy, Farm Editor 

Reporter 

Independence, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

lola Register 

lola, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

McPherson Daily Republican 

McPherson, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

Mercury-Chronicle 

Manhattan, Kansas 

John Ellison, Farm Editor 
Parsons Sun 

Parsons, Kansas 

Farm Editor 

Salina Journal 

Salina, Kansas 

Glen Tabor, Farm Editor 

Topeka Daily Capital 

Topeka, Kansas 



Marvin Levand, Farm Editor 

Wichita Beacon 

Wichita , Kansas 

Bruce Behymer, Farm Editor 

Wichita Eagle 
Wichita, Kansas 

Zan Oberwarth, Farm Editor 

State Journal 

Frankfort, Kentucky 

Farm Editor 
Lexington Herald 
Lexington, Kentucky 

Farm Editor 

Louisville Courier-Journal 

Louisville, Kentucky 

Adras Laborde, Farm Editor 

Alexandria Town Talk 

Alexandria, Louisiana 

Farm Editor 

American Press 

Lake Charles, Louisiana 

Farm Editor 

The Monroe News-Star 

Monroe, Louisiana 

R. W. Hartshorn, Farm Editor 

Times—Picayune 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Farm Editor 

Shreveport Times 

Shrevreport, Louisiana 

Farm Editor 

Lewiston Daily Sun and Evening Journal 

Lewiston , Maine 

Frank Lovering, Farm Editor 

Press—Herald, Express, Telegram 

Port land , Maine 

Dorothy Dunbar, Farm Editor 
Capital 

A n n a p o l i s , Maryland 

Farm Editor 

Baltimore Sun 

Baltimore, Maryland 

Farm Editor 

Frederick Post 

Frederick, Maryland 

Farm Editor 

Boston Globe 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

Boston Post 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

Herald-News 

Fall River, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

GreenfieId Recorder-Gazette 

Greenfield Massachusetts 

Farm. Editor 

Hyannis Patriot 

Hyannis, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

Eagle-Tribune 

Lawrence, Massachusetts 

B. L, Pouzzner, Farm Editor 

Sunday Telegram 

Lowell, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

ITEM 

Lynn, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

Hampshire Gazette 

Northampton, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 
Berkshire Eagle 

Pittsfield, Massachusetts 

Farm Editor 

Patriot-Ledger 

Quincy, Massachusetts 



Farm Editor 
Springfield Union and Republican 
Springfield, Massachusetts 

David Teft, Farm Editor 
Ann Arbor News 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Charles E. Johnson, Farm Editor 

The Bay City Times 

Bay City, Michigan 

Robert DeWolfe, Farm Editor 

D e t r o i t Free Press 

D e t r o i t , Michigan 

G. H. Bastien, Farm Editor 

Flint Journal 
Flint, Michigan 

D. L. RunnelIs, Farm Editor 

Grand Rapids Press 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Janes Fleming, Farm Editor 

Jackson Citizen-Patriot 

Jackson, Michigan 

Jack L. Crittenden, Farm Editor 

Kalamazoo Grazette 

Kalamazoo, M i c h i g a n 

Carlisle Carver, Farm Editor 

State Journal 

Lansing, Michigan 

J. A. Chisholm, Farm Editor 

The Muskegon Chronicle 

Muskegon, Michigan 

Farm Editor 
Saginaw News 

Saginaw, Michigan 

Farm Editor 

Traverse City Record-Eagle 

Traverse City, Michigan 

Farm Editor 

Herald -News-Tribune 

Duluth, Minnesota 

Russell Asleson, Farm Editor 
Star Tribune 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Alfred D. Stedman, Farm Editor 
Dispatch-Pioneer Press 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Farm Editor 
Columbus Dispatch 
Columbus, Mississippi 

Farm Editor 

Daily Clarion Ledger 
Jackson, Mississippi 

James Ewing, Farm Editor 
Jackson Daily News 

Jackson, Mississippi 

Farm Editor 
McComb Enterprise 

McComb, Mississippi 

C. J . Carey, Farm Editor 

Courier-Post 

Hannibal, Missouri 

Farm Editor 

Capital-News 

Jefferson City, Missouri 

Farm Editor 

Star 

Kansas City, Missouri 

Farm Editor 

Capital-Democrat 

Sedalia, Missouri 

Richard Alterman, Farm Editor 

News-Press Gazette 

St. Joseph, Missouri 

Farm Editor 

Star-Telegram 

Farm Editor 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

St. Louis, Missouri 



Farm Editor 

Nevada State Journal 

Reno, Nevada 

Farm Editor 

Claremont Eagle 

Claremont, New Hampshire 

Farm Editor 

Keene Sentinel 

Keene, New Hampshire 

Raymond Smith, Farm Editor 

Laconia Citizen 

Laconia, New Hampshire 

Fred E. Beane, Farm Editor 

Manchester, 

Manchester, New Hampshire 

Farm Editor 

Atlantic City Daily Press 

Atlantic City, New Jersey 

Farm Editor 

Times 

Bayonne, New Jersey 

Farm Editor 

Elizabeth Daily Journal 

Elizabeth, New Jersey 

Farm Editor 

Bergen Evening Record 

Hackensack, New Jersey 

Curtis Schick, Farm Editor 

Newark Evening News 

Newark, New Jersey 

Allen Mitchell, Farm Editor 

Paterson Sunday Eagle 

Paterson, New Jersey 

Farm Editor 

Trenton State Gazette 

Trenton, New Jersey 

Wayne Scott, Farm Editor 

Journal 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Farm Editor 

The Gazette 

Billings, Montana 

Farm Editor 

Standard-Post 

Butte, Montana 

Farm Editor 

The Great Falls Tribune 

Great Falls, Montana 

Farm Editor 

Record-Herald 

Helena, Montana 

Farm Editor 

Democrat-News 

Lewistown, Montana 

Farm Editor 

Miles City Star 

Miles City, Montana 

Farm Editor 

The Missoulian 

Missoula, Montana 

Graham Howe, Farm Editor 

Fremont Guide and Tribune 

Fremont, Nebraska 

C. L. (Chick) Hartley, Farm Editor 

Grand Island Independent 

Grand Island, Nebraska 

Cal Orr, Farm Editor 

Hastings Daily Tribune 

Hastings, Nebraska 

Farm Editor 

Star-Journal 

LincoIn, Nebraska 

Carlyle Hodgkin or Dallas Coffin 

Farm Editor 

Omaha World-Herald 

Omaha, Nebraska 

Marvin E. Carter 
News 

Boulder City, Nevada 



Doyle Kline, Farm Editor 

Tribune 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Jack: Grotshall, Farm Editor 

Sun Hews 

Las Craces, New Mexico 

George Gilmore, Farm Editor 
Record 
Rosewell, New Mexico 

Charles Rundell, Farm Editor 

Times-Union 

Albany, New York 

Gerrit P. Rogers, Farm Editor 

Press 

Binghamton, New York 

LeRoy E. Fess, Farm Editor 
Courier-Express 

Buffalo, New York 

Farm Editor 
Elmira Star Gazette 

Elmira, New York 

Farm Editor 

Glens Falls Star 

Glens Falls, New York 

Edward, Curren, Farm, Editor 

Times-Herald 

Middletown, New York 

Farm Editor 

Daily News 

York City, New York: 

Farm Editor 

Journal & American 
New York City, New York. 

Farm Editor 

Mirror 

New York: City, New York: 

Editor 

York Times 

York City, Mew York. 
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Farm Editor 

World Telegram 

New York City, New York 

Victor A. Albert, Farm Editor 

Gazelle 

Niagara Falls, New York 

L. B. Skeffington, Farm Editor 

Democrat Chronicle 

Rochester, New York 

Farm Editor 

Gazette 

Schenectady, New York 

Roy E, Fairman, Farm Editor 

HeraId-American 

Syracuse, New York 

James Doyle, Farm Editor 

Observer-Dispatch 

Ut ica, New York 

Emlyn Evans, Farm Editor 

Press 

Utica, New York 

Archie Willis, Farm Editor 

Sews 

Charlotte, North Carolina 

Walter Carroll, Farm 

Herald & Sun 

Durham, North Carolina 

Harry Dickins, Farm Editor 

Journal and Sentinel 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Farm Editor 

Beacon-Journal 

Akron, Ohio 

Farm Editor 

Repository 

Canton,Ohio 

Charles Durrett, Farm Editor 

Enquirer 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Robert A. Linn, Farm Editor 

Post 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Ellis Rawnsley, Farm, Editor 

Times-Star 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

Maxwell Riddle, Farm Editor 

Cleveland Press 

Cleveland, Ohio 

James C. Davis, Farm Editor 
Plaindealer 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Farm Editor 

State Journal 

Columbus, Ohio 

Jesse Garrison, Farm Editor 

Dayton News 

Dayton, Ohio 

Marian Esterline,, Farm Editor 

Journal 

Dayton, Ohio 

James MetcaIf, Farm Editor 

Blade 

Toledo, Ohio 

Arnold Fausz, Farm Editor 

Times Toledo, Ohio 

C. J. Colmery, Farm Editor 

Vindicator 

Youngstown, Ohio 

Forrest Warren, Farm Editor 

News & Eagle 

Enid, Oklahoma 

Farm Editor 

Daily Oklahoman 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Clarence Mantooth, Farm, Editor 

Tulsa, World 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

T. M. Bradley, Farm Editor 

Gazette-Times 

Corvallis, Oregon 

Lowell L. L. Brandel, Farm Editor 

Cushing Citizen 

Cushing, Oregon 

Robert Holley, Farm Editor 

Journal 

Portland, Oregon 

Don Woodman, Farm Editor 

Oregonian 

Portland, Oregon 

Lillie Larson, Farm Editor 

Oregon Statesman 

Salem, Oregon 

George Geiger, Farm Editor 

Call-Chronicle 

Allentown, Pennsylvania 

Farm Editor 

Mirror 

Altoona, Pennsylvania 

Walter Jack, Farm Editor 
Times 
Erie, Pennsylvania 

Farm Editor 

News-Patriot 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Farm Editor 

The Bulletin 

Philadelphia, PennsyIvania 

Farm Editor 

The Press 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Farm Editor 

The Eagle 

Reading, PennsyIvania 

Farm Editor 

Tribune 

Scranton, Pennsylvania 



Farm Editor 

Record 

Wilkes-Barr, Pennsylvania 

Farm E d i t o r 

News 

Newport, Rhode Island 

Farm E d i t o r 

Bulletin 

Providence, Rhode Island 

Leonard O. Warner, Farm Editor 

Journal 
Providence, Rhode Island 

J. Blessing, Farm Editor 

Independent & Mail 

Anderson, South Carolina 

Farm Editor 

News & Courier 

Charleston, South Carolina 

Farm Editor 

Record 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Rodney Kreger, Farm Editor 

American-News 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 

Jim Kuehn 

Daily Journal 

Rapid City, South Dakota 

Ralph Hillgren, Farm Editor 

Argus Leader 

Sioux Falls , South Dakota 

Margaret Delaney, Farm Editor 

Public Opinion 

Watertown, South Dakota 

Mouzon Peters, Farm Editor 

Times 

Chattanooga, Tennessee 

Walter Durham, Farm Editor 

Commercial Appeal 

Memphis, Tennessee 

Tom Meanley, Farm Editor 

Press-Soimitar 

Memphis, Tennessee 

Phil Sullivan, Farm Editor 
Tennessean 

Nashville, Tennessee 

David Rasco, Farm Editor 

News-Globe 
Amarillo, Texas 

Billy McCarroll, Farm Editor 

Times 

Amarillo, Texas 

William Galloway, Farm Editor 

American Statesman 

Austin, Texas 

Roy Roddy, Farm Editor 

News 

Dallas, Texas 

Ross Fitzgerald, Farm Editor 

Times-Herald 

Dallas, Texas 

Russ Chappell, Farm Editor 

Herald-Post 

El Paso, Texas 

Bill Durham, Farm Editor 

Press 

Fort Worth, Texas 

Leon Hale, Farm Editor 

Post 

Houston, Texas 

James Carroll, Farm Editor 

Press 
Houston, Texas 

Spencer Richards, Farm Editor 

Standard-Examiner 

Ogden, Utah 

Farm Editor 

Desert News 

SaIt Lake City, Utah 



Farm Editor 

Tribune 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

R. A. Tottamini, Farm Editor 

Barre Times 

Barre, Vermont 

Gertrude P. Langlais, Farm Editor 

Burlington News 

Burlington, Vermont 

Farm Editor 

Herald 

Rutland, Vermont 

Lowell Smith, Farm Editor 

St. Johnsbury Caledonian-Record 

St. Johnsbury, Vermont 

James P. McKnight, Farm Editor 

Free Lance Star 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Farm Editor 

Virginian-Pilot 

Norfolk, Virginia 

John Leard, Farm Editor 

Hews Leader 

Richmond, Virginia 

Farm Editor 

Times 

Seattle, Washington 

Farm Editor 

Chronicle 

Spokane, Washington 

Farm Editor 

Spokesman-Review 

Spokane, Washington 

Paul Sandegren, Farm Editor 
Times 

Tacoma,Washington 

Jack Ostergren, Farm Editor 

Vancouver Columbian 

Vancouver, Washington 
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A. W. Nelson, Farm Editor 

Union-Bulletin 

Walla Walla, Washington 

Farm Editor 

Gazette 

Charleston, West Virginia 

Farm Editor 
Mail 

Charleston, West Virginia 

Farm Editor 

Herald-Advertiser-Dispatch Huntington, West Virginia 

Robert T. Beans, Farm Editor 

Intelligencer 

Wheeling, West Virginia 

Edgar P. Mercer, Farm Editor 

Wisconsin State Journal 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Lewis C. French, Farm Editor 

Milwaukee Journal 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Everett Swingle, Farm Editor 

Milwaukee Sentinel 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Farm Editor 

Bulletin-Journal-Times 

Racine, Wisconsin 



List of Farm Radio Editors T/lio Received 

Questionnaire, Alphabetized by States 

Farm 'Editor, KG A 

1624 California Street 

Denver, Co 1 orado 

Far. • Editor , KGfHF 

raeblo Saving and Trust Building 

Pueblo, Colorado 

Farm Editor, m m 
Oywhee Hotel 
Mse, Idaho 

Farm Editor, VJBBM 
410 ' * Michigan Avenue 

Jhicago j Illinois 

Far;. Editor, 17CFL 
666 Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago Illinois 

Farm Editor, V>LS 

12 r 0 71a. s hi ngt on B lvd . 

Chi o a go , 111 in o i s 

Farm Editor, WXBC 

33 IV. Washington Street 

Indi an a pc 1 is , Indi an a 

Farm Editor, WHO 

407 Pi Pi;h Avenue 

Des Moines, Iowa 

Far,ii Editorf EMA 
• ay Broadcasting Company 
Ehenand oah, Iowa 

Far;ii Ed i tor, KXEL 

Insurance Bui Icing 

<<atsrloo, Iowa, 

Farm Editor, KGivO 

Sooper Hotel 

^dge City, Kansas 

Farm Editor, ZVrEK 

13 Uest 5 th Street 

iutchinson, Kansas 

Farm. Editor, K O M 

Commerce Building 

Fi ttsburgs Kans as 

Farm Editor, WIBW 

10 3 5 Tope ka B1vd* 

Topeka, Kansas 

Farm Editor, KFBI 

200 3 . First 

Wiohita s Kans as 

Farm Editor* KFH 

KFH Building 

Trio hit a, i\.an s 3, s 

Farm, Editor, W R 

Fisher Building 

Detroit, Michigan 

Farm Editor, KSTP 

3415 University Avenue, 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Farm Editor, TfCCO 

625 Second Avenue 

Minneap o1i s, Minne s o ta 

Farm Editor, WG0Y 

Hotel ITicollet 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Farm Editor, KSFB 

1025 Main 
Jop1in, Mi s souri 

Farm Editor, KGMO 

15IS Commerce Building 

Kansas City, Missouri 

Fa nr. 'Editor, KMBC 
Pickv/ick Hotel 

Kansas City, Missouri 

YffiAP 

Missouri 



Farm Editor, WHB 

Scarritt Building 

St. Joseph, Missouri 

Farm Editor, KMOX 

401 South 12th 

St, Louis, Missouri 

Farm Editor, KXOK 

12th and Delnar 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Farm Editor, KGOK 

124 North 27th 

Billings, Montana 

Farm Editor, KXLF 

Box 1966 

Butte, Montana 

Farm Editor, KMON 

Tribune Building 

Great Falls, Montana 

Farm Editor, KG-VA 

132 West Front 

Missoula, Montana 

Farm Editor, KIM J 

Cedar at Division 

Grand Island, Nebraska 

Farm Editor, KFGR 

Stuart Building 

Lincoln, Nebraska 

Farm Editor, KFAB 

260 Farnam 

Omaha, Nebraska 

Farm Editor, WOW 

Insurance Building 

Omaha, Nebraska 

Farm Editor, KOLT 

1517; Broadway 

Scottsbluff, Nebraska 

Farm Editor, K03 

Fifth and Silver 

Albuquerque, Hew Mexico 

Farm Editor, KFYR 

419 Horth Syracuse 

Bismarck, Horth Dakota 

Farm Editor, KFGO 

KFGO Building 

Fargo, Horth Dakota 

Farm Editor, WDAY 

Block Building 

Fargo, Horth Dakota 

Farm Editor, TO?AM 

815 Superior 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Farm Editor, KOMA 

Biltmore Hotel 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Farm Editor, KMRG 

4th and Denver 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Farm Editor, KVOO 

2104 Philtovrer 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Farm Editor, KOAC 

Oregon State College 

Corvallis, Oregon 

Farm Editor, KEX 

1230 S. W. Main 

Portland, Oregon 

Farm Editor, K07A 

Alex Johnson Hotel 

Rapid City, South Dakota 

Farm Editor, KELQ 

8th and Phillips 

Sioux Falls, South Dakota 

Farm Editor, M A X 

2nd and Capitol 

Yankton, South Dakota 

Farm Editor, KGHC 

8th and Harrison 

Amarillo, Texas 





Kansas State College 

M a n h a t t a n 

Technical Journalism September 29, 1950 

Dear Farm Editor: 

We are both working for the farmer. You can help me do a better job. 

You are doing what I am trying to teach students to do--gather, interpret 
and edit farm news, I am to teach a course here called "The Farm Page." 

I'd like to know some of the things you'd like to tell a future assistant 

about gathering, editing and interpreting farm news. 

What would, you like to bare kin, study before he came to your newspaper? 

What do you think of the attached curriculum in agricultural journalism? 

What books should the farm editor have for reference? 

What and who are the best sources for tips? 

How important is it that he be able to handle a camera? Develop and 
print negatives? 

Is a background and sincere love of the land an absolute prerequisite? 

Is it more important for the student to got technical agricultural cours-
es (as Elements of Animal Husbandry) or a broad general background in 

writing, history, economics and literature, including grammar and apolling? 

What criticism do you have of students the Journalism schools and depart-
ments now are turning out? 

Answering the above questions will be a big help. I hope you also have 
time to look over the attached agricultural journalism curriculum to 

tell us when it is weak, where strong. Your suggestions in blanks pro-
vided for "other references" am the second enclosure will be used for a 
guide In, assigning nag; collateral reading outside the text. 

In fact all your responses will be used la the classroom next semester 
and in thesis l'm for partial requirements for a master's 

I cannot give you results quickly, However, I'll send at least an abstract 

to you if you request it. Sincerely, LOWELL BRANDNER Ass't Professor in Technical Journalism 

LOWELL BRANDNER 
Ass't Professor in Technical Journalism 
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CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
Freshman 

First Semester 
Course          Sem. Hrs.  
Written Comm. I     3 
Biol. In Rel. to Man I     4 
Man’s Phys. World I     4 
El. Of An. Husb.     3 
Military 1A      1 
 
Total     15 

Second Semester 

Course          Sem. Hrs. 
Written Com. II     2 
Biol. In Rel. To Man II     4 
Man’s Phys. World II     4 
El. Of Dairying      3 
El. Of Hort.      3 
Military IB      1 
Total     17 

Sophomore 

Course         Sem. Hrs. 
Oral comm.      2 
Man and Soc. World I     4 
Soils       4 
Farm Poul. Prod.     3 
Agr. Journalism     3 
Miliatary      1 
Total     17 

Course         Sem. Hrs. 
Prin. of Feeding     3 
Man and Soc. World II     4 
Farm Machinery     3 
Reporting II      3 
Gen. Econ. Entomology    3 
Military      1 
Total     16 

Junior 

Course         Sem. Hrs. 
Economics I      3 
Farm Crops      4 
Magazine Article Writing    2 
Prin. Of Advertising     3 
English Proficiency     R 
Elective*      4 
 
Total     16 

Course        Sem. Hrs. 
Farm Organization     3 
Mktg. Farm Prod.     3 
News Photography     2 
Radio News    2 or 
Rural Press      2 
Editing       2 
Elective*      4 
Total     16 

Senior 

Course        Sem. Hrs. 
Man and Cult. World I    4 
Jour. In a Free Soc.    3 
Plant Pathology I    3 
Elective*     6 
Total      16 

Course      Sem. Hrs. 
Man and Cult. World II     4 
Interp. Of Contemp. Aff.    3 
Elective*      9 

 
Total     16 

Number of hours required for graduation, 130. 
_  _  _  _  _  _   _   _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _   
 *At least six additional hours in journalism are to be elected, making a total of 27 hours in 
journalism. 
 Electives intended to strengthen the student in his fields of greatest interest may be selected 
from course offerings in agricultural engineering, journalism, history and government, economics and 
sociology, speech and radio, graphic arts, including commercial illustration, and any of the basic or 
applied sciences relating to agriculture. 
  Electives are to be chosen with the advice and approval of the Dean of the School of agriculture 
and the head of the Department of Technical Journalism. 
 



On vais list to help a farm editor background and interpret farm 
news I am most interested in your suggestions in the blanks labeled 

"others." If you have time, you could help me guide students to the 
B e t t e r references by checking "Good," "Pair , " or "Poor" to the left 
of each, publication. 
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I hope you st i l l have time to check the ones of these that you 

use or know are good* 

Aberdeen-Angus Journal, Webster City, la . 

Agricultural News Letter, E . I . DuPont deNemours and Co . , I n c . , Wil-
mington 98, Delaware• 

American Gyanagrams, American Cyanamid Co . , 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
Hew York 20, N. Y . 

American Farm Bureau Federation Of f ic ial News Letter, 221 N. LaSalle 
St., Chicago. 

American Hereford Journal, 600 Graphic Arts Bldg . , Kansas City, Mo. 

Better Crops with Plant Pood, 1115 16th S t . , N . W . , Washington 6, D. 

Better Farming Methods, Watt Publishing Co . , Mount Morris, 111. 

The Business of Farming, U. S. Gypsum Co . , 300 West Adams S t . , Chicago 
6 j 111. 

Cargill Crop Bulletin, 200 Grain Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Certified Milk, 1226 Broadway, New York 1 , N. Y. 

The cooperative Consumer, P. 0 . Box 2359, Kansas City 13, Mo. 

Crops and Soils, American Society of Agronomy, 2702 Monroe S t . , Madisoi 

Wise . 

Down to Earth, Dow Chemical Company. 

Digest of Farm News, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6 (Nat ' l Safety Coun-

The Furrow, Moline, 111 . (John Deere) 

Harvester World,180 N. Michigan Ave . , Chicago (International Harveste 

The Jersey Bulletin, 1142 N. Meredian S t . , Indianapolis, Ind. 

Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, 608 Watson Bldg . , Fairmont, 

W . V a . (SCS) 

Kansas Parmer (Other State Agricultural Magazines), Topeka, Kansas. 

Kansas Farm Bureau News (Other State FB Newspapers), Manhattan, Kansar 

Kansas Grange Monthly (Other State Grange Magazines), LaCygne, Kansas, 

Kansas Union Farmer (Other State Farmers' Union Publications ), Topeka. 

The Kraftsman, 500 Preshtigo Court, Chicago 90, 111. (Kraft Cheese) 

The National Grange Monthly, Myrick Bldg . , Springfield 3 , Mass. 

National Union Farmer, 1555 Sherman S t . , Denver 5 , Colo. 

(M O R E ) 



National Livestock Producer, 139 N. Clark S t . , Chicago, 111, 214 

New Agriculture, 25 California S t . , San Francisco 11, Cal i f , 

Phil Farmer, Bartlesville , Okla« (Phillips Petroleum Co.) 

Soil Conservation, Supt« Documents, Washington 25 , D, C. 

Digest of Farm News, Akron, Ohio (General Tire and Rubber Co.) 

Seed world, 327 South LaSalle S t . , Chicago 4 , 111. 

Agronomy W o r l d , 300 Pulteney S t . , Geneva^ IT. Y0 (Am, Soc. of Agronomy 

The Organic Farmer (Farming without Chemicals), Emmaus, Pa. 

Hoard's Dairyman, Ft . Atkinson, Wise. 

Market Growers Journal, 31 N. Summit S t . , Akron 8 , Ohio. (Vegetable 

Growers) 

Others 
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Fourteen also suggested strengthening the curriculum with history, 

government and social sciences: 

Government 1 

History 5 

Political science . . . . . . . . 3 

Sociology • • . • • • . . . • • . 2 

International trade, geopolitics . 2 

Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Total 14 

Ten, or more than 25 percent, of the respondents found the Kansas State 

curriculum excellent, five, good, or outstanding. Others said it contained 

what they thought was important. But several of these suggested minor changes 

Eleven found the curriculum too technical, too specific, containing too much 

agriculture, or "one that would better prepare a student for extension or farm 

management work." 

Most of the farm editors who replied to the questionnaire would add 

courses to the curriculum. Few offered deletions. When they did, total 

hours to be deleted were fewer than total hours to be added. 

The researcher who prepared the questionnaire anticipated such responses. 

But he felt it would be unfair to ask working newspaper men to suggest de-

letions without having course descriptions on which to base their decisions. 

Asking them to read course descriptions would have made the questionnaire 

too long to be effective. 

Twenty-nine additions to the curriculum were suggested a total of 76 

times. As previously noted, grammar, English, history and government, and 

economics and marketing were those most frequently mentioned. 

The suggested additions tabulated gave these results: 

International Trade 1 . 1 

Agricultural economics . 4 

Economics . . . . . . . . . 7 

Political science . 3 . 1 

. . 1 Farm Management . 2 

. . 5 Touch typing . . . . . . . 2 
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Speech • • • • • • • • 3 

Writing or Journalism . 

Radio and television 1 

Foreign languages . . 

Philosophy 2 1 

, . 1 

Farm background, books, education—all are wasted if one is not a good 

reporter. He might do well in something else, but not in the newspaper 

business. That is the opinion of Leonard O. Warner, farm editor of the 

Providence (Rhode Island) Journal and Evening Bulletin. He advised any 

student of agricultural journalism to go to work on any small daily or large 

weekly for at least two years . 

Let him disregard for that time all his ideas about agricultural 

journalism. Let him learn there—covering church socials, chimney fires 

and accidents—the rudiments of reporting. 

Right now, the student who dreams of immediately going into what 

seems a soft touch as an agricultural reporter will find it difficult 

to contemplate two years grubbing for news. But, I know that if he 

decides to try small town general reporting for a couple of years he 

will later look upon those years as the best education he received. 

All this is not meant to deprecate college training for agri-

cultural journalism. It merely serves to emphasize that old saw—you 

must learn to creep before you can walk.1 

A. E. Oickle adds more to the importance of reporting and having the 

personality that drives one to report.2 

What most colleges apparently fail to clarify is the part 

personalities play in gathering news. Ernest Hemingway might write 

the best damned news story ever turned out but it might be he would 

never get that story. It could be that Ernie Hemingway's personality 

would forbid his getting "inside" his source—that is, gaining the 

confidence to bring out the character and nature of the story, what-

ever it is. 

1 
Leonard O. Warner, Farm Editor, Providence, Rhode Island, Journal and 

Bulletin, letter in appendix. 

2 Alvin E. Oickle, Farm Editor, Greenfield Massachusetts, Recorder-
Gazettê  letter in appendix. 



In the long run it boils down to one fact: the student must 



person would consider everything about him obvious to his readers as 

well as to himself, and he would find no romance in common things. I 

believe, however, a generally good background, with respect for the 

occupation of farming and homemaking, is essential.1 

Duncan, like so many other competent farm editors, puts "farmers them-

selves" at the top of his list of news sources. 

Alvin F. Oiokle, Farm Editor of the Greenfield, Massachusetts, Recorder 

Gazette, after naming ten other news sources, said: 

The latter (farmers), of course, are the best bets. You can 

usually get more from them--pound for pound, as it were—in a half-

hour conversation than you can from a professional farm man in a week. 

The reason is that a man working in the United States Department of 

Agriculture or some other professional organization cannot seem to 

remember what is the newest news in his office. The farmer will just 

plain talk without trying to determine what is newsworthy and what is 

The same basic principles apply to any form of newspaper work, 

whether it be agricultural journalism or any other specialised report-

ing, said Leonard O. Warner, Farm Editor of the Providence, Rhode 

Island Journal and The Evening Bulletin.3 

I feel that a love of people is probably the most essential 

requisite. In the final addition, it is the reporter's ability to get 

along with people that wi l l determine his success. If he likes people 

and they like him, the chances are great that he will continue to re-

ceive large numbers of story tips. 

The older I get—and I am 34--the more I realise that the first 

must I would insist upon in a new reporter is that he be just what 

the word reporter means. I would say that any assistant of mine—if 
we had need for one—first would have to be a damned good reporter. 

George Thiem of the Chicago Daily News, whose diversion from farm re-

porting won him a Pulitzer prize last year, argues strongly for a well-

rounded background in formal education:4 



During the War, The News (Chicago Daily) was short-handed and I 

found myself handling political and economic assignments where history, 

law, alertness on current events as well as some knowledge of account-

ing, the legislative mill , analysis and psychology came in handy Maybe 

I'm arguing for a triple-threat kind of reporter who has a wide fund of 

knowledge and knows his way around in many subjects—even sports, 

There i sn ' t any sure-shot mixture of courses that will f i t you for 

this, that, or the other job. I t ' s pretty much up to the individual. 

One thing everyone must do is study his job and keep working and adding 

to his knowledge constantly. 

Former Nieman Fellow Keickhefer is strong for reporting as opposed to 

teaching techniques of farming.1 

I do not believe, he said, it is the function of a newspaper farm 

editor to tell farmers how to farm, except in remote or retarded farm 

areas. Farm magazines can give this service so much better at so much 

less cost to the subscriber. In addition, it is the function of such 

Federal Government agencies as the Extension Service, Farmers Home Ad-

ministration and some of the rest to "teach" farmers how to farm. 

If these agencies are not teaching the "slow" farmers these things, 

it is a legitimate endeavor of a farm editor to point out the deficien-

cies of these services in this respect and to "crusade" for improvement 

of the services. 

I believe a newspaper farm editor, first of all , should be aware 

of the farm production pattern of his community. Then, he should be 

free to explore the various commodities produced in his home area, lie 

should be able to talk to producers, to find out their problems. Then 

he should be able to discuss marketing problems, with both producers 

and handlers. And f inally , he should be able to translate all this 

into terms of consumption. 

To do all this, of course, a good farm editor should have a know-

ledge of all three phases—production, distribution and consumption. 

But the primary need today, at least, is a sound knowledge of the 

economics of agriculture. Agricultural colleges and the Federal 

Government agencies have taught, or should be teaching, fanners how to 

grow two, or three or four, blades of grass where only one grew before. 

But marketing and the whole problem of agricultural economics is 

one that goes far beyond the ag college and extension service. Next 

to economics, I believe, the need is for knowledge of rural sociology— 

the housing and general living and the educational needs of the rural 

communities. 



Ralph B. Whittun pointed to a big difference between reporting run-of-

the mill news stories and reporting farm news. 1 City daily training, he felt , 

might make the reporter look for sensational stories on farms. Few farm 

stories are sensational, significant and accurate. 

I believe, he said, the farm editor should be just that and noth-

ing else. He should Include all that pertains to farms, farmers, and 

farming: woodlots, lumbering, gardens, etc . , but should not be under 

the direction of a city editor who would then be prone to call him in 

for a "beat" assignment In an emergency. The offer to help with an 

emergency should come from the farm editor and not be a demand from 

the city desk. If the latter were true, there would be an emergency 

every week. 

I do not believe a good reporter will make a good farm editor; 

a good reporter, that is as some consider good reporters. In other 

words, we see reporters who seek out scandal and headlines —sometimes 

almost manufacture them-—who will not observe a confidence. I don't 

think a good farm editor can do that. 

Frank W. Bill gave a clue to the training employers look for in agri-

cultural writers.2 Last week, Bill reported, the editor of an important 

national farm paper asked for help in finding a writer to cover the Midwest. 

He did not want a journalism graduate, unless the graduate had had some ex-

perience on a daily newspaper, He wanted the reporter to have had farm ex-

perience. 

On curriculums, Harold Rogers had definite ideas from his experience on 

the Walla Walla Union-Bulletin.3 

The most valuable course, he said, would have a minimum amount of 

Material on the mechanical process of putting out a newspaper, with a 

1Ralph B. Whittum, Agricultural Editor, Lewiston, Idaho, Daily Sun and 

Evening Journal, letter In appendix. 

2 Frank W. Bill , Farm Editor, Daily Pantagraph, Bloomington, Illinois, 

letter in appendix. 

3 Harold Rogers, Farm Editor, Walla Walla, Washington, Union-Bulletin, 

letter In appendix. 
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maximum emphasis on the production of clear, forceful, and interesting 

prose of professional quality. 

I object to more than a minimum of technical courses in agri-

culture because they have a tendency, I believe, to f ix ideas and 

theories which research may leave behind. 

For the newspaper reporter, I suggest a most important requirement 

is to cultivate what has been termed ( I believe by Lincoln Steffens) 

"informed ignorance." Don't jump at conclusions; ask questions. It is 

better to ask stupid questions than to write a stupid story. 

Keep technical discussions to a minimum; those who need that can 

get it from other sources, and probably prefer to do so. The back-

ground and significance are more important from the newspaper's stand-

point. 

Hike Keyes thinks any intelligent reporter can cover almost any farm 

story that happens.1 

Farm news reporters need not be technicians. They report the 

findings of technicians and, generally speaking, these technicians are 

so conservative that there is little danger any damage can be done by 

the reporting. 

If the reporter is so well versed in the subject that he can out-

technic the technician, he should get out of the reporting end of it 

and turn to technicking on his own. 

The agricultural journalism student should be required to put in a good 

proportion of time attending farm meetings of all kinds and reporting them. 

That was the belief expressed by Tom Meanley. " I t is the only way to hear 

technicians and real dirt farmers talking together arid learn to recognise 

the real problems of agriculture."2 

Most men trained in agriculture and journalism will find the field of 

public relations the one with the larger number of job opportunities, he 



ton, D. C. , feels strongly that agricultural writers must be trained both as 

agriculturalists and as journalists.1 

It is important to farmers and everybody concerned that those who 

bring them information from our vast reservoir of agricultural research 

are professionally qualified to do so. 

The information programs of agriculture are not keeping pace with 

its science. The latest reminder along these lines came in the form of 

a recommendation from the study group headed by D. Howard Doane which 

analyzed the effectiveness of agricultural research. 

The group recognized that great accomplishments had been made in 

agricultural research. But they pointed to a weakness in revealing the 

results of this research to the public. They included a strong recom-

mendation that has since been adopted by the special subcommittee of 

the House Committee on Agriculture headed by Congressman Stephen Pace. 

This indicates a distinguished group of appraisers and an im-

portant subcommittee of Congress feels that research is weak in the in-

formation f ie ld . 

Strong departments of agricultural journalism at our land-grant in-

stitutions are few and far between. 
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based on courses offered at Kansas State College. Names of courses may not 

indicate precisely what is covered in the course. In proposing changes to 

the existing curriculum at Kansas State, description of course contents, 

rather than course names, were used. Should the curriculum be used by another 

institution of higher learning, it is suggested that courses bearing the same 

description of contents, rather than courses with similar names, be used. 

Forty-one hours not now required would go into the curriculum proposed. 

Room for them would come by dropping twenty-five hours presently required at 

Kansas State College and prescribing sixteen of the twenty-three elective 

hours students now have. 

Rather than have so few elective hours, the author recommends that 

students entering the agricultural journalism curriculum attend two extra 

summer sessions to take courses they like and those their exploratory courses 

indicate are needed to strengthen their formal training. 

The author recommends that the student make his own decisions on elect-

ive courses, guarding against advisers who suggest electives in their de-

partments. 

Replacing Man and the Cultural World I and Man and the Cultural World I I 

eight hours now required, would be course number 255, Cultural Reading (or 

English Literature I and American Literature II ) ; 281, World Classics; and 

228, Short Story I . Replacing the eight hours are nine; one hour of elective 

became required. So the student would be able to demonstrate the culture ob-

tained from the nine hours, the writer would add 243, Advanced Grammar; and 

219, Advanced Composition I , taking six more elective hours--and, in theory 

at least—adding to the students' ability to express themselves in writing. 

For Man and the Social World I and Man and the Social World I I , eight 

hours now required, the writer would substitute thirteen hours of history, 



goverment, politics and culture: 105, American Industrial History; 209, 

WorId Cultures 1; 210, World Cultures I I ; 252, Comparative Government, and 

206, American Political Parties, This use of "solids" for "comprehensives" 

would eliminate five additional hours of electives. 

Because the courses named to replace "social" and "cultural" courses 

would provide basic information needed to interpret contemporary affairs, the 

course, Interpretation of Contemporary Affairs, could be dropped without harm. 

Likewise, the other senior journalism course, Journalist in a Free Society, 

would be covered in history, government and political courses recommended and 

economics and sociology courses in the proposed curriculum. The proposed 

agricultural journalism curriculum carries an additional journalism course, 

234, Reporting I I I . It also requires three elective hours in journalism for 

a total of twenty-seven journalism hours. 

Course 209, Agricultural Policy, would replace 106, Farm Organisation. 

Many of the respondents mentioned the importance of agricultural policy in 

interpreting and reporting current farm stories. History of agriculture, 

particularly since 1933, demonstrates its importance. In replacing 106, Farm 

Organization, the writer had the word of only one farm editor (who had taken 

the course at Kansas State College) that Farm Organization might be dropped. 

He indicated it was a waste of time; said two one-hour lectures could have 

covered the entire course. Since one opinion is not enough to base a 

decision on, perhaps the three-hour course should be recommended strongly as 

an elective. Retaining it would leave only one elective hour, unless 

students remained the two extra summer sessions recommended. 

Seven more hours added to the curriculum, replacing electives, are 224, 

International Trade; 211, Agricultural Industries, and 156, Rural Sociology. 

The resulting curriculum would be a straight-jacket for those who did 
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not take the two extra summer sessions. However, when one is old enough to 

attend college, he is old enough to be responsible eleven months a year. So 

the writer makes no apologies for recommending the two extra summer sessions 

for electives. The third summer he would have any agricultural journalist, 

who had not been reared on a farm, accept day labor on as many different 

types of farms as possible. Those reared on a farm, he would have work on a 

country weekly newspaper or a small daily where they could get a survey of the 

publishing Industry. 

Since the average student Is graduated from college at 22 years of age 

and works to age 65, the 43 months formal training (including the three extra 

summers) the writer did not feel was too heavy a period of preparation for 43 

years of employment. 

The proposed curriculum in Agricultural Journalism follows; 
Freshman 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Engl. 
Coup. 

111 Written C omm. I . . . . • 3 Engl. 
Coup. 111 Biol. in Rel. to Man I . 

. 
. 4 

Comp. 101 Man's Phy s. World . . • 
. 4 

An. Husb. 126 El. of An . Husb. . . . . • 2 and 
An. Husb. 129 El. of An . Husb. La b. . 1 

Mil. Sc. 105 Milita ry IA . . . . . . • . 1 
Jour. 109 Journalism Lecture . . . • • R 
Gen. Agr. 104 Freshman Assembly • 

. . . 
. R 

Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. S eminar* . . • . R 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
* * 16 

Second 
Cou 

Sem 
rse 

mester 
1 Se m. Hrs. 

Engl. 112 Written C omm. II . . . . . . 2 
Comp. 112 Biol. in Rel. to Man an II . 4 
Comp. 102 Man's Phy s. World II • 4 
Dairy Husb. 101 El of Dairying . . . ® 3 
Hort. 104 El. of Ho rt . . . 

. . . . . 
. 2 

Hort. 105 El. of Ho rt. Lab. . . . • 

Mil. Sc. 106 Milita ry IB . . . . • • . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lec ture . . . . , . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Edu 

cation M . 
. . . 

. R 

Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. S emi nar* . . . . . . 
. R 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.17 
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Sophomore 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

History 105 Amer. Ind. History . . . . . 3 
Speech 103 Oral Comm . . . . 2 
Agron. 130 Soils 4 
Poul. Husb. 104 Farm Poul. Prod. . . . . . . 2 
Poul. Husb. 105 Farm Poul. Prod. Lab. . . . i 

Jour. 160 Agr. Journalism . . . . . . 3 
Mil. Sc. Military . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Sociology 156 Rural Sociology . . . . . . 3 
An. Husb. 152 Prin. of Feeding . . . . . . 3 
Agr. Engg. 108 Farm Machinery . . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 187 Reporting II . . . . . . . . 3 
Ent. 107 Gen. Econ. Entomol. . . . . 3 
Mil. Sc. Military . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

Junior 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Econ. 101 Economics I . . . . . . . 3 
Agron. 106 Farm Crops . . . . . . . . . 4 
Jour. 269 Magazine Article Wrtng . . . 2 
Jour. 177 Prin. of Advertising . . . . 3 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 
Engl. 169 English. Proficiency . . . . R 
Engl. 243 Advanced Grammar . . . . . . 3 
Gov't. 252 Comparative Government . . . 2 

Total 17 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Agr. Econ. 209 Agr. Policy... 3 
Agr. Econ. 202 Mktg. Farm Prod. . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 149 News Photography . . . . . . 2 
Jour. 162 Radio News . 2 or 
Jour. 181 Rural Press 2 
Jour. 166 Editing 2 



2 2 8 

History 209 World Cultures I . . . . . . 3 

Gov't. 206 American Political Parties . 3 Bot. 205 Plant Pathology I . . . . 3 

Jour. 234 Reporting III . . . 
Eng. 281 World Classics . . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . 

Electives . . . . 
. . . . 

. R 
. 2 

Total . . . . 17 

*Four meetings each semester. 

**At least three additional hours are to be elected in journalism, 
making a total of 27 hours. 

Electives intended to strengthen the student in his fields of 
greatest interest may be selected from course offerings in agriculture, 
agricultural engineering, journalism, history and government, economics 
and sociology, speech and radio, graphic arts, including commercial 
illustration, and any of the basic or applied sciences relating to agri-
culture. 

All students pursuing work leading to a degree in agricultural 
journalism are urged to spend two extra summer sessions to permit 
selection of electives said to have more time to participate during the 
regular terms in extra-curricular activities. Those reared on a farm 
should spend the third summer reporting for a small daily or large 
weekly newspaper. Those with urban backgrounds should accept farm day 
labor the third summer. 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Econ. 224 International Trade . . . 2 
History 210 World Cultures II . . . . . 3 
Eng. 219 Advanced Composition . . . . 3 
Eng. 228 Short Story I . . . . . . . 3 
Eng. 281 World Classics . . . . . . . 

3 
Electives . . 3 or 

Eng. 174 American Literature II . . . 
3 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Jour 
Gen. 
Eng. 
Eng. 
Agr. 

Agr. 

Econ. 
Total 

199 
103 255 

170 
211 

Jour. Lecture . . . . . 
Agr. Seminar* 
Cultural Reading . . . . 
English Literature . . . 
Agricultural Industries 

Senior 

R 
. R 
3 or 3 3 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 
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It is apparent that only careful planning of courses throughout a four-

year period would make it possible to complete the proposed agricultural 

journalism curriculum in four nine-month terms. Some of the courses needed, 

for one reason or another, might not be offered the semester they are called 

for in the curriculum. However, with careful planning, the curriculum could 

be completed in four such terms. It would make an extra summer necessary 

for students who did not plan their courses well--and for those poorly ad-

vised or assigned. The penalty would be a blessing in disguise. 

Then the student would add eight or nine hours of electives--or he could 

take a lighter load to participate more heavily in extra-curricular activities 

such as editing the School of Agriculture's student magazine, the College's 

daily newspaper, being a member of the Student Council, a fraternity officer 

or any of the other extra-curricular activities that appealed to the student 

in question. Some contend that it is possible to let books interfere with 

one's education—meaning, of course, extra-curricular activities. 

"WHERE AND TO WHOM FOR STORIES 

Reference Books and Periodicals 

Although fifteen different source or reference books were named for the 

farm editor by respondents, concensus seemed to be strongly for using living 

authorities instead of books the fifteen books named will be added later in 

the thesis to the book references listed in the questionnaire. 

Replying to what books the farm editor should have for references, the 

farm editors said: "The walking-talking kind," "Throw out stale books; get 

things a lot fresher from experiment stations," "Better to know authorities: 

books go out of date," "Build up instead a list of good local authorities," 

"None, his desk will pile high with reference materials from extension and 
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other agencies," and "See technical authorities" to fill in the deatils."1 

Many of the editors said the man on the job should contact persons, but 

the same editors frequently checked what in their opinions were good 

reference books from the list submitted for their criticism. 

They seemed to have the opinion that the farm reporter should have his 

book knowledge before reporting on the job. After that, he would build up a 

list of experts and. quote live persons. 

Ten books for backgrounding and interpreting farm news might be tentative-

ly selected from recommendations made by the nine respondents (not enough for 

conclusions). 

These ten, their authors, the general field they cover, and the number of 

farm, editors who voted them "good" follow: 

Soils and Men, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1938, agronomy, 6. 

Feeds and Feeding, Frank B. Morrison, animal husbandry, 7. 

Keeping Livestock. Healthy, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1942, animal 
husbandry, 5. 

Dairy Science, Its Principles and Practice, William E. Peterson, 
dairy husbandry, 6. 

Destructive and Useful Insects, Their Habits and Control, Clell L. 
Metcalf and W. P. Flint, entomology, 3. 

Announcements and Bulletins of State Agricultural Experiment 
Stations, entomology, 5. 

Successful Poultry Management. Merely A. Jull, poultry husbandry, 3. 

Headings in the Economic History of American Agriculture, Louis B. 
Schmidt and Earle Dudley Ross, agricultural economics, 3. 

Farmers in a Changing World, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1940, agri-
cultural economies, 4. 

The granger Movement, Solon Justus Black, agricultural economics, 3. 

1 See various letters in appendix. 
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The editors suggested 41 periodicals in addition to the list of 49 fur-

nished by the researcher. Those suggested by respondents are listed below. 

If more than one farm editor named the periodical, the number who did so is 

listed preceding the periodical. 

Peoria (Ill.) Journal 
Chemurgic Digest (for what is new) 
Soybean Journal 

2 The Bible 
Sears-Roebuck catalog (for to-the-point writing) 

5 Farm Journal 
4 Country Gentleman 
4 Successful Farming 
2 Capper's Farmer 
2 Wallace's Famer 
Progressive Farmer 
Breeders' Gazette, Louisville 
Kansas City Star Weekly 
Stockyards Journal, St. Joseph, Missouri 
All Bredd Papers and Magazines 
Journal of Farm Economics 
Iowa Homestead 
The Land 
The Countryman (British Rural Quarterly) 
Prairie Farmer 
Farm Policy Forum (Iowa State College) 
Harpers 
Atlantic Monthly 
Newsweek 
Price and Production Reports of U. S. of Economics 
The Farm Quarterly 
Wall Street Journal 
Chicago Journal of Commerce 
Agricultural Statistics, annual of USDA 
Statistical Abstract of U. S. Department of Commerce 
Crops and Markets—Summary, 1950 edition, Vol, 27, USDA 
Federal Reserve Bank Reports 
USDA Yearbooks 

2 USDA Reports 
State Departments of Agriculture Reports 

4 Bulletins from agricultural colleges 
Nation's Agriculture 
All "Situation" Reports of USDA, such as "Feed Situation," "Dairy 

Situation," etc. 
2 Doane Agricultural Digest 
2 Doane Agricultural Letter 
Foreign Agriculture—USDA 

The 41 references suggested under periodicals by farm editors, plus those 
they checked as good on the list of 49 supplied in the questionnaire, should 



give the farm news reporter nearly all the different viewpoints on any 

current farm problem. 

Of the 49 supplied, only four were not checked as good by at least one 

farm editor. The four are "New Agriculture," "Commonweal," "Survey," and 

"The Scientific Monthly." 

The 45 that were named "good" and the number of editors who so classi-

fied them follow: 

9 American Farm Bureau Federation Official News Letter, 221 North 
LaSalle Street, Chicago. (One editor warned that "it is very good but 

biased.") 

8 Hoard's Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. 

6 Soil Conservation, Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, 

D. C. 6 Cargill Crop Bulletin, 200 Grain Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. 

6 Crops and Soils, American Society of Agronomy, 2702 Monroe 
Street, Madison, Wisconsin. 

6 The Furrow (John Deere), Moline, Illinois. 

6 The Kansas Farmer and other state agricultural magazines. 

5 Colliers. 

5 Agricultural News Letter, E. I. DuPont deNemours and Co., Inc., 
WiImington 98, Delaware. 

5 The National Grange Monthly, Myrick Building, Springfield 3, 
Massachusetts. 

4 Saturday Evening Post. 

4 American Cyanagrams, American Cyanamid Company, 30 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York, 20, New York. 

4 Better Panning Methods, Watt Publishing Co., Mount Morris, 111. 

4 Down to Earth, Dow Chemical Company. 

4 Digest of Farm News, 20 Horth Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois 
(National Safety Council). 

4 Harvester World, 180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago (inter-
national Harvester). 
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4 The Jersey Bulletin, 1142 North Meredian Street, Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 

4 Kansas Farm Bureau News, Manhattan, Kansas (and other state Farm 
Bureau newspapers and magazines) 

4 Kansas Union Farmer, Topeka (and other state Farmers' Union 
publications). 

4 National Union Farmer, 1555 Sherman Street, Denver 5, Colorado. 

3 National Livestock Producer, 139 North Clark Street, Chicago, Ill. 

3 Consumer's Digest. 

3 Time. 

3 New York Times Magazine. 

3 Science News Letter (One said, "Fair, but leaning to sensation 
and little-used developments) 

3 American Hereford Journal, 600 Graphic Arts Building, Kansas 
City, Missouri. 

3 The Cooperative Consumer, P. O. Box 2359, Kansas City 13, Mo. 

3 The Kraftsman, 500 Preshtigo Court, Chicago 90, Ill. (Kraft 
Cheese). 

2 Digest of Farm News, Akron, Ohio (General Tire and Rubber Co.). 

2 The Nation. 

2 Aberdeen-Angus Journal, Webster City, Iowa. 

2 Better Crops with Plant Food, 1115 16th Street, N. W., Wash-
ington 6, D. C. 

2 The Business of Farming, U. S. Gypsum Company, 300 West Adams 
Street, Chicago 6, Illnois. 

2 Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, 608 Watson Building, 
Fairmont, West Virginia (Soil Conservation Service), 

2 Kansas Grange Monthly, LaCygne, Kansas (and other state Grange 
news papers and magazines). 

1 Phil Farmer, Bartlesville, Oklahoma (Phillips Petroleum Co.)--
now out of print. 

1 Seed World, 327 LaSalle Street, Chicago 4, Illinois. 

1 Agronomy World, 300 Pulteney Street, Geneva, New York (American 
Society of Agronomy). 



1 Organic Farmer (Farming without chemicals), Emmaus, Pennsylvania. 
(One respondent said "No;" another; "Use with care/1) 

1 Market Growers Journal, 31 Worth Summit Street, Akron 8. Ohio 
(Vegetable Growers)* 

1 New Republie. 

1 Congressional Digest (He said, "For reference only), 
1 Journal of Political Economy. 

1 Consumer Reports % 

1 Certified Milk, 1226 Broadway, Hew York 1, New York. 

Although this section of the questionnaire had too few respondents to 

validate any definite conclusions, one has the feeling from studying answers 

submitted by the 14 that they might well give about the same percentages as 

140 replies . 

Few farm editors, for example, would be expected to be interested in 

farming without chemicals (Organic Farmer) or in a certain type of milk 

(Certified Milk of Hew York City). 

On the other hand, The American Farm Bureau Federation is known to be 

the largest and strongest farm organisation• Its official letter got more 

Totes as a "good" source than any other periodical. Dairying, soil conser-

vation, crop reports, soils, and state agricultural magazines were next in 

popularity. They probably would have been ranked about the same in com-

parative importance by 140 or 1400 respondents, if there were that many farm 

editors in the United States. 

Sources for "Tips" 

As several respondents pointed out in answering the question, "7,'hat and 
;;ao &re the best sources for tips," the answer seems obvious. Yet 23 of the 

who replied to that question listed more than 40 excellent to good 
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sources, with few naming more than half a dozen. Top on the list, and the 

most obvious, source is farmers themselves. Two-thirds of those responding 

listed either "farmers, farmers themselves, farmers' wives, or key farmers. 

One described the best news source as "A road leading to a farm house." An-

other said to take any road off the main highway, stop at the third house 

"and there is a news story." 

Next to farmers, county agricultural agents, agricultural extension 

agents or county agricultural advisers (as they are variously called in 

different sections of the United States) rated the most nods. Thirteen re-

spondents named county agricultural agents specifically, while two others 

lumped them with home demonstration and 4-H club agents and named "exten-

sion agents." 

The list of sources named with the number of times each was named by the 

respondents: 

Leading Farmers, Farm Leaders, Farmers, Farmers themselves. 
Farmers' Wives, Key Farmers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 

County agricultural agents, agricultural extension agents, 
or county agricultural advisers. . . . . . 13 

4-H club agents and leaders . . . . . 6 

Feed dealers, grain elevator managers, fertilizer dealers. . . . .6 

Vocational agriculture teachers 7 

Farm machinery dealers 5 

The Agricultural Extension Service . 6 

Ag leaders or heads of ag associations 4 

Home Demonstration Agents, 4 

Leaders in the Orange 4 

Leaders in Future Farmers of America organizations 3 

Agricultural Experiment Station staffs 3 



The United States Department of Agriculture. . . . . . . . . 2 

Extension agents . . . . . . . . . 2 

Agricultural college personnel . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Insurance men. 2 

Managers of Co-operatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Fair Society heads . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Irrigation Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Business men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Agricultural workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

The Production and Marketing Administration . . . 1 

The Soil Conservation Service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

The State Department of Agriculture. 1 

PMA Committeemen 1 

Free Mailing Lists of agricultural p u b l i c a t i o n s . . . . . . . 1 

The Board of Trade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Sales Barns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Livestock Commission men 1 

Farm Mortgage men. . . . . . . . 1 

Land Management Agencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Local Marketing Agencies 1 

Commission men ............... 1 

Weekly Newspapers. . 1 

Government Agricultural Agencies 1 

County Agricultural Commissioner's office. . . . . . . . . . 1 

B a n k e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Producer or Industry Groups rather than individuals of 
no particular position. . . . . . . . . . . 1 

District Supervisor of the Soil Conservation District. . . . 1 
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Gracing experts. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 

Veterinary Medicine, doctor or clinic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Milk and cream truck drivers. . . . . . . . . . . . .1 Farm Lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Editors' Comment s 

Tom Meanley, farm editor of the Memphis Press-Scimitar, pointed out that 

the best source for news tips depends on the man rather than the organization 

he is connected, with. 

Needless to say, all governnent-paid agents are pretty well up on 
what is going on. Your Farm Bureau leaders are generally right on top. 
Some co-op managers are live-wire. Livestock commission men are always 
full of bull. Local insurance, farm mortgage, or land management 
agencies often have live-wire experts on what is going on. Feed and 
farm equipment men sometimes help, but they are too tied up with their 
own commercial enterprises to be of much use. Check with local market-
ing agencies and farm employment agencies.1 

Harold Rogers of the "Walla Walla Union-Bulletin prefers to use official 

and seral-official sources such as the extension service, soil conservation 

service, and producer or industry groups, "rather than individuals of no 

particular position. There are, of course, exceptions," he said, "but if you 

are going out on a limb on one man's opinions, be sure you want to be out 

there."2 

Rogers checks his stories with several sources. He's had many "good" 

stories ruined that way. But he has found concensus more reliable, and farm 

news must be reliable. 

He has found that one can seldom expect a sensational story which is also 

accurate and important. Rogers, like Meanley, pointed out that news sources 

1Tom Meanley, Farm Editor, Memphis Press-Scimitar, letter in appendix. 
2 2Harold Rogers, Farm Editor, Walla "Walla Union-Bulletin, letter in 

appendix. 
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vary from place to place. The county agent may be a prime source in one 

county; of secondary importance in another. The farm editor must use his 

judgment in developing sources for reliable information. 

For story tips, advised Frank W. Bill of the Bloomington (Illinois) 

Daily Pantagraph: 

Mingle with farmers, grain dealers, machinery salesmen, county 
agents. But learn to recogznie a story, and keep eyes open. One of my 
best stories came on a rainy day while driving along a hard road. 
Glancing down a side road I saw a queer flash of light in a shed behind 
a house a quarter mile away. I instantly changed plans, went down to 
investigate, and found a farmer using a welding generator to make a 
4-row corn planter with two old 2-row horse planters. That was about 
12 years ago, one of the first of many 4-row planters. Photo and story 
were used in national farm magazines as well as my own daily farm news 
department.1 

As for tips, said Ralph B. Whittum of the Lewiston (Maine) Daily Sun and 

Evening Journal, "The first job of a farm reporter is, in my opinion, to build 

up as quickly as may be, as wide an. acquaintance as possible among farm 

people and those who work with farmers." 

Join the Grange, he said, and the Farm Bureau and attend their 
meetings. Cooperate with the County Agent, the Home Demonstration 
Agent, the 4-H Club agent. Become acquainted with all the extension 
people, Visit the State College as often as possible, also the State 
Department of Agriculture and all its allied branches.2 

Former Nieman Fellow, E. W. Kieckhefer, Farm Editor of the Louisville 

Courier-Journal, believes every newspaper should have a farm editor and 

every newspaper of substantial circulation for its community should have a 

farm editor who spends full time on that job. 

On a metropolitan newspaper, I feel, that the farm editor should be 
a free agent to move about the agricultural community at will, search-
ing out the significant news that relates to both farmers and the rest 
of the community and wherever possible, his copy should make clear the 

1Frank W. Bill, Farm Editor, Bloomington (Illinois) Daily Pantagraph, 
letter in appendix. 

Whittum, op. cit. 
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connection between farm news and the rest of the news. 

City people should learn to accept farm news on the same basis that 
they now accept news of labor, politics and government. Agriculture, 
after all, is an essential part of the national economy and should get 
the same treatment, not a treatment set apart like the retarded child at 
school gets.2 

He would not departmentalize farm news, except in special circumstances. 

It makes demands upon the farm editor to fill a certain space each week 

whether the news that week justifies that amount of space or not. 

Marion Teal (a woman) said, "I get out on the farms, take my own 

pictures, try to give the whole picture from 4-H events, through home exten-

sion projects, to latest machinery, fertilizers, and methods."3 

Miss Teal also writes a weekly column, "Over the Fence," using gossipy 

items about crops, livestock, et cetera. 

Cecil Hagen, managing editor of farm magazines for Washington, Oregon, 

Idaho, and Utah (the Pacific Northwest Farm Quad) answered the question 

Where do we get our tips?" 

From any and all sources we consider trustworthy and reliable. 
There is the stickler, deciding which ones are on the ball. In general, 
we get our best tips from technical men who are closest to farmers. 
That takes in county agents, such federal men as district supervisors 
with the soil conservation service, grazing experts, and the whole long 
list of specialists you find on every experiment station staff. 

In actual practice, as you well know, it works out that a good 
many of the specialists are fuddy-duddies and dry bags and consequently 
of not much copy value. On every staff there are a few fellows who 
really are progressive and alert. They are the gems and jewels we prize. 

We also get some fine tips from farmers we contact in field work. 
Like anyone else, we'll consider any tip on its merits but we have 
learned by experience to be mighty gun-shy of editorial Greeks who come 
bearing gifts.4 

1Italics added. 
2Kieckhefer, op. cit. 

3Marion Teal, Farm Editor, Corvallis Gazette-Times, letter in appendix. 
4Cecil Hagen, Managing Editor, The Pacific Northwest Quad, letter in 

appendix. 
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While maintaining that he was neither brash, nor competent, enough to 

answer questions the researcher was asking farm editors (in his questionnaire), 

Sydney P. Cook of the Ann Arbor (Michigan) News gave several clues to stories 

that he thinks need to be told. 

No doubt, however, your group and ours share basic virtues and 
vices. Brief flashes of unselfishness, abominable neglect of their 
rural schools, their children's ethical development and their own moral 
development. A distressing lack of shame over their dependence on 
glorified welfare payments from the rest of the citizenry.1 

Although Cook ended with "0h hell, my trouble is too much age," he ob-

viously is keenly aware of economic and sociological problems facing rural 

America that need to be interpreted and reported to rural and urban readers 

alike. 

Farmers themselves should not be overlooked as sources for news, said 

Ray Plerce, Managing Editor of the high Plains Journal. "The best way to get 

a good farm story is bo drive out of town on a highway, turn at a road se-

lected at random, and stop at the third farm house. If there is a farmer 

There, there is a story," he said.2 

flood mixing anywhere and everywhere seems to be indispensable to good 

farm reporting, the same as for any other kind of reporting.4 

OTHER TECHNlQUES AND QUALIFICATIONS 

Importance of Photography 

Most unanimous agreement on the six-page questionnaire came in response 

1 Sydney P. Cook, Farm Editor, Ann Arbor (Mich.) News, letter in appendix. 
2Ray Pierce, Managing Editor the High Plains Journal, letter in appendix. 

3 

Ralph V. Hillgren, Farm Editor, The Daily Argus-Leader, letter in 
appendix. 



to the question, "How important is it that he (farm editor) be able to handle 

a camera? Develop and print negatives?" 

Of 21 who answered the question, 19 called the ability to take good 

pictures "of utmost importance," "an absolute necessity," "a must," "of 

great importance," "important." and various other degrees of affirmation. 

Of the other two, one said the ability to handle a camera "is nice, but 

not essential;" the other, "desirable, but not absolutely necessary." 

essary than 90 percent of the respondents, then, said the ability to take 

good pictures is almost a necessity; the remainder thought it a desirable 

technique to have mastered. 

Likewise there was almost perfect agreement that the ability to develop 

and print negatives is not essential. Many thought it a waste of time. Only 

two even thought it desirable. Others answered "Far from essential," "No," 

"Not so important," and "of secondary importance." 

Knowing how to make good newspaper photographs is a must for a 
farm reporter, according to Tom Meanley.1 

Mike Keyes has other reasons for feeling that the ability to handle a 

camera is of great importance:2 

A combination photographer and farm news reporter is becoming in-
creasingly popular. Besides, a reporter who can take his own pictures 
has more of a stranglehold on his job and, with that security, will 
tend to be a better worker. 

"I always carry a camera and run at least one picture daily, will 

average more," said Frank W. Bill, who thinks arrangement, position and light-

ing just as essential as camera technique.3 

I think it absolutely essential that the farm editor know how to 
use a camera and have it with him wherever he goes, whether on duty or 

1Meanley, op. cit. 
2Mike Keyes, Farm Editor, The Fresno Bee, letter in appendix. 

3 

Bill, op. cit. 
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1 not.1 

He can many times endear himself to his editor and publisher by 
picking up spot news stories of fires, accidents, oddities and many 
other things, as well as take pictures to illustrate his own stories. 

I have a folding Zeiss-Eichorn (sic-Ikon?) with an F3/4 lens, 
shutter speed of up to 400, using a 120 roll film, with a flash gun 
which can be attached. I also have a built-in range finder which is 
very important. 

This camera hangs on a strap from my neck and immediately after 
taking a picture I can drop it and use both hands to make such notes 
as are needed. This is the reason that I prefer it to any plate camera 
which is bulky to carry around all day when the primary job of the man 
is writing—not taking pictures. 

If the publisher is equipped with a dark room and people to develop 
and print, there is no need for the farm editor to know how to do it. 

I believe pictures can be one of the best mediums for conveying 
certain types of farm news. 2 Farmers are people who work with their 
hands. They prefer to see how things are done rather than hearing or 
reading about how to do them. I think you will find that equipment 
exhibits and farm demonstrations usually are well attended for that 
reason. 

Inasmuch as the farm editor travels a good deal in the rural areas, 
often on rather indefinite assignments, a camera with flash attachment 
is a definite asset. "Whether he should be able to develop and print his 
own pictures depends upon the facilities available at his office for 
fast processing. 

It is of the utmost importance that students learn to handle a 
camera.3 Few newspapers will employ a full time photographer just for 
farm news and hate to have their camera gone ail day out in the 
country. I develop and print my own negatives and find it the most 
satisfactory way to get the job done when I want it done. 

It is very important from our standpoint that a man be able to 
handle a standard news camera, and handle it well.4 Training in develop-
ing and printing is just a waste of time as far as we are concerned. 
I took such a course and never have used it. On some little, two-bit 
publication a man might have to do his own developing and printing, but 
if he did that he wouldn't have much time to get any writing done. 

1 Whittum, op. cit. 
2Kieckhefer, op. cit. 
3Glenn Tabor, Farm Editor, Topeka Daily Capital, letter in appendix. 
4Hagen, op. cit. 



Several times I have dropped into A.P. offices in New York and 

Chicago, and noted, with much interest, the increasing number of 

photographers on the job and the growing demand for more and better 

pictures. 1 

I know absolutely nothing about the mechanics of photography, but 

I do my best to keep our two photographers as busy as possible. The 

readers fairly drool over some of the shots those boys catch. 

How important is it that he be able to handle a camera? Very im-

portant.2 A good farm story may become a superlative farm story with 

pictures. 

"The farm editor should know how to use a Graphic or Graflex Camera, and 

get good pix under all circumstances," by Clyde H. Duncan,3 about summarizes 

the opinions of the farm editors who responded to the questionnaire. 

The unanimity of editors for proficiency with a camera indicates that 

would—be agricultural journalists should learn to handle a camera before ap-

plying for a position. After a basic course, much photography can be learned 

with p r a c t i c e . The future farm editor should be taught to take pictures to 

illustrate his stories from the time he starts writing farm stories in his 

sophomore or junior year in college. 

A basic photography course is in the proposed agricultural journalism 

curriculum. Since photography, somewhat like swimming, can be learned from 

practice, other courses were not added despite the overwhelming recommen-

dations of editors. Other photography courses might be elected by students 

who spend the two extra summer sessions recommended in the proposed 

curriculum. 

A Farm Background 

Respondents were most evenly divided on the question of whether or not 

1 Cook, op. c it . 

2 

Pierce, op. c it . 
3 
Clyde H. Duncan, on form questionnaire in appendix. 
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a farm background is an absolute prerequisite to farm reporting. The question 

regarding a "sincere love of the land" being a prerequisite was poorly con-

ceived. Although both "love of the land" and "a farm background" were part 

of the same question in the questionnaire, answers are separated here. 

Of twenty-five respondents who commented on the necessity for a farm 

background, eleven said it was a prerequisite; nine said the farm reporter 

definity did not need a farm background; five indicated a farm background 

might be helpful, but that it was not a necessity. 

Feeling on the subject went from "without question" and "absolutely" 

one needs a farm background to "no" and "absolutely no." 

Those on middle ground recorded their feelings on the subject with such 

responses as "A farm background isn't necessary, but a Brooklyn boy who hates 

farmers couldn't make a good reporter," and "I don't believe so, but it would 

help." 

Only fifteen commented on "love of the land." Most of them re-stated 

the question "love of people." The writer felt that "love of the land" 

should have been omitted from the questionnaire. "Love of people and genuine 

curiosity in people" are accepted criteria for would-be journalists. 

Abbreviated sample answers to "love of the land" included: 

"At least he must sincerely like farm people and realize he's no better 

than they. 
"Sincere love of the land absolutely is required." 

"Genuine interest in farm people is our top requirement." 

"He'd better have 'a love of people' and be curious." 

"He must know he's no better than farmers." 

"Must know he's not writing for hayseeds." 

"No, but he must have love for those he works with." 
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"Should love farm folks above all else." 

"He must like people. People work the land. Without them it is scenery." 
"Love of people is the most essential."1 

Whittum gave a lengthy answer to the farm background question.2 

Your question about a farm background and a love of the land is a 
poser which will get you an argument with any CITY editor and most any 
publisher. I don't know whether I can answer it or not. 

I had a farm background, and when I stepped into this job, follow-
ing a man who was known state-wide and had held the job for 25 years, I 
found it very valuable for me. I also enjoy growing things and like 
animals, except bulls, but I had rather make my living writing of them 
than doing them. 

Yes, I guess I do believe that a farm background and certainly an 
understanding of farm problems through having lived them would be quite 
a deciding factor in any man I would employ as an assistant. Certainly 
he must not think himself any better than farm folk, he must believe them 
the salt of the earth, for insincerity will quickly make itself known. 
He MUST have a sincere love for his work and enjoy meeting with and talk-
ing with farm people. He must be easy to talk to and with and know how 
to get along with old and young. He must be ready, willing, and eager 
to give freely of his time and his energy to aid any good farm cause and 
to work many times unreasonably long hours sometimes almost to the limit 
of his physical ability. 

A Nieman fellow3 indicated that a farm background hardly should be 
made an "absolute" prerecuisite. We do not demand that our business page 
editor have been a businessman, banker, or stock broker. 

We do not require that our labor reporter have a background as a 
labor organizer. We do not require our science reporter to have a back-
ground as a physician, Why, then, should we demand that a farm editor 
have been a farmer? 

His job on the newspaper or magazine is not to farm but to write 
and edit news about farm matters and where possible to interpret that 
news. The business of "love of the land" is rather vague, To the 
extent that he should not be afraid to get mud or manure on his boots 
when the occasion demands, the answer should be yes. It is reasonable 
to assume, however, that if a man has what I consider a genuine "love of 
the land" he will be a farmer, not a farm editor. 

1 See letters in appendix. 
2 Whittum, op. cit. 

3 Kieckhefer, op. cit. 
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The Pacific Northwest Farm Quad (farm magazines for f e w northwest 

states) makes a farm background their number one requirement for reports 

hired .1 

It is a mighty up hill proposition trying to train a fellow who has 
been brought up in a city on such matters as from which side to milk a 
cow, when certain crops are harvested and just hundreds of similar points 
which any farm-reared fellow knows. 

If a fellow doesn't know them, he betrays his ignorance in his copy 
and lets his publication open to ridicule by farmer readers. Ridicule 
by readers is a mighty wicked weapon. 

Obvious conclusion to be drawn from the working farm editors is that a 

farm background is not an absolute prerequisite, but that it certainly is no 

handicap. Perhaps it should never be made a prerequisite to a job as a farm 

reporter: however, since several newspapers will not consider an applicant 

who does not have a farm background, students of agriculture with a flair for 

reporting or writing and who were reared on a farm might bo urged, to consider 

a curriculum in agricultural journalism. 

A Broad Education 

Is it more important for the student to get technical agricultural 

courses (as Elements of Animal Husbandry) or a broad general background in 

writing, history, economics and literature, including grammar and spelling? 

Eighteen of 27 persons who responded to the questionnaire favored a 

broad, general education for farm reporters—most of them '"most emphatically." 

on the other hand, those who favored technical training did not favor it so 

strongly. 

Neiman Fellow Osburn Zuber argued for the broad, general education in 2 

this manner:2 

1 Hagen, op, ext. 
2 Osburn Auber, Farm Editor, Birmingham Post-Herald, letter in appendix. 
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In general, I should like to see more attention given to the broad 
economic side of agriculture in the presentation of farm news. The 
public, both urban and rural,1 needs a better understanding of the part 
agriculture plays in the national economy. 

Faming is largely individualistic; but the total results of the 
labors of millions of farmers add up to a vast national interest. It 
seems to me that most people are inclined to think of agriculture in 
terms of a single farm operation—perhaps a farm that they have lived 
on or have known. They do not get the broad picture. To use a 
possibly overworked expression, they don't see the forest for the trees. 

True D. Morse, President of the Doane Agricultural Service (not a news-

paper but publishers of business services to farmers and writers of feature 

services for various publications), said, "We like men well grounded in soils, 

economics and farm management. If, along with this, they have even elementary 

courses of other agricultural subjects, they can develop a more technical 

knowledge as they continue their studies on the job."2 

Farm editor of the Memphis Press-Scimitar recommended general training 

in agriculture with concentration on the crops and problems of the territory 

where the student intends to operate.3 

He need not be a technician, but he should be able to recognize 
good crops and good animals. He should know what good land management 
is. He should learn what people are interested in hearing about and to 
write not just to farmers, but to the general public. He should learn 
to be an interesting writer—he will always have ten times, a hundred 
times, the facts and figures he needs for any story, 

Technical courses offered in universities seem to me to be even 
too detailed for the practical agricultural technician. I think that 
the information that the agricultural agent uses in his day-to-day 
contact with farmers is enough for a farm journalist—and is pretty 
valuable. 

Keyes maintains farm news reporters need not be technicians.4 

1Italics added. 
2 True D. Morse, President, Doane Agricultural Service, Inc., letter in 

appendix, 

3 Meanley, op. cit. 
4 Keyes, op. cit. 
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They report the findings of technicians and, generally speaking, 
these technicians are so conservative that there is little danger any 
damage can be done by the reporting. If the reporter is so well versed 
in the subject that he can out-technic the technician., he should get 

off the reporting end of it and turn to technicking on his own. 

A general education is fine, but for farm writing, it is essential, Bill 

pointed out, to be able to tell what is average performance and what is 

"news, "which means something far beyond average, something different, a new 

combination or an improvement.1 

Assuming that a fellow has had enough schooling to be able to use the 

English language with reasonable facility, we would prefer that his college 

training be heavier on the side of technical agricultural courses than on 

those taught on the liberal arts side of the campus, Hagen reported.2 

Basic subjects like history, economics and literature can't be 
skipped, but as I look back on my own journalism training a good many 
courses I took could have been omitted without any loss whatever. Had 

I had stuff like animal husbandry, agronomy and genetics instead, I 
would have been better off. 

A reporter is essentially an observer and a word machine, observed 

Pierce.3 

He must be able to see what is going on and then put it down in 
understandable language for newspaper publication. He needs to study 
agriculture in general, English composition, sentence structure and 
spelling, and fundamental journalism. 

It is important that the student who expects to become a farm 
editor or reporter first be a good journalist. 

Before a man starts to build a corner cupboard, he must know his 
tools, and they must be sharp. Without the journalistic means to ex-
press himself, all the broad background in agriculture, no matter how 
technical, is of no value. If the agricultural journalism courses 

1 Bill, op. cit. 
2 Hagen, op. cit. 

3 Pierce, op. cit. 
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turn out good journalists, they will find ways of filling in the 
technical information they lack. If they can be given this information 
or at least the means of find it—familiarity with reference material— 
then the course will be successful. 

He must know a silo from a barn, Dickie replied, but he doesn't need to 

know the percentage of United States farmers who do not use ensilage.1 

CRITICISM OF JOURNALISM STUDENTS 

Although most working newspaper men think journalism schools are doing 

an acceptable job, a pretty good job, or a good job of training future news-

paper men, 13 of 42 respondents in this study made, for the most part, con-
structive criticism of the product journalism schools are turning out. 

It could be concluded from the comment of the 42 respondent that 

col leges are, in general, doing a good job of educating for journalism. 
However, the 13 who thought otherwise leveled an even two dozen charges 

against the young journalism graduates. Schools of journalism undoubtedly 

appreciate the "pat on the back." Undoubtedly, too, they are anxious to 

strengthen any weaknesses. For that reason the 24 criticisms are listed 

fere in capsule form: 

1. The college graduates of today are not realistic. 
2. They expect to start too high. 
3. They do not respect experience. 
4. They need to serve as apprentices on a newspaper. 
5. They don't know how to dig beneath the surface and get the whole 

story. 
8. You teach them to be good reporters, but not promoters. 
7. They don't know how to think. 
8. They are too content with handouts. 
9. They can't spell or write complete sentences. 
10. They are dissatisfied with the usual run-of-the-mill stories. 
11. They are geared for "BIG" stories—need humility. 
12. Should make a stronger issue for interpretative writing. 
15. Those trained in agriculture are notoriously poor writers. 
14. They should get less theory and be exposed more to the real thing. 

1 Oickle, op. cit. 



15. They have accumulated too much knowledge which never does then amy 
good. 

16. They cannot adapt. 
17. They do not realize how important a part human relations play in 

getting the best stories. 
18. They write too long; should be more concise and get the story told 

quickly. 
19. Should realize that precision for top-notch performance comes only 

with EXPERIENCE. 
20. They are not realistic. 

21. Neglect routine work. 
22. Do not expect low starting pay. 
23. Must learn respect for practical experience. 

24. Lack good education; do sloppy writing with indifferent spellings.1 

Offsetting these deprecating remarks are many such as: 
1. Those I know appear capable enough. 
2. What criticism do I have of students the journalism schools and de-

partments now are turning out? None. 
3. Beyond the people Mr. Meeman has hired from journalism schools—and 

his choice is generally very good—I am not familiar with the kind 
of journalists the schools are turning out. 

4. My present assistant, a combination photographer and reporter, is a 
graduate of Missouri University School of Journalism, and I gladly 
toss an orchid at that institution.2 Besides taking good picture, 
the boy writes a better story than I do, and I've been at it nearly 
30 years. Youth! 

THE RADIO FARM EDITOR 

Similarities with the Newspaper Farm Editor 

Of eight radio farm editors who responded to the questionnaire, five 

took the time and trouble to complete all six pages of it. This, if it held 

true with a larger number, would indicate more intense interest among radio 

men than among farm newspaper men in agricultural journalism studies. 

Assuming that more responses by farm radio editors would have resulted 

in the same general trends indicated by the eight who did respond, one may 

1 See letters in appendix. 
2 For another view of that institution, read letter in appendix from 

Clyde H. Duncan, Editor of the Tulsa Farm and Ranch World. 
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conclude that attitudes, formal training, experience and techniques for the 

two jobs are extremely similar. 

Only consistent difference indicated in responses was training in speech 

Quite naturally, radio farm editors would include more speech training in the 

agricultural journalism curriculum. Few radio farm editors thought the 

ability to handle a camera important. However Sam Schneider, Director of 

KVOG, Tulsa, said, "Handling a camera is a must even in agricultural radio, 

but developing and printing can usually be hired."1 

Seventy-five percent of the radio farm editors, like newspaper farm 

editors, prefer their assistants to get a broad general education, Like the 

newspaper men, those in radio would give agricultural journalism students 

more courses in economics, marketing, grammar, spelling, news writing ex-

perience, history and political science. 

Opinions of Radio Farm Editors 

Leo F. Presslin, Farm Director of KFGO, believes the farm director 

should have a broad educational background with a major in journalism. 

Primarily, he said, his studies should qualify him, as much as 
possible, to be an information specialist. While negotiating for my 
present job, I pointed out to the station manager that I had no farm 
background, had never even spent time on a farm. Me replied: "If I 
wanted a farm expert, I'd hire a farmer. What I want is a good re-
porter. 

The important thing is not that he should know a good deal about 
farming, but that he should know how, where, and when to get his infor-
mation when it is necessary...and then have the journalistic, technical 
know-how to process it and put it across. 

On the other hand, Herb Plambeck, Farm News Editor of WHO, prefers an 

1 Sam Schneider, Farm Radio Director, KVOO, letter in appendix. 2 
Leo F. Presslin, Farm Director, KFGO, letter in appendix. 
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assistant to have a farm background. 

In order to be a well informed, widely read or heard farm editor, 
I'd want him to have had practical experience with crop and livestock 
production. Membership as a boy in 4-H or FFA activities would be 
highly valuable. A knowledge of athletics (farmers are sports-minded) 
is helpful. So is an appreciation of world and state events, and 
economics. He would have to have at least a passable knowledge of 
grammar and, of course, he would have to be able to spell.1 

Harold E. Cunningham, Program manager of KGEM, said a farm background 

is, without question, an absolute prerequisite for a farm radio director. 

...so that the person is better equipped to select truly helpful, 
practical material for presentation, rather than the too-often highly 
theoretical items that contain questionable practical information.2 

Farm Editor Phillip Combs of WSBT, thinks it more important for a 

student to get a good technical background in agriculture than it is to have 

expensive study in history, writing and grammar. 

I have seen some good stories very badly written by good reporters 
who lack knowledge of the farm. Although a farm background is not 
essential, it will aid a farm editor to better understand the problems 
of the farmer and will enable him to better interpret stories.3 

Radio farm editors, for the most part, think students should get more 

training in business, promotion and publicity. One would judge from responses 

received that radio farm editors, more than newspaper farm editors, must 

justify their existence to their employer- - with financial returns. 

Schneider explained it:4 

Obviously, he must have studied agriculture, but if he's a farm 
boy and knows the pulse of agriculture, the job will be easy providing 
he has studied publicity, promotion and advertising technique. Your 
curriculum is not heavy enough in these fields. 

1Herb Plambeck, Farm Hews Editor, WHO, letter in appendix. 
2 H a r o l d E. Cunningham, Program Manager, KGEM, letter in appendix, 3Phillip Combs, Farm Editor, WSBT, letter in appendix. 

4 Schneider, loc. cit. 
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As for his background in writing history, economics and literature, 
they are all important and should be taken very seriously, but the most 
important thing that he will learn is the technique of publicity. By 
that I don't have any reference to his ability as a writer; 1 have 
reference to his ability to map and execute a campaign. Maybe this will 
help you better to see what I mean. Any journalist can learn to be a 
reporter with plenty of grammar to prepare a top story, but unless that 
story fits into a campaign to sell such related subjects, it is just an-
other story. 

I feel a farm editor should take a great part in the development 
of the agriculture in the community, rather than just waiting for some-
thing to happen for him to report. In other words, if he can help 
organizations map campaigns and get them executed, he is truly serving 
the community. 

A journalism curriculum which teaches him only bow to be a good re-
porter has stopped way short of the mark. 

Jack Jackson, Director of Agriculture for ECHO, points to 200 members 

of the national Association of Radio Farm Directors and others not members of 

the association to show the opportunities in farm radio. 

"Each of these members devotes a major portion of his time to broadcast-

ing and interpreting farm information," he said.1 

I am sincere in my belief that training for prospective radio farm 
directors is being neglected, he said. 

Survey after survey has shown that farmers get more farm infor-
mation from the radio than from any other type of media, Yet our major 
training efforts are still for the Press. 

Oscar Cooley of WIBC argued strongly for a broad general education with 

clinical subject matter getting secondary attention. The radio farm editor, 

he said, should have good basic knowledge of our economic system and how it works.2 

The American farmer markets his produce in the freest market in 
the world, and that I think is the basic reason why lie is the most 
prosperous farmer in the world. 

1 Jack Jackson, Director of Agriculture, XCMO, letter in appendix. 
2 Oscar Cooley, Farm Director, WIBC, letter in appendix. 
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Why does the free market make the farmer prosperous? That is a 
64-dollar question that every student of farm journalism, should spend 
a good deal of time studying. Therefore, I think your curriculum could 
stand more studies in Economics and Marketing.1 

Remainder of the questionnaires from radio farm directors showed little 

difference from those of the newspaper farm editors. Like the newspaper men, 

the radio farm directors, get their best tips from: county agricultural 

agents, home demonstration agents, 4-H club agents, teachers of vocational 

agriculture, the State Extension Services, FARMERS THEMSELVES, commercial and 

academic experiment stations, the United States Department of Agriculture, and 

dealers in fertilizers, feeds, farm machinery and other farm equipment, 

Like the newspaper men, those in radio said the college graduate today 

expects to land a top job, has too little respect for experience, is un-

realistic, needs more practical and less theoretical training. 

Books Recommended by Farm Radio Men 

Books recommended by at least 40 percent of the radio farm directors are 

about the same the newspaper men selected. Only five radio farm directors 

completed the book section of the questionnaire. Books at least two editors 

said were good references are listed below with the number recommending them 

preceding the book titles: 

4 The Nature and Properties of Soils by T. Lyttleton Lyon and 
Harry O. Buckman. 

2 Fundamentals of Soil Science, Charles E. Millar and L. M. Turk. 

4 Feeds and Feeding, Frank B. Morrison. 

3 Types and Market Glasses of Livestock, Henry W. Vaughn. 

2 Keeping Livestock Healthy, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1942. 

3 Dairy Science, Its Principles and Practice, William E. Peterson. 1 Loc. cit. 
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2 Destructive and Useful Insects, Their Habits and Control, Clell 
L. Metcalf and W. P. Flint. 

2 Announcements and bulletins from the Federal Bureau of Entomology. 

2 Announcements and bulletins of state agricultural experiment 
stations. 

2 Diseases of Fields and Crops, James G. Dickson. 

3 Successful Poultry Management, Morely A. Jull. 

2 Readings In Economic History of American Agriculture, Louis B. 
Schmidt and Earle Dudley Ross. 

2 Elements of Agricultural Economics, G. A. Forester and Marc 
Leager. 

2 A History of Agricultural Experiraentation and Research in the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Alfred Charles True. 

2 A History of Agricultural Extension Work in the United States, 
Alfred Charles True. 

Periodicals Recommended by Farm Radio Men 

Except for a little less stress on soil conservation, the farm radio 

directors chose about the same periodical references as the newspaper farm 

editors. 

From the list submitted for their approval, farm radio directors omitted 

"Certified Milk" (as did farm newspaper editors), "Journal of Soil and Water 

Conservation," "Hew Agriculture," "Soil Conservation," and "Seed WorId." 

Most popular periodical references among the farm radio directors were: 

The American Farm Bureau Federation Official News Letter 

The National Grange Monthly 

Down to Earth (Dow Chemical Company) 

Better Farming Methods 

Better Crops with Plant Food 

American Hereford Journal 



Aberdeen-Angus Journal 

Agricultural News Letter 

Hoard's Dairyman 

Sixty percent of the farm radio respondents checked those periodicals as 

good references. Periodicals that got an affirmative nod from at least 40 

percent of the radio farm editors were: 

The Business of Farming 

Cargill Crop Bulletin 

The Cooperative Consumer 

Crops and Soils 

Digest of Farm News 

The Furrow 

The Jersey Bulletin 

Kansas Farmer (and other state agricultural magazines) 

Kansas Farm Bureau hews (and other state Farm Bureau newspapers 

and magazines) 

National Union Farmer 

Colliers 

Saturday Evening Post 

Consumer Reports 

Consumer's Digest 

Time 

Science News Letter 

Those approved by only 20 percent of the farm radio directors included: 

American Cyanagrams 

Harvester World (International Harvester) 

Kansas Grange Monthly (and other state Grange magazines) 

Kansas Union Farmer (and other state Farmers' Union publications) 



The Kraftsman (Kraft Cheese) 

National Livestock Producer 

Digest of Farm News (General Tire and Rubber Co . ) 

Agronomy World 

Market Growers Journal (vegetable growers) 

Comparison of the list selected by the farm radio directors shows a 

great similarity with the one selected by the farm editors of newspapers* 

Likewise the list added to the questionnaire by the farm radio directors in-

cludes many of the same magazines that were suggested by the farm editors. 

The regional farm magazines were most popular with both groups. 

Sixty percent of the radio respondents suggested ''Successful Farming;" 

40 percent , "Country Gentleman." Other periodicals suggested by the radio 

farm editors follow: 

Wallace's Farmer 

Farm Journal 

Capper's Farmer 

Doane's Agricultural Service 

Duroc News 

Farm Quarterly 

Poultry Tribune 

Artificial Insemination 

Curtis Candy Company (The author is not acquainted with it ) 

Kansas City Weekly Star 

Idaho Farm Journal 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Greed and selfishness are creating tensions between rural and urban 
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persons. The two segments of society are interdependent with each other and 

with other segments of total society. A study of economics, history and 

politics shows that good times and abundant living does not come for an 

isolated segment of any given society. 

It appears that a good newspaperman should amplify the tensions on 

different sides of any controversial issue, try to arrive at the truth, ex-

plain i t , illustrate i t , background and interpret it to the public. 

To interpret farm news, it seems future agricultural writers must under-

stand marketing, production, consumption and other phases of economics, 

political science, and sociology before going on the job. To get at the 

truth of current issues, it then appears they will be forced to study such 

magazines as New Republic, Commonweal, Atlantic, Time, Fortune, Life , nations 

Business , Wall Street Journal and others amplifying different viewpoints. 

Science, economic, political, and sociological magazines also should be on 

the farm editor's reading l ist , plus those that keep him abreast of current 

happenings in agriculture. 

Few of the magazines will give an unbiased, view. The farm editor must 

know their biases to recognize them. His job is to present the truth--

usually found somewhere between the extremes espoused by the various 

magazines listed. 

Readers probably will suspect the farm editor of being biased toward 

agriculture. So farm editors, like the wives of Henry V I I I and Caesar, will 

have to take every care to keep themselves above suspicion. To be effective, 

they must build a reputation for integrity. 

It appears that agricultural issues of the day will continue to emanate 

from Washington. Whether it is margarine-butter, parity, subsidies, supports, 

allotments, or wheat as a feed compared to corn, there will be two sides to 
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the story—with strong backers on both sides. The farm editor's job, like 

that of any other newspaperman, will be to determine the truth and tell it to 

the people. 

Farm editors throughout the United States today feel that photographs 

and illustrations can be used much more widely in interpreting and telling 

the agricultural story to both rural and urban readers. Whenever possible, 

the farm editor should strengthen his story with graphic illustrations. 

Advertisers use illustrations to sell their products. Truth in agri-

cultural news is the farm editor's product. Pictures, charts, drawings and 

diagrams would help him sell that product. 

Letters from working farm editors indicated that few publishers feel 

much responsibility for the farmer. Farm editors will have to show publisher 

that the service they are giving farmers (honest information interpreted so 

it is meaningful) is making money for the publisher. 

Earlier research indicated that farmers are anxious to keep up with news 

and to know what it means. They probably will take the paper that comes 

closest to interpreting news so it is meaningful to them. The farm editor 

who does that quite likely will be able to point to increased farm (and urban 

circulation and subsequent advertising. 

Nearly all farmers, like nearly all their city cousins, take daily news-

papers. They do it to get the news, but the large rural circulation figures 

do not mean that the farmer is pleased with the product he gets. He probably 

wants better farm news. Farmers on poor country roads put chains on their 

cars to get to town when it rains. But arguing that the large number of 

farmers who buy chains indicates they want to use chains would be absurd. 

The same might be true with the large number who subscribe to some of the 

daily newspapers. 
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It does not appear that many farm editors will be able to do much more 

than scratch the surface on interpreting and backgrounding stories to make 

them meaningful. 

Only definite conclusion to be drawn from the list of books submitted to 

help farm editors background and interpret farm news is that most of them 

have no time for books. Only nine of more than 40 who returned question-

naires graded the books "good," " f a i r , " or "poor." Many ended letters with, 

"I do not feel qualified to comment on your suggested references or the 

same in substance. 

Most of those who responded to this section of the questionnaire indi-

cated "book knowledge goes out of date; it is better to get a "walking-

talking" reference. 

The fact that farm editors do not have time for books was illustrated 

further. The questionnaire provided a blank under each of ten separate head-

ings for respondents to suggest "other references." Since nine responded, 

there were a total of 90 blanks they might have completed. Only one of the 

nine made any suggestion. He made only one: "the works of Dr. Albrecht of 

Wisconsin University, Madison." 

Digging below the surface apparently takes more time than most publishers 

are giving their farm editors. 

Contrasted with the one suggestion as a reference book were 41 different 

publications suggested with nine of the 41 repeated from two to five times by 

different editors—an indication that farm editors do a good job of keeping 

up with and knowing what the current agricultural news is . 

On the basis of replies, remarks, if not conclusions, seemed in order. 

Although respondents stressed that more political science, much more economics 

and more history should be included in the submitted agricultural journalism 
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curriculum, only one named "The Journal of Farm Economics" as a good 

reference. Only one checked the "Journal of Political Economy." Only one 

mentioned the Congressional Digest. Hone mentioned a sociology magazine, 

Political, economic and sociology were at the bottom of the list of 

references for working farm editors. Magazines on soils, crop reports, soil 

conservation and specialized farming were at the top of the working editors' 

list. 

To the uninitiated, congressional and political discussions sound more 

interesting than soil, conservation, crops, soils and specialized farming, 

But one group shows a farmer how to make more money. The other shows no money 

returns, no trinsic values. 

Yet curriculum recommendations made by farm editors indicated that they 

know that economics, politics, history, literature, and sociology are im-

portant to rural and urban populations alike. 

Is it i llogical , incongruous, then that the farm editors did not recom-

mend current periodicals in those fields? Probably not. 

The daily newspaper is produced at too fast a tempo and on too tight a 

work schedule for those who write farm news to spend time with references 

needed to interpret and background the current stories. 

Only the largest metropolitan dailies have payrolls to support an agri-

cultural writer doing research necessary to interpret the over-all farm news. 

It appeared to this writer that daily newspapers, to do more inter-

pretation of agricultural news, might hire men who had this background infor-

mation from formal or other training so they (the reporters) could do back-

grounding without much use of reference books. 

This is an argument for strong agricultural journalism curriculums in 

the colleges and universities. It also is strong argument for the three major 



wire services to use agricultural journalists, particularly on their Washing-

ton and major farm market center staffs . To date the three major wire 

services have only one agricultural writer in Washington. He is not working 

full-time reporting and interpreting farm news. 

That few agricultural stories are backgrounded with economic and 

political facts probably is one of the prices paid for a free press. In a 

competitive society, the newspapers must give their readers what the readers 

want—NOT what the farm editors want the readers to have. 

When they made curriculum recommendations, farm editors indicated they 

would like to have economics, politics, sociology, literature and history 

understood. 

To the writer, many theories of farm editors paralleled those of many 

college professors. 

But when the farm editor sits down to produce copy, he must put aside 

his theories and face reality. He could dig through books, pamphlets, 

periodicals, the Congressional Record, read a left , a right and a middle-of-

the-road view, talk to persons with various views, He then, very likely, 

could produce one of the best stories of the week. But unless he is on the 

staff of one of the largest metropolitan dailies in the United States, he 's 

more likely assigned to f i l l a page a day. On one of the largest newspapers, 

his assignment probably would be one such story a day. 

Rather than condemn current farm editors, whose theories are about the 

some as those of college professors, perhaps the college professors teaching 

agricultural (and other) journalists should take each seventh year off and 

become working newspaper men. 

Following a year of reality, the professors would be in a better position 

to bring reality and theory into working relationship than are most daily 

newspaper farm editors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory the candidate for a degree thought should go in a course 

called "The Farm Page" went into the first part of the thesis. The second 

part of the thesis checked this theory with working farm editors. 

A questionnaire was sent to 280 farm editors of larger daily news-

papers in the 48 states of the United States. It also went to 70 Midwest 

farm radio directors. The study was based on a return of slightly more than 

an anticipated 10 percent return. Two Nieman fellows, a Pulitzer prize 

winner and many college graduates were among the respondents. The research© 

also found at least one crank in the group, ironically a Kansan. 

ETHICS In FARM NEWS 

Codes of Ethics, Canons of Journalism, and a Journalist's Creed can be 

followed for a code of ethics. Ethics in farm news consists largely in 

erasing national tensions by truthfully showing the interrelation of various 

segments of society. 

"Whether a person is a U. S. producer, processor, transporter, retailer, 

wholesaler or a consumer of farm products, he is part of an interrelated 

economic system that has produced the highest standard of living known. 

Newspaper men not showing this interrelation are unwittingly fostering the 

deplorable attitude among many .American groups that the only realistic 

policy is to "get all you can." 

A SHORT HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE 

Some 2200 years ago, Marcus Porcius Cato wrote instructions for a farm 

near Rome. His instructions and those now disseminated by college extensior 



services stressed the same things: rotation, leguminous crops, apply 

fertilizers, market crops on the hoof. 

Early Romans, before Christ's time, were nearly all agricultural men. 

However, most of America's farm heritage came from England, Scotland, 

France and Germany. America developed an economic system with three attri-

butes not known in the economic system of the Union of Socialist Soviet Re-

publics. 

1. The American owner has undisputed possession against claims of 
other individuals. 

2. He is free to dispose of what he owns. 

3. He is not obligated to make payments for using his own property. 
(Some maintain taxes are becoming confiscatory, however.) 

Contrasted to this system is Communism. It covers more than two-thirds 

of the world's surface, so must be recognized as one of the most important 

systems of land holding in human history. 

Early Americans (Indians) held land in common with no one claiming 

title. But the system has never been both an economic and a social success. 

America is distinct for developing free proprietorship of property. It 

is more 100 percent American than religious liberty, popular sovereignty, 

freedom of speech and press. 

The Homestead Act, Pre-emption and other systems of getting the land 

settled, nut the land into private hands and enthroned free proprietorship. 

Because lands were plentiful and cheap and labor dear, the lands were used 

lavishly. Conservation needed now is one of the prices paid. 

President Washington was the first American business farmer. He kept 

accurate records on all his crops, fields and livestock. He corresponded 

with Arthur Young and Sir John Sinclair in England, sought ideas, seeds, 

plows, laborers, a manager and tenants from England. He could not be judged 
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a successful farmer. However, had he not been away from home drawing up the 

Constitution and being president, he might have been remembered as the 

Father of American Agriculture. 

Department of Agriculture 

The USDA started in the patent office where seeds from foreign countries 

were gathered and distributed. Congress appropriated $1,000 for agri-

cultural work in 1839. The Department was created May 15, 1862, after 10 

years of lobbying by the U. S. Agricultural Society, and with the threaten-

ing Civil War. 

The Homestead Act followed in five days and two months later the Land-

Grant College Act became law. The experiment station law was not passed 

until 1887. The USDA has grown to eleven program, agencies: agricultural 

research administration, commodity exchange authority, the extension ser-

vice, the farm credit administration, the farmers home administration, the 

federal crop insurance corporation, the forest service, production and 

marketing administration, commodity credit corporation, the rural electri-

fication administration and the soil conservation service, and nine staff 

arid service agencies: Bureau of agricultural economics, office of budget 

and finance, the office of foreign agricultural r e l a t i o n s , the office of 

hearing examiners, the office of information, the library, office of 

personnel, office of plant operations and the office of the solicitor. 

All report directly to the Secretary of Agriculture—an unwieldly 

organization. 

Many perform overlapping functions with field men at the local level. 

They should be combined to eliminate waste and confusion in minds of public. 

Also local advisory committees tend to become local administrative units. 
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One field man could represent all agencies. Administration, to eliminate 

local politics, could be done by employees of the USDA. 

Newsmen could correct the abuses as they did with the recent potato 

fiasco. Once the public has the facts, it tends to have abuses corrected 

through elected representatives. 

A SHORT REVISE OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

Principal interests of people in all times during recorded history has 

been how to make a living and what things affect a person's ability to make 

a living. 

Stories telling and interpreting processes of producing and distribut-

ing wealth are no less vital today. Therefore, forceful farm editors must 

pay a great deal of attention to economic activities of farmers. 

SAMPLE FARM AND TECHNICAL TERMS FARM REPORTER REPORTER NEEDS TO KNOW 

Covey, flock, herd, drove, pack, bevy. Rick, stack, sheaf, swath. 

Stallion, mare, foal, colt, gelding. Bull, cow, calve, calf, steer. Swine, 

boar, sow, farrow, pigs, barrow. Deadman. Woodpecker or beaver. Haywire 

outfit. Parity. 

POLITICS IN AGRICULTURE 

As early as 1852 a national agricultural organization began pressuring 

Congress for a department of agriculture. Ten years later, with the Civil 

War helping, the USDA was created. 

Leading farm organizations now trying to influence legislation include 

American Farm Bureau Federation, National Farmers Union, National Co-op 

Council, and the National Grange. All have official publications which the 



alert Farm Editor must get and study. They are important lobbyists for agri-

cultural legislation. AFBF is most "right" of the four. AF Union is most 

"left." 

A Look at the Present Farm Program and 
Some of Its Forerunners 

Within lifetime of middle-aged farmers prices for basic crops have 

varied eight to one. Wheat has fluctuated between 44 cents and $3.33 a 

bushel; corn, 22 cents to $2.88; rye, 30 cents to $4.08, cotton 5 cents to 

40 cents. Something is needed to stabilize farm prices,, 

Industry restricts production. Farmers have not been able to do so. 

Farm programs have been political with prices high enough to hold the 

farmers v o t e — rather than based on world supply and demand. Legislation 

here cannot control foreign prices so government programs have failed. 

Controls effectively curb exports, lead to isolation and economic 

nationalism. 

American system has thrived on competition which results in surpluses 

with low prices and other complexities. To the author, this seems infinitely 

better than famine. Subsidies to farmers may seem, justified from a study 

of tariffs, but it is one segment taking unearned economic advantage of an-

other. 

Past programs that have failed: devaluation of the dollar raised 

prices of manufactured goods. but not of farm products disposed of in 

foreign markets. 

Destruction of livestock, despite democracy being associated with 

plenty; tyranny with scarcity and want, 
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The Ever-Normal granary, a misnamed device to increase income to 

farmers. 

Subsistence payments in the guise of conservation payments. 

Now a subsidy in form of supported prices. 

VOTES CAST IN THE U . S. SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

From study of votes recorded over a ten-year period in the two houses 

of the United States Congress, the writer concluded that most votes are a 

bid for re-election. 

Neither party affiliations, farm blocs nor other so-called divisions 

of either house will stand up on legislation affecting home states of 

senators or representatives. 

Voting on a $250,000,000 fund for parity payments on wheat, corn, 

cotton, rice and tobacco, under Democratic sponsorship, Democratic congress-

men joined Republicans In industrial states to defeat the bill. Republican 

and Democratic representatives from states producing the crops to be sup-

ported voted for it. The so-called farm bloc split to non-existence except 

in states whose major crops were to have been supported. 

More crops were added to the support list before the legislation was 

favored by a majority. 

The 1945 vote to defer agricultural workers, vetoed by Truman, illus-

trated how effectively the party can break the so-called farm bloc, Of the 

186 who voted for passage over the President's veto, only 37 were Democrats. 

Not a Republican Senator voted against the 1941 amendment to the 

National Defense Act to prohibit procurement of agricultural products out-

side of the United States. Forty-seven Democratic senators voted to defeat 

the bill. Again the farm bloc was split by the party whip. 
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A 1949 vote in the senate to make 90 percent parity mandatory, party 

legislation, passed when Vice President Barkley broke a 37-37 tie, This was 

farm legislation. But it appeared to be more of a Democratic vote with de-

fections than a farm vote with defections. 

Conclusion: neither the farm bloc nor party lines stand against legis-

lation that is to be felt in the purse of constituents. 

A Proposed Agricultural Journalism Curriculum 

Using the Kansas State College curriculum in agricultural journalism as 

a foundation, the following curriculum was built after studying curriculum 

suggestions from working farm editors. 

Freshman 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Engl. 111 Written Comm. I . . 
. 

. . 3 
Comp. 111 Biol. in Rel. to Man I . . 4 
Comp. 101 Man's Phys. World I . . 4 
An. Husb. 126 El. of An. Husb. . . • . 2 and 
An. Husb. 129 El. of An. Husb. Lab. 

. . . . 1 
Mil. Sc. 105 Military IA . . . . 1 
Jour. 109 Journalism Lectur 
Gen. Agr. 104 Freshman Assembly . . 

Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M « . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . R 

Total . 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Engl. 112 Written Comm. II 
Comp. 112 Biol. in Rel. to Man II . . 4 
Comp. 102 Man's Phys. World II • . . 4 
Dairy Husb. 101 El. of Dairying 
Hort. 104 El. of Hort. . . , . 2 
Hort. 105 El. of Hort. Lab . . • . . 1 
Mil. Sc. 106 Military IB . . . . . . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M • . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . R 

Total . . . 17 



Sophomore 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

History 105 Amer. Ind. History . . . . . 3 
Speech 103 Oral Cornrn. . . . . . . . . . 2 
Agron. 130 Soils . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Poul. Husb. 104 Farm Poul. Prod 2 
Poul. Husb. 105 Farm Poul. Prod. Lab . . . . 1 
Jour. 160 Agr. Journalism . . . . . . 3 
Mil. Sc. Military . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 

Total . 16 

Second Sernester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Sociology 156 Rural Sociology . . . . . . 3 
An. Husb. 152 Prin. of Feeding . . . . . . 3 
Agr. Engg. 108 Farm Machinery . . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 187 Reporting II . . . . . . . . 3 
Ent. 107 Gen. Econ. Entomol . . . . . 3 
Mil. Sc. Military . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Phys. Ed. 103 Phys. Education M . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

Junior 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Econ. 101 Economics I . . . . . . . . 3 
Agron. 106 Farm Crops . . . . . . . . . 4 
Jour. 269 Magazine Article Wrtng . . . 2 
Jour. 177 Prin. of Advertising . . . . 3 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 
Eng. 169 English Proficiency . . . . R 
Eng. 243 Advanced Grammar . . . . . . 3 
Gov't. 252 Comparative Government . . . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs. 

Agr. Econ. 209 Agr. Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Agr. Econ. 202 Mktg. Farm Prod. . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 149 News Photography . . . . . . 2 
Jour. 162 Radio News . . . . . . . . 2 or 
Jour. 181 Rural Press . . . . . . . . 2 
Jour. 166 Editing 2 
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Jour 199 Jour. Lecture . . . . . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. Seminar* . . . . . . . R 
Eng. 255 Cultural Reading . . . . . 3 or 
Eng. 170 English Literature I . . . . 3 
Agr. Econ. 211 Agricultural Industries . . 2 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

Senior 

First Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs 

History 209 World Cultures I . . . . . . 3 
Gov't. 206 American Political P ar ties . 3 
Bot. 205 Plant Pathology I • . . . 3 
Jour. 234 Reporting III . . . 3 
Eng. 281 World Classics . . . . . . . 3 
Jour. 199 Jour. Lecture . . . R 
Gen. Agr. 103 Agr. S e m i n a r * . . . . . . . R 

Electives . . . . . . . . . 
2 

Total . 17 

Second Semester 
Course Sem. Hrs 

Econ. 224 International Trade . . . . 2 

History 210 World Cultures II . . . . . 3 
Eng. 219 Advanced Composition . . . . 3 
Eng. 228 Short Story I . . . 9 

. . . 3 

Eng. 231 World Classics . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . 

. . 3 or 
Eng. 174 American Literature II . . . 3 

Total . . . . 17 

*Four meetings each semester. 

**At least three additional hours are to be elected in journalism, 
making a total of 27 hours. 

Electives intended to strengthen the student in his fields of 
greatest interest may be selected from course offerings in agriculture, 
agricultural engineering, journalism, history and government, economics 
and sociology, speech and radio, graphic arts, including commercial 
illustration, and any of the basic or applied sciences relating to agri-
culture. 

All students pursuing work leading to a degree in agricultural 
journalism are urged to spend two extra summer sessions to permit 
selection of electives and to have more time to participate during the 
regular terms in extra-curricular activities. Those reared on a farm 
should spend the third summer reporting for a small daily or large 
weekly newspaper, Those with urban backgrounds should accept farm day 
labor the third summer-
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REFERENCES 

Books 

Farm editors indicated they have no use for technical books, or any-

other books other than the standard references, for use in backgrounding and 

interpreting farm news. They prefer, instead, to call experts and quote them, 

Periodicals 

Leading periodicals used by farm editors in backgrounding and inter-

pretation of agricultural news are the Farm Journal, Country Gentleman, 

Successful Farming, Capper's Farmer, Wallace's Farmer, bulletins from agri-

cultural colleges and the USDA. 

Other magazines used (in order of importance) are American Farm Bureau 

Federation official news letter, Hoard's Dairyman, Soil Conservation, Cargill 

Crop Bulletins, Crops and Soils, The Furrow (John Deere), Kansas Farmer and 

other state agricultural magazines, Colliers, Agricultural News Letter (DuPont 

the National Grange Monthly, the Saturday Evening Post and others. Sources of "Tips" 

Farm editors surveyed listed "tip" preferences in this order: farmers, 

county extension agents, feed, fertiliser, and farm machinery dealers, vo-

cational ag teachers, the agricultural extension service, leaders in farm 

organizations, etc. 

Techniques and Qualifications 

Photography 

That the ability to take good pictures is an absolute pre-requisite for 

farm editors was almost a unanimous agreement by the farm editors surveyed. 
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Farm Background 

Twenty-five respondents commented on the necessity of a farm background 

for a farm editor. Eleven said it was a prerequisite; nine said there was 

no need for a farm background, five said it would be helpful. 

A Broad Education 

Eighteen of 27 respondents wanted any future assistant to have a broad 

general education including economics, marketing, socioogy, political 

science, literature, and "spelling and grammar." Nearly all of the 27 were 

emphatic and definite in this requirement. The other nine who favored 

technical training were not strong in their sentiments. 

Criticism of Journalism Students 

Thirteen of 42 respondents criticized the product of the college journal-

ism departments with such comments as "They do not respect experience," "They 

are trained for and geared to the 'big' stories," "They can't spell or write 

complete sentences," "They need training in digging beneath the surface and 

interpreting," "They do not expect low starting pay," "They should get less 

theory, more practical experience." 

THE RADIO FARM EDITOR 

Most responses from radio farm editors paralleled those of newspaper 

farm editors, Many wanted more speech and promotion in the curriculum. Few 

thought the ability to take pictures important. 

Otherwise their opinions, their references, their sources for tips, etc., 

were much like those of the newspaper farm editors. 



FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Farm editors, in curriculum suggestions, indicated they have philoso-

phies similar to those of college professors. They, for the most part, want 

abroad education. In listing references, they are not consistent—because 

they are too busy to use political, historical, economic and sociological 

references. For the most part, they seemed unable to put their theories into 

practice. Perhaps, therefore, journalism instructors should become working 

newsmen each seventh year. Following the year's absence from the classroom, 

perhaps they could see and instruct with methods that would get theory and 

practice stirred into the stories for both rural and urban consumption. 

Greed and selfishness are creating tensions among rural, urban and other 

segments of society. All segments are interdependent. Cooperation among 

them would advance all further toward their ideals. Teaching the interde-

pendence through newspapers and in the class room seemed more important 

following the survey. 
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